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ON A RAMBLE WITH ED STUART 
As another Editor said first editorials are difficult, especially when you're slumped 
in front of your computer after - hopefully - finishing most of the magazine. I hope 
you like the 'Crucial CRASH Tape', it wasn't easy getting a free Smash game and 
such a great demo. Thanks to the companies involved there and of course Richard 
Eddy for arranging it all. 

The quality of The Real Ghostbusters tern, thanks to Mr Micro, is indicative of 
the high standard we've come to expect and receive from the Spectrum For the 
moment, at least, the Spectrum is not only the cheapest machine around, it's also 
the ore with most of the best software Of course the ST and Amiga have some 
dazzling games graphically, but programmers have got a long way to go before 
they know the 68000 chip as well as the Z80 - and it shows. Even coin-op 
conversions are often better on the Speccy, retaining payability while intricate 
16-bit graphics ruin things with sluggish responses - step forward Afterburner 
and Operation Wol1. 

But if the quality of licensed games and coln-op conversions has never been 
higher on the Spectrum, then at the same time the number of high quality, original 
material written specifically for it has never been lower Apart from budget 
practically every game is written to be released on all formats, meaning that very 
few make best use of the Spectrum. Games in the old days, like Sabre Wutf, Lords 
Of Midnight and Full Throttle, combined imaginative presentation with gameplay 
designed for the machine. And not only were the games fun, they also had tots of 
lastabiiity. 

Yet, as always, there are exceptions to the rule - and some conversions make 
absolutely spectacular use of the Spectrum with similarly superb gameplay. The 
obvious example is Carrier Command, programmed over two years by Andy 
Onions. Simply putting the game on the Spectrum was something of a miracle, 
and the dramatic improvements in gameplay are amazing The only other example 
I can think of showing similar thoughtfulness In conversion is Starghder, also 
converted by Realtime Software. 

For the most part, though, such talent and dedication is sadly lacking. And if 
one software house were to launch a range of mid-price games, designed with 
the attention to detail in payability and machine capability as Ultimate. Micromega 
and Beyond once did, then I think Spectrum gamesptayers would have a iot more 
Smashes to choose from than in this issue. 

In the meantime all I can say is look out for Carrier Command- it's even better 
than that other classic mega-challenge; Elite1 

THE CRUCIAL CRASH CASSETTE 
Cor bl imey, if it isn't another of t h e m tapes o n the cover. But strike a light, this ain't no 
ord inary 'mega-tape ' , it's got the C R A S H Smash Sophistry o n i t - t h e C O M P L E T E g a m e 
— plus a f a b o r o o m i first level of The Real Ghostbusters (details o n page 24). This m o n t h 
C R A S H also has an EXCLUSIVE REVIEW of Carrier Command a nd some incredible news 

a b o u t Amstrad . Other magaz ines? Pah! They ' re just a loada Superf ic ial dYSentery ! ! ! 

GHOSTS IN THE MACHINE 
You've seen the film, watched 
the cartoon, even read the 
comic, and now you can play the 
computer game! The Real 
Ghostbusters are coming to 
exorcise your neighbourhood. 
And we ve qot EXCLUSIVE 
details about this chartbusting 
licence. 
Ectoplasrnic emanation 56 

Parlez vous franqais? Well 
neither do we, but we've been 
talking (in English!) to up-and-
coming French software house. 

Ubi Soft. Their next epic game 
is Iron Lord - we've got EXCLU-
SIVE news and a brilliant pull-
out poster... just pour vous 
French fancies 

CRASH reader Steven Martin 
didn't know what he was in for 
when he won our Spitting Image 
competition. His prize was to be 
immortalised in latex, by the 
famous puppetmakers them-
selves. Mark Caswell went along 
to see how it was done. 
Spitting secrets 64 

27 B U S T G H O S T S . . . 
. . . with Activision and win a great day out 

48 U B I A W I N N E R . . . 
. win an amazing mountain bike from Ubi Soft 

53 P H O N E FEVER 
games, games, games must be won in CRASH'S Hotline Comp 
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80% and over 
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The Atari 520STFM 

MARBLE MADNESS. £24.95 
Electronic Arts. 

TEST DRIVE. £24.95 
Electronic Arts. 

Of £450 wortt' 
ItjNU <**>"<> 

A * • kfi l 
Ti, 

BEYOND THE ICE PALACE. £19.95 
Elite. 

BUGGY BOY. £19.95 
ESte 

ET-EV iCr- • 

Nr-V 1 

EDDIE EDWARDS SUPER SKI. £19.95 IKARI WAfl O 
Elite. are 

« wczmr. -
Jti ioaaawtJH 

r - i " i 

CHOPPER X £9.99 
Mastertronic 

ROADWARS. £19.95 
Melbourne House, 

XENON. £19.95 
Metoourne House. 

ARKANOID II. £19.95 
Imagine. 

WIZBALL £19.95 
Ocean. 

BLACK lAMf 
Fret ire 

Here it is! The new Super Pack from Atari. 
You don't just get the brilliant 520STFM. 

We're giving you twenty-two great software 
titles that most people would gladly sell their 
grannies for. 
*Ay*4abte from most Atari dealtrv Offer ends Marcti 1st 1989 

There's no catch. You really do get the 
520STFM and £450 worth of great software 
titles for just £399.99. 

So make sure you include yourself in this 
great offer* 



I. £399.99 inclusive. 

\i of software. 
r 

4 > 
^tna i 

RANARAMA. £19.95 
Hewson. 

THUNDERCATS. £19.95 
Elite. 

ZYNAPS. £19.99 
Hewson. 

QUADRALIEN. £19.95 
Logotroo 

STARQUAKE. £19 95 
Mandarin. 
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L 
GENESIS £19.95 

Firebird. 
THRUST £9.95 

Firebird. 
SECONDS OUT £19.95 

Tyneioft 
SUMMER OLYMPIAD 88. £19.95 

Tynesoft 
ORGANISER BUSINESS 

SOFTWARE. £49.95 
Triangle Publishing, 

Please send me details of this and other Atari Products 
| Name Address 

C489 

Postcode I 
j Atari Corp (UK) Ltd., Atari House, Railway Terrace, Slough, Berkshire SL2 SBZ^j 

AATARI 
SUPER PACK 



AMSTRAD'S 
NEWHARDWARE 
LONG-AWAITED Amstrad hardware, such 
as an add-on disk drive for the 48K/128K/+2 Spectrums. are 
finally ready lor release. An official press launch should have 
happened by the time you read this, but already some details 
have leaked from Amstrad's Brentwood HO. Add-ons are said to 
include a £199 word processor package (consisting of a 
rebadged PCW 8256 printer, interface, mouse and word proces-
sor/spreadsheet software), an £89 slimline add-on disk drive 

[ (standard 3-inch, 180K per side) and a £29 +3 HQ' system - a 
datasette with a special interface curing the +3's legendary 
sound tuning problems 

These new products are said to be a clear rebuff to industry 
cynics who said Amstrad had abandoned the games machine 
market for business computers and satellite TV. Independent 
Spectrum add-on makers are clearly worried about Amstrad's 
renewed interest in the Spectrum, but MGT's Alan Miles says 
customers are likely to be dubious about the quality of the 
Amstrad hardware. 

The imminent launch of the add-ons has also started a wave 
of rumours about an Amstrad ST/Amiga beater. The required 
technical expertise could come from Acorn, according to several 
industry sources. Apparently Acorn are prepared to provide 
Archimedes circuitboards at near cost price, if Amstrad agree to 
case, package and market the resulting machines. Priced at 
around £399 the Amstrad 'RISC32' would wipe out the ST and 
Amiga, and resulting sales would provide substantial royalties 
for Acorn. Pressed on the sub|ect Alan Sugar would only say; 
'Amstrad have always put customers first and you can trust us 
not to abandon them now.' 

GAME FOR GOSSIP 
TRAGEDY HAS struck the computer Industry with the news that Bob's Full House 
is not to be released (well. Domark think It's a tragedy) Apparently Domark 
negotiated a licence which did not permit the use of Bob Monkhouse's name or 
image. The lawyer concerned has been shot. Oh well. I suppose they could always 
call it Fred's Full House? (Not unless they pay me? - Fred.) 

Watch it, young man! After clipping some fans round the earhole. Brian Clough 
is making a return to the Spectrum - he obviously needs the money to pay off his 
£5000 fine! CDS Software are rereleasing Brian Clough's Football Fortunes (42%. 
Issue 38). a computer-moderated board game, at the new 'low' price of £7.99 
cass, £9 99 disk. 

Yet more craziness should soon be provided by Crazy Cars II The sequel to 
Titus' first fast driving game (65%. Issue 52) it involves racing across tour 
American states in a bid to smash a stolen car racket run by corrupt policemen. 
360r spins, road (unctions, and road blocks are all promised. Also imminent from 
Titus is Titan Another mad scientist has been let out of the loony bin. and set up 
an 80 world (!) game which attracts the wildest adventurers'. Unfortunately the 
game tends to kill people who make mistakes In guiding the powerbal! with a 
magical and magnetic bat. Although it sounds ominously like a Break-Out game, 
there's apparently some ultra-fast, omni-directional scrolling. 

Mike Singleton fans will be pleased to know that he is currently negotiating 
with Tetecomsoft (Firebird/Rainbird/SHverbird) about the release of the third 
game in the classic Midnight trilogy (Lords Of Midnight. Doomdark's Revenge1). 
titled Eye Of The Moon The present discussion mainly concerns which formats 
the game will eventually appear on - Telecomsoft seem to want 16-bit only. But 
hopefully a Spectrum version of the long-awaited epic will be released sometime 
in 1990. Meanwhile, Mike's Maelstrom Games company is working on Star 
Lord, a massive galactic strategy game'. All versions (including Spectrum, of 
course) are due out towards the end of this year. 

Another Spectrum veteran is Pete Cooke (author of Tau Ceti and Earthlight). 
He's currently tuning up the Spectrum version of a Geofl Crammond 3-D driving 
game. This should be ready for release by Telecomsoft (them again?!), later in 
the year' 

Also hard at work for Telecomsoft are Graftgold. currently developing the 
sequel to Bubble Bobble, titled Rainbow Island One or two players can take part, 
but this time the main characters are humans rather than cuddly dinosaurs 
(shame!). And instead of spitting bubbles, the humans yawn rainbows by which 
they can climb up the screens. Featunng colourful vertical scrolling' the game 
should be finished by the end of April. 

Probe Software have been keeping extremely busy lately, working on no less 
than five Spectrum games Two of these are for US Gold Out Run Europa, the 
turbocharged sequel to the classic driving game, and the mysterious Heavy 
Metat Probe are also busy doing a conversion of the Mr Hell Irem coin-op for 
Firebird, and Trick Ramp Crazy, for Silverbird. The fifth game currently being 
developed is currently titled Cra/y Jet Racer, apparently pretty darn hot it's just 
been placed with a software house - preview nex' munf1 

Wire-frame specialists. Vektor Graflx (of Star Wars and The Empire Strikes 
Back fame) are currently putting the finishing touches to an Activislon game, 
provisionally titled Bomber Sub-company Sprytes are also doing several Spec-
trum conversions, but they're not yet telling us which ones' 

Finally, good news for 48K owners: the impossible' has been done - Ocean's 
brilliant arcade adventure 128K-only Where Time Stood Stilt has been crammed 
into 48K! 
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SAM UPDATE 

BY THE TIME you read this MGT should have 
finally met with software houses to organize sup-
port for their 8-bit wonder machine; the SAM 
CoupG Already they've had lots of enquiries from 
programmers interested in writing for it, and mak-
ing their latest Spectrum games compatible with 
its 'Spectrum mode'. The wider public are show-
ing strong interest as well. 2,000 existing MGT 
customers have applied for the no-commitment 
reservations offered by MGT. while one foreign 
distributor has already placed an order for 20,000 
units. Unsurprisingly Alan Miles now expects to 
easily surpass his first year target of 56,000 units 
sold 

Due to these expected sales MGT have begun 
expanding their mall order service with the aim of 
eventually dispatching hardware within a day of 
receiving the order. There is also likely to be an 
advanced technical hotline available to users will-
ing to pay a subscriber fee. The existing helpline 
will continue, however, for normal users asking 
basic questions about how to get their hardware 
running. MGT expect a lot more such questions if 
talks succeed in placing SAM in chain stores. 

Also aiming to be on the high street shelves is 
the Konix Multi-System console which MGT wel-
come, since it also comes from Wales and is aimed 
at a slightly different market. While the Konix is 
sold as the ultimate toy'. SAM is a serious com-
puter, designed toappeal to the education market, 
technical fans and overseas manufacturers. But at 
the same time it has a strong games potential. It 

has 256K (128K more than the Konix), a better 
sound chip than the Amiga and static graphics to 
rival the ST. While technical experts doubt an 8-bit 
chip, albeit a fast one. can run quickly enough to 
compete with 16-bit machines everyone agrees 
the basic design is very clever 

After its launch in July, MGT plan a host of add-
ons including a dot matrix printer and monitor. 
There's also to be a mouse which overwrites the 
cursor controls, so it should work with games writ-
ten for a joystick. For more serious users MGT plan 
an ST/Amiga style WIMP system, with the mouse 
moving a cursor around the screen, pulling down 
function menus and opening "windows'. For the 
future MGT are considering more radical add-ons 
to increase the machine's processing power 
further. 

For more on MGT see Tech Niche on page 60. 

DETAILS continue lo emerge about the arcade ambitions of ACG. 
the people behind Ultimate and Rare. For over two and a half 
years ACG engineers have been developing their own coin-op 
hardware and now that it's virtually complete details are emerging 
about its specification With one Megabyte of on-board memory it 
is based around a Z80 lookalike' Hitachi CPU, running at 10 MHz 
(compared to 4MHz for the Spectrum, and 7MHz tor the Amiga) 

Graphical capabilities are impressive Although screen resolution 
is relatively low (256 columns x 222 lines), up to 192 colours may 
be displayed simultaneously, chosen from a palette of 260,0001 
High speed is ensured by a number of hardware scrolls, and a 
unique shape -drawing system One byte of memory is used for each 
pixel, the bottom six bits control the colour while the top two 
determine the direction the next pixel is in This allows shapes to 
easily be turned upside down and flipped sideways. 

Sound is handled by a separate Jazz board (where do they get 
these names from?IJ This utilises stereo Yamaha sound chips with 
(in the current prototype) a total of 12 channels 

Both Razz and Jazz boards will form the heart of new ACG 
coin-ops, including Jon Hitman's imminent soccer game (I can't 
waitl Phil) 

But ACG aren't alone in developing a coin-op system Rainbow 
Games, a sister company of Rainbow Arts, are currently working 
on a 32-bit Pluto motherboard This allows up to 128 colours per 
scan line and playfield. chosen from a palette of 260,000 (the same 
as Razz|. Screen resolution is programmable up to a maximum 640 
x 480 pixels, and the graphic system Includes hardware zoom and 
turning. Sound specifications are also impressive 16 channel stereo. 

The first coin-op to utilise Pluto will be Dark Chamber, a magical 
shoot-'em-up, followed by Monster Olympics 

What's this? Are relations between MicroProseand Electronic Arts 
so bad that they took up arms?! Well not exactly, the two 
software houses recently took each other on at the Combat 
Game. Teams from both firms armed themselves with paint guns 
and went into 'battle'. Extensive training on Airborne Ranger 
enabled the MicroProse 'Combat Crew' to storm Electronic Arts' 
base to claim victory! 

A QUICK PLUG... 
Der . . . now is this the computer plug or the one for the toaster? 
Oh no, I've pulled out the wrong one! Oh well, at least I can scoff 
my burnt toast while I try to remember 3000 lines of Basic. If only 
I'd bought some Identiplugs These nifty pieces of plastic fit 
onto any normal plug, and the protruding (oo-er!) identity tag tells 
you which device the plug belongs to. So now you can unplug 
the TV, safe in the knowledge that you'rie not thawing all the food 
in the freezer. That is. as long as you didn't accidentally put the 
tags on the wrong plugs! 

Identiplugs cost 99p for a pack of three (of the same title - very 
useful, who's got three kettles?!) or £5.00 for twenty, including 
VAT and postage, and are available from IDENTIPLUGS, Unit 
39, Whitehouse Enterprise Centre, Whitehouse Rd, Newcas-
tle-upon-Tyne, NE15 6EP. (Tel: 091 2280068). 
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STRAIGHT FROM THE ARCADES COMES BLASTEROIDS, 
TENGENS CLASSIC MIX OF ONE OR TWO PLAYER ACTION. WITH FULL 

POWER-UPS. RIP-STARS. SHIELDS. DOUBLE-UP AND MORE. THIS IS THE 
COIN-OP CONVERSION OF 198?. 

AND BEWARE - MUKOR AWAITS! 

COMING SOON FOR COMMODORE 
AMIGA £24 99, ATARI ST £19.99, 
C64 SPECTRUM. CPC AND MSX 
DISK £14.99. CASSETTE £9.99 

1967 TENGEN ALL RIGHTS RESERVED © 1989 MIRRORSOFT LTD ALL RIGHTS RESERVED 
HEADWAY HOUSE. 64-73 SHOE LANE. LONDON EC4P 4AB TEL: 01 -377 4445 

THRUSTER«LAUNCH! 
W A R R I O R « L A U N C H ! 
S P E E D E R « L A U N C H ! 



High quality blasting from Hewson 

Producer Hewson 
ET benefit £7.99 cass 

£12.99 disk 
Author John Wildsmith 

Cor. this eliminating 
business is great fun! It all 
started six months ago 

when I saw a job vacancy in the 
window of the local Inland 
Revenue office: 'Young 
xenophobic maniac needed to 
travel to various planets and 
eradicate their populations. 
Certificate of mental instability 
welcome but not obligatory.' 
Well, I Kicked in the door and 
shot the smiling receptionist (I 
always shoot first and ask 
questions afterwards, not that I 
get much sense then). After 
about ten minutes a young chap 
in a bulletproof vest turned up. 
'You're applying for the 
Eliminator ]ob.' he said. 

I was, and ET (Employment 
Training) still had a place forme. 
So here I am, rocketing down the 
highways and zapping all that 

A Everything's gone topsy-turvy! 
Watching the road disappear 
round bend is most fun. The 
aliens are pretty slick too, 
popping up off the road and 
swirling at me with all guns 
blazing. To start off with they 
seem a bit indistinct, but once 
you get used to them you just 
can't stop blasting em. Have to 
be accurate too though, there's 

not much ammo and no energy 
recharging until the end of the 
level. I also have to be careful 
about collisions - since I never 
wear a safety belt it's instant 
death if I hit an alien. Then 
there's all the barriers they put 
up, some of them block the road 
completely and you have to use 
a ramp to flip over and travel 

moves. Whenever I land on a 
new planet I start off with just a 
single-fire weapon, but pods 
can be collected to add-on 
weapons or replenish ammo. 

Of course I always travel at top 
speed, and the chequered road 
zooms by incredibly smoothly. 

A Watch out for those lethal barriers! 

THE ESSENTIALS 
Joysticks: Kempston, Sinclair 
Graphics: fast 3-D scrolling 
Sound: loud 128K ingame tune 
General rating: a fast and playable roadblasting' shoot-'em-up 

along the roof! Others have 
segments you can shoot out 
with a steady aim. It's a great lite. 
eliminating things, and that's 
why I decided to take part in this 
ad for ET! 

MARK 8 4 % 

Ik I i p 1 / Eliminator fooks a 
1 1 1 V I V lot like Trailblazer, or 
even Phxar, but it's superfast 
and very slickly presented 
with a neat 128K ingame tune 
and some nicely-drawn 
graphics. My only reservation 
that, unlike other versions of 
the game, there's no 
password system so that once 
you've completed a few levels 
you no longer have to keep 
playing through them. A fun 
game for a while, it might 
eventually prove repetitive. 

8 3 % 

SKIP THOSE 
LEVELS 
• Use the grid pattern to line 

yourself up when 
approaching the barriers. 

• Lots of the later weapons 
are pretty useless realty; 
collect lots of ammo 
instead! 

• Don't waste ammo; you 
need some to shoot your 
way through some of the 
barriers. 

• Send ten million pounds in 
used notes to Skippy, 
CRASH, PO Box 10 . . . 

Although Mark loves this 
(probably because it's even 
faster than Afterburner) I've 
got my doubts. The graphics 
are fast and fairly smooth, 
but the screen often looks a 
bit cluttered. Still, the con-
cept is OK, and the general 
feel is that of a well-polished 
and playable game which 
somehow falls short of being 
brilliant. 

MIKE 7 8 % 

Presentation 79% 
Graphics 78% 
Sound 79% 
Payability 81% 
Addictive qualities 82% 

OVERALL 82% 
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OUTCROP 

• Take command of 
a plastic bag! 

Producer Rainbird 
Thousand Island dressing 

£14.95 cass 
£15.95 disk 

Author Andy Onions, music by 
Dave Lowe 

U M kay, think you can 
I handle anything? How 
labout an entire aircraft 
| carrier, including six 

Manta attack aircraft and six 
amphibious tanks? The 
carrier's semi-automated, but 
you're still responsible for 
everything from setting repair 
priorities to remotely-piloting 
a Manta on its low-level 
bombing runs. No problem? 
Well what about strategic 
commar{d of the entire Carrier 
Command operation - not 
onlyplotting the carrier's 
ccxj^b, but also setting 

; , k. . fl • . . 

production priorities of the 
factory islands you'll be 
building? 

You still think you're up to it 
Admiral? . . . Great! I'll give 
you the full briefing then. F.rst 
the background details. 
There's a chain of 32 islands in 
the Southern Ocean resting on 
a large, geological fault which 
can be used to produce huge 
quantities of energy. In 2166 
there's obviously nothing 
more valuable and we've had 
built, in secret, two automated 
carriers to set up resource 
centres on all the islands. But 
as soon as sea trials began for 

The ptSbjscreen : your earner 
arid tnrefe Mantas are to the 
left of the island 

the Epsilon and Omega the 
latter 'malfunctioned'. The 
terrorist organization Stanza 
has inserted a virus, turning 

be converted into various 
supplies. All the islands have 
missile silos, but def ence 
tsiands also have 'Bat Caves' 
which launch aircraft To 
combat the Omega you must 
set up your own island 
network, to produce vital 
supplies such as fuel for your 
carrier and even replacement 
Mantas. ' 

As soon as you've got some 
islands producing supplies 
you must set how many units 

jto? anitem yob want, and set 

the Omega into a war 
machine. 

As we speak the Omega has 
arrived at the islands and may 

r jA^ave already begun 
^ I ^ ^ ^ M s h t n g a network of 

^ ^ ^ j ^ ^ ^ ^ e r a w materials, 



_ 

1 1 A n i / After umpteen years (well two) of waiting for the 
l Y I M r i I \ S p e c t r u m version, you can now pilot your huge 
armoured ship around friendly and not so friendly (in fact down-
right hostile) islands. Of course, the enemy carrier gives you 
plenty of aggro, and I found that most of my games were spent 
chasing around reclaiming the islands that I had managed to 
conquer. But Carrier Commandhas converted surprisingly well 
from 16 to 8-bit. Especially impressive are the wire frame/solid 
3-D substitutes which zip about the screen at a surprisingly fast 
rate. But what's even more amazing is that all the options and 
gameplay of the original have been retained. The many icons are 
a little confusing to use at first but the comprehensive instruc-
tion manual soon sets you straight. We've waited a long time for 
Carrier Command and I'm pleased to say that it doesn't disap-
point. 

9 7 % 

going to win the game 
for that you've got to go on 
offensive. And for certain 
you're well equipped for It. So 
let*8 go on a quick tour of the 
Epsilon. Starting at the top 
there's the weapons turret, it 
has a magnification factor of 
up to eight and allows you to 
manually aim either a laser or 
Hammerhead missiles. For 
defence there's two missile 
decoys which can be deployed 
In a variety of patterns. The 
more they get hit though, the 
less effective they become 
and if the carrier gets htt then 
If s time for the repair 

•and Its 

time. These can be armed with 
Quasar lasers, Assassin 
homing missiles or Quaker 
bouncing bombs. As with all 
the vehicles you can either 
program Mantas to go to a 
specific point, or take direct 
control of them looking out the 
cockpit window. 

Also onboard the Epsilon 
are six Walrus amphibious^ 
tanks. These can 
with Avatar lasers 
Harbinger wlreguided 
missiles (you control the 
missile in-flight). They can 

i carry ACCB's which, 
I on a neutral 

construct a 
i or factory 

of the combat in the 
Carrier Command mission Is 
with enemy Islands. The most 
direct way of taking them over 
Is to destroy the command 

* just 

command 
the missile 

up and you 
to plant 
yyou 

covering Are, 
using a Mania to 

the 'Bat cave', for a 
with a virus bomb. If 

in getting to the 
with the 

can be 
the island 

without 
n q 9 

Of 

but along the 
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THE ESSENTIALS 
Joysticks: Cursor, Kempston (joystick and mouse). Sinclair 
Graphics: amazingly fast, solid 3-D 
Sound: a really catchy title tune and a variety of good in-game effects 
Options: definable keys. Action or strategy game 
General rating: the best sea-faring game ever - it was well worth 
waiting for ____ 

STOP PRESS! 
Due, in part, to comments made 
by CRASH reviewers Andy 
Onions has decided to tweak 
arcade gameplay and possibly 
add something to make games 
last even longer. This could 
further delay the game's release, 
so don't harass Rainbird for 
copies until the CRASH Hotline 
says it's on saie. 

I Presentation 98% 
I Graphics 98% 
I Sound 96% 
I Payability 96% 
I Addictive qualities 98% 

lOVERALL< )7% 

CARRY ON 
CRUISING 
• All the islands are con- • ^ ^ ^ 

rtected by undersea 
pipelines, but if a red island 
is between two blue I 
islands then supplies will I 
move between them very 
slowly, if at all. • ! 5 | 

• When controlling Mantas I * ™ 
and Walruses, be careful • 
not to stray too far from the • 
carrier, or your vehicle will I /<,_•>, 
lose radio contact and be H 
destroyed. 

• Protect your stockpile • 
island before all others or I Q J, P 5 £ I 
you'll lose your stored H A y \ l u r j j | 
resources. • U j ' > I 

• Don't let the carrier's fuel • LM ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
level get too low, or you'll I 3 ET^H S P V 
be stranded! I n h T ^ k ^ j 

• When advancing, always I U i ^ M M m I 
move the stockpile island 
to keep up - after taking all 
its stocks. I i 

• Use priority systems intelli-
gently - there's only a cer-
tain amount of resources/ 
repair units, if you put everything on high priority it's exactly 
the same as everything on low priority. 

What? You mean it's actually here? This isn't an April Fool joke, 
is it? Anyway, after such a long wait it's sure to be a disappoint-
ment. But wait a minute, what's this I spy with my little aye aye? 
All the gameplay from the 16-bit versions and superb solid 3-D 
graphics, that's what! There's just so much to do; invading 
islands while controlling up to six vehicles plus the carrier itself. 
But the huge range of options offered would cause headaches 
if it weren't for the brilliant icon system. It's dead easy to use 
once you've found your sea legs, even for an outright landlubber 
like me! Being a bit of a closet strategy fan. I just love the brain-
bending tactics involved in Carrier Command - the game is 
immensely absorbing without making you at all seasick! 

PHIL 9 6 % 

P O S I T I O N 
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programming Carrier 
Command is something of a 
miracle. It's taken one of 
1988's most revolutionary and 
complex ST/Amiga games 
and put it all into a 128K 
Spectrum. A time accleration 
feature has been added so 
cruising between islands is 
extremely quick. More 
importantly, however, is the 
dramatic improvement in 
gamepiay with both the 
strategy and arcade elements 
significantly tweaked. An 
example: to take an Island on 
the ST you simply stand off-
shore in your carrier and use 
the laser turret on the 
command centre. On the 
Spectrum the laser has been 
weakened, forcing you either 
to come in range of the islands 
missiles or use a Manta. 

• The Omega about to be hit 
by a well-aimed missile 

Most games you play for a 
few hours and you've seen all 
there is. Carrier Command you 
play for a few hours just to 
mess around with the 
controls, of which there's lots, 
but so good is the icon system 
that you rarely need to refer to 
the instruction manual. And 
just as dazzling as the 
gameplay are the graphics. 
Apart from wireframe 
missiles, aircraft and tanks 
everything is in solid 3-0, yet 
you can zoom around solid 
islands and volcanoes in a 
Manta at ST speed. This is 
quite simply an incredible 
game which will take ages, 
and lots of saves, to complete 
even in the action game. 200% 
Value For Money. 

STUART 9 8 % 
A A Walrus leaving the Epsilon to join another Walrus just outside 



WEC Le Mans is the J 
24-hour world endur-
ance championship. All ^BH 
other races pale in com- ^^ 
parison. No other race 
challenges a driven physically 
or emotionally, as WEC Le 
Mans 24. The racer must push 

l ^ k himself and his car far 
^ beyond limits re-

HBg. quired by any other 
race. He must 

use his sixth sense as 
he becomes one with a 

machine which is perilously 
insensitive to human frailties. 

Shell 

WEC Le Mans is not a game - it is the ultimate driving experience 

ATARI ST AMIGA COMMODORE 

W ..the name ATARI ST „ A M , G A _ of the game AMSTRAD SPECTRUM 



WARRIOR 
Battling in the bloodstream 

Producer Cascade 
Miniature money £9.95 cass 
Author Stuart Scott 

Prepare yourself for a 
fantastic voyage. You've 
volunteered to undertake a 

dangerous mission inside Nick 
Roberts's stomach! With Raquel 
Welch by your side, you must 
guide a microscopic ship 
through places where only 9-
inch pizzas have ventured 
before. 

The reason behind this 
strange mission is that Nick, an 
expert at poking games, recently 
decided to do a similar thing to 
himself. He implanted raw DNA 
(a kind of groovy acid) and a 

growth accelerator into his own 
brain, in a bid to improve his 
intelligence. Unfortunately, the 
experiment failed, and left the 
Tips man with a rapidly-
expanding noddlebox (no 
wonder he's been getting big-

. J"" mom 1 1 I M M M ^ f f 

i j . i 1*>t 
headed!). 

Before Nick's head explodes, 
you must reach his brain and kill 
the implant with the help of a 
growth inhibitor, broken into six 
parts, scattered around his 
body. While doing battle with 
Nick's natural defences, you 
must find keys to enable you to 
pass through blood vessels to 
other horizontally-scrolling body 
parts. 

While floating around in 
someone else's body doesn't 
appeal to me a great deal, this 

111LF p D N A Warrior seems like a fairly well-programmed 
IVl I l \Cbeast , but unfortunately Its addictiveness is sorely 
marred by one or two frustrating factors. The ship-tuming 
procedure can be absolutely maddening - it takes one whole 
screen-width to turn around! This very nearly wrecks the 
enjoyment of the game, because the ship often flies all around 
the screen by accident, usually ending in the loss of a life! The 
graphics are fine, but the action is very slow: unlike most similar 
shoot-'em-ups, it doesn't romp along at a fast rate - instead, it 
crawls! DNA Warrior isn't the sort of game likely to appeal to 
blast freaks - it's too frustrating to be addictive, and too slow to 
be particularly playable. 

B O % 

game is initially quite playable. 
Control of the craft is a bit 
suspect though: even with the 
speed-up feature active, it 
moves very much like a drunken 
tortoise. Despite its unusual 
setting, DNA Warrior is another 
unexceptional shoot-'em-up. 

MARK 5 6 % 

THE ESSENTIALS 
Joysticks: Kempston. Sinclair 
Graphics: not bad, if a mite dull 
Sound: blip, blip, blip . . . 
General rating: there are far 
more enjoyable ways to explore 
someone's body! 

Presentation 71% 
Graphics 76% 
Sound 27% 
Payability 57% 
Addictive qualities 51 % 

OVERALL 53% 

Way back in 1984 there 
was 3-D space game 
called 3 Deep Space. If 

you looked at it through the 
supplied spex at a distance of 
about 15 feet - when you could 
hardly see the graphics - then it 
almost worked. Five years later 
Compact Discs have arrived, 
household satellite TV launched 
and another 3-D space game 
released which, if you squint at it 
through special spex almost 
works at about 15 feet distance. 
So. unless you've a profound 
desire to be cross-eyed with 
head-splitting headaches the 
question is - what's the game 
like with the 3D off? 

The scenario is that there's 
this evil tyrant Vadd who rules a 
star system of ten planets. The 
governments of these worlds 
would like to eradicate Vadd and 
have hired you to this. Naturally 
the solar system is jam packed 
with Vadd's ships. 

In the centre of the system 
there's Vadd's sector. To enter it 
you must have a Mega Disrupter 
You get one of these by 
collecting four normal Disrupter 

CRASH April 1989 11 
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• With a knapsack on my back 
THE ESSENTIALS 
Joysticks: Cursor, Kempston. Sinclair 
Graphics: fast vector graphics, but the 3-D effect doesn't really work 
Sound: Catchy 128K title tune, sparse ingame effects 
Options: normal or 3-D 
General rating: the novel 3-D effect fails to inject any excitement into 
a dull space game 

units of the highest value, and 
one variable Disrupter -
obtained by flying through a 
black hole (a wireframe tunnel). 
Alternatively you can buy one by 
earning 8000 Megs by trading 

normal Disrupter units with the 
ten planets. For some reason the 
planets like to collect' poker 
hands', and will pay higher than 
the face. Meg value of a 
Disrupter if it's one they need. 

Megs can also be spent on 
replenishing shield and energy 
levels. 

Unfortunately blasting alien 
after alien soon becomes dull, 
while trading is overly difficult. 
The vector graphics are fine, 
sound is pretty good, but with 
little variety in its gameplay. 
Wanderer soon causes your 
mind to wander onto more 
interesting games. 

PHIL » © % 

( U | | l / r Initial bafflement at 
IVL I (XL. the apparent 
complexity of Wanderer soon 
gives way to disappointment 
as the gameplay proves to be 
nothing special. The most 
difficult part is trading; the 
instructions are terrible, and 
there is no on-screen help 
whatsoever. The space 
section is quite enjoyable, but 
soon gets repetitive, as does 
the game itself I'm afraid. 

5 7 % 

Presentation 52% 
Graphics 72% 
Sound 70% 
Payability 65% 
Addictive qualities 50% 

OVERALL 57% 



J 

Help! I'm trapped in a time 
warp, doctor! Every time I 
load up my computer, 

games like Break Out, Pac-Mart 
and now Asteroids appear. 

Don't worry about it. there « a 
cure. Buy a review magazine like 
CRASH and carry it everywhere 
-this will wam you when you're 

about to purchase something 
which could give you severe d6j£ 
vu. Now, here's an example, just 
read this . . . 

Blasteroids may be the very 
latest coin-op conversion, but is 
basically Asteroids with knobs 
on. In this case the knobs are a 
two player mode and a host of 
glitzy gimmicks, actual 
gameplay isn't too bad though. 

When the game beg i ns there' s 
a choice of four different warps 
of varying difficulty. Warps 
contain several galaxies, each 
comprising nine or sixteen 
sectors. Each sector is 
predictably chock-a-block with 

9 Haven't I seen 
this somewhere 
before? 

asteroids, which must be 
cleared to go on to the next 
sector. Most asteroids split into 
smaller fragments as they're 
shot, others are indestructible 
but freeze when shot, and some 
asteroids even chase you. The 
most welcome asteroids are 
purple, as they contain energy 
pods to boost your power. 

Also to be looked out for are 
the pods released by the 

destruction of alien ships. There 
are eight temporary add-ons 
including double shot Blasters, 
turbocharger Ripstars, energy 
pod attracting Crystal Magnets, 
extra fuel capacity and so on. 

Permanent blasting power is 
provided by a very clever ship 
which can transform into the 
Speeder (fast), Fighter (heavily 
armed) and Warrior {best 
armour). And in two player both 
ships can be docked to form a 
supership, one person manning 
the gun turret while the other 
panics at the flight controls. 

Once a sector is completed, 
an exit portal appears to 
transport you to the Galactic 

B I B B m mm 

Ly 9 
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Map. You can enter any adjacent 
sector and when all the sectors 
have been cleared it's time to 
take on Mu kor, a giant green 
alien. Defeat him - by blasting 
away large wart-like (ugh!) 
growths on his sides - and its on 
to the next galaxy. On easy level 
there's just two galaxies, which 

only gives a relatively shallow 
chance to plan strategy, and 
lacking any great depth you 
might not return to it that often. 
Nevertheless if you want a 
simple blast-'em-up, with 
awkward controls and lots and 
lots of asteroids, look no further. 

MARK 7 2 % 
Q U I I Turbocharged 
i 111 Lasteroids! Yes, the 
old favourite makes a souped-
up comeback. You'll be glad to 
know that its original rock-
blasting payability has been 
retained. But the range of 
extra features adds even more 
fun. One player can start off 
playing solo, and tfien if a 
friend arrives he can join In -
good idea. Then there are the 
many add-ons to collect for 
your ship as well as a variety of 
asteroids and enemy ships. 
But the most Interesting 
feature is the ability to change 
ship-size. As each size has 
both advantages and 
disadvantages, simple 
strategy is added to the 
arcade action. Unfortunately, 
clearing sector after sector 
eventually gets repetitive. The 
inclusion of four skill levels 
marginally improves 
lastability, but ten quid is a lot 
to pay for a few hours of fun. 

7 3 % 

T H E E S S E N T I A L S 
Joysticks: Kempston, Sinclair 
Graphics: well-defined ships, but plenty of colour clash 
Sound: good 128K title tune, fair ingame blasting effects 
Options: definable keys. Two player mode. Four warps of varying 
difficulty 
General rating: great fun for a while, especially with two players 

are (surprise!) easily completed. 
Once that easy level is 

completed are you going to be 
all fired up to blasteroidyour way 
through the other three? Well, 
maybe - the old left/right rotate, 
forward for thrust, control 
system is still as awkward as 
ever, adding to payability, and 
graphics are generally good. The 
problem is that the Galaxy Map 

Presentation 68% 
Graphics 65% 
Sound 69% 
Payability 76% 
Addictive qualities 70% 

OVERALL 73% 
CRASH April 1989 17 
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BARGAIN SOFTWARE, 60 Boston Road, London, W7 3TR 
Other branches - 309 Goldhawk Road, London, W12 8EZ 

18 Market Square, Leighton Buzzard, Beds 
Unit 33 /34 , Rumford Shopping Hall, Market Street, Romford, Essex 

(OPEN 7 PAYS 10 am - 8 pm) 
_ 1 — 1 P R i n F P R O M I S F 1 ENQUIRIES 

B U Y B V P H O N E 

0 1 7 4 1 1 2 2 2 
01 " l S 4 
n « > 5 3 7 1 8 ^ 

P R I C E P R O M I S E 
It you wish to purchase any pioauct trom our ust ana tir»d 
that you can buy the same product cheaper from another 
mail order company, simply enclose the lower amount, 
stating the name of the other company and where you saw 
the advert (It must be the current issuel Puce Promise 
does not apply toother companies Special Otfers ' 

01 567 7621 
'• "•SI releases . MJ ' 

S S e S B ' " ^ 

imi 
30 POOL 
4<4 OFF ROAD rWCtNG 
ACE 2088 
AFTERBURNER 
AIRBOURNE RANGER 
BARBARIAN II 
BATMAN II 
BIONIC COMMANDO .... 
BOMBUZAL .... 
BUTCHER HILL 
CAPTAIN 8LOOO 
CARRIER COMMAND 
COLOSSUS CHESS X 
CYBERNOIO II 

R A M B O 
III 

C4.50 

• P f S 
7.99 5.SO 
8.99 7.2S 
9.96 6.99 
9.99 7.46 
9.99 6.99 
0.99 4.99 
9.96 6.99 
8-99 4.99 
9.96 6.50 
8.95 8.25 
9.96 6.99 
9.96 6.99 
9.96 6.99 
B.96 6. SO 

EMPIRE 
STRIKES BACK 

£3.99 

DALEY THOMPSON OLYMPIC CHALL 9.95 6.99 
DNA WARRIOR 9.96 6.99 
DOUBLE DRAGON 9.99 8.99 
DRAGON NINJA 8-96 6.60 
DYNAMIC DUO .... 7.99 5.50 
ECHELON 9.99 6.60 
ELIMINATOR „,. 6.96 6.60 
EMLYN HUGHES INTER. SOCCER 9.96 6.99 
F16 COMBAT PILOT 14.96 10.60 
FEDERATION OF FREE TRADERS 9.96 6.99 
FOOTBALL DIRECTOR 6.99 6.60 
FOOTBALL DIRECTOR II 19.99 13.99 
FREEDOM FIGHTER 2-99 1.99 
GARY UNEKERS HOT SHOT ,...„ 7.99 6.25 
GUERRILLA WARS 6.99 4.60 
GUNSHIP 9.99 6.99 
HEROES OF LANCE 9.99 7.46 
LAST NINJA II 12.99 10.5C 
LED STORM 8.99 6.96 

GUERILLA 
WAR 
£4.50 

T Y P H O O N 
£1.99 

NIGHT HUNTER 
OPERATION WOLF 
OUTRUN 
PACMANIA 
PRO SOCCER 
PURPLE SATURN DAYS 
R-TYPE 
RAMBO 111 
RENEGADE 
RETURN OF THE JEDI 
RING WARS 
ROAD BLASTERS 
ROBOCOP ...... 
SANXION 
SAVAGE 
SPrrnNG IMAGE 
STORMLORD 
SUPER SPORTS 
TECHNO COP 
THE GAMES SUMMER EDITION 
THUNDERBLADE 
TIGER ROAD .... 
VINDICATOR 
WAR IN MIOOLE EARTH 
WEC LE MANS 
XENON 

9.99 6.99 
8.99 5.99 
6,99 6.99 
8.96 6.50 
6.99 6-60 
9.96 6.99 
9.99 7-25 
7.96 4.80 
7.96 4.60 
9.96 6.99 
8.96 6.60 
6.96 4.50 
9.96 BSO 
8.99 6.SO 
8.99 6.60 
9.96 6.99 
7.99 5.50 
7.99 6 25 
7.99 6.50 
9.99 8.25 
9.99 7.25 
ft.99 4.60 
7.99 4.50 
9.96 6.99 
9.96 6.99 
9.99 6.99 

I ales! Releases 4 Special Otteis 
Prions B.i'ij.nn 08UH 654396 

iter min dMCp ratti 
I8|> ill olhe> times 

ARCADE MUSCLE 
ONLY £9.99 

Glome Commando + Sua Arm* 
StraaTFlqfitar *• 1943 

Road Buglers 

BEST OF ELITE VOL 1 
ONLY £4.99 

Bomb Jack *A»wc» 
F. Bruno's Boxing * 

Commando 

10 COMPUTER HITS ONLY 
£4.99 

Bf»AN JACKS SUPERSTAR -
CHUCK IE EOQ-

JASPER. 
PROJECT FORTUNE. 

OVERLORDS. 
ViWGGLER 

HARRIER ATTACK* 
BRAXX BLUFF. 
SKOOLDAZEt 

SORCEROR OF CLAYMORE CASTLE 

CHARTBUSTERSONLY 
£5.99 

GHOST BUSTERS • AGENT 
F A CUP FOOTBALL * KANE 
N94JA MASTER * LA SWAT * 
RASPUTIN. OUJE 4 USA. 
ZOLYN * FORMULA ' SIM •> 

DAN DARE+ TAUCET1* 
8 JACKS SUPCRSTARCHAU 

l-BALL+THRUST * WAR CARS. 
H HEADHANGER.PARKROAO 

GAME SET & MATCH 
ONLY £8.99 

FEATURES : WORLD SERIES 
BASKETBALL • MATCH PONT 
• J. B. SQUASH + SNOOKER 

+PING PONG-HYPERSPORT 
- SUPER SOCCER. B MoG 
BOXING - BASKETBALL «• 
» DALEY'S SUPERTESTS 

GAME SETS MATCH II 
ONLY £8.99 

MATCHOAY R • 1 0OTHAAAS 
• BASKET MASTER-TRACK 4 
FIELD + SUPER HANG ON • 

* N. FALDOS GOLF * S. DAV1ES 
SNOOKER •WWTER 

OLYMPIAD' H * SUPERBOWL 

GIANTS ONLY £11.50 
GAUNTLET II * ROLLING 
THUNDER » CALIFORNIA 
GAMES OUTRUN 

UVE AMMO ONLY £8.99 
GREAT ESCAPE * TOPGUN » 
GREEN BERET • RAMBO • 

ARMY MOVES 

KONAMI ARCADE 
COLLECTION ONLY £6.99 

ML BKfM 4 GREEN BCM1 
lCAfllOJiCFU«N«PONC-> 

MNE * MXAL 
•CMESIS • SHAOUNS 

HIFEWPWIS 

MEGA HITS 
ONLY £5.50 

»siNtsmn. dm TMMXH 
AMULE . SON OF BLAGGED 

esrrnCM * FALL GUY • DUTOMAMA 
BUSMOQ * SLADC ALLEY 

PENETMTW 

THE IN CROWD ONLY £9.99 
KARMOV + GRYZOR -

BARBARIAN • CRAZY CARS • 
PREDATOR •COMBAT 
SCHOOL + PLATOON • 
TARGET RENEGADE 

MAGNIFICENT? 
QNLYC8.99 

+ SHORTOflCUfT. FRANKIE 
. ARKANOID .WIZSALL* 

GREAT ESCAPE 
MEAOOVW HEALS * COBRA 

TAfTO COIN OP HITS 
ONLY £8.99 

RASTAN-FLYNG SHARK 
ARKANCXD • ARKANCHDII • 

SLAPFiGMT .BUBBLE 
BOBBLE • RENEGADE + 

LEGEND OF KAGE 
CONTACT SAM CRUISE » 

COMPUTER HITS 4 
ONLY £6.50 

PULSATOR *CITY SUWEH • 
REVOLUTION STAROUAKE 

. DEACTIVATORS * ANTWIAD 
• BRIDE OF FRANKENSTBN » 
UCHIMATA . PYRACURSE • 

SPMOtZZY.DANOY 

SUPREME CHALLENGE 
ONLY £5.99 

SENTINEL • STARGUOER + 
ACE II • ELITE - TETRtS 

WE ARE THE CHAMPIONS 
ONLY £6.95 

SUPER SPRINT . RENEGADE 
. RAMPAGE • IK « BARBARIAN 

STAR BUY 

10GREATGAMES III 
Only £9.99 

1091 FRAME* FIGHTER PILOT* 
FINE LORD » LEAOERBOARD • 

RANARAME . ROCCO . 
CITY SUCKER * DRAGONTORC • 

SURVIVOR • IMPOSSABAU 

COMPUTER HITS VOL 5 
Only £4.99 

DARK SCEPTRE . TARZAN • 
MEGA APOCALYPSE - MAGNETRON 

TRA2 . MYSTERY OF THE NILE . 
NWJA HAM PS TEA + CATCH It» 

FRPGKTMARE * DRUID II 

• SPECIAL OFFERS 
TTTU 

ARKANOID 
ARKANOID II ....,.„ „, ARMY MOVES 
AVENGER 
BIG SLEAZE 
BRIAN CLOUGH S FOOTBALL FORTUNE 
CALIFORNIA GAMES .... 
COMBAT SCHOOL 
COMBAT ZONE - SPECTRUM CHESS 7 
CROSSWIZE 
DALEYS SUPERTEST <128*1 

MP ( M 

7.99 2.99 
7.96 3.99 
7.96 2.99 
9.99 1.9© 
9.96 1.99 

14.95 4.99 
8.99 3.99 
7.95 4.99 
7.99 1.99 
7.99 1.99 
7.99 2.99 

S U P R E M E 
CHALLENGE 

£5.99 

DANDY 
DRILLER 
EMPIRE STRIKES BACK .... 
ENLIGHTENMENT DRUID II 
FORCE (THE) 
FRIGHTMARE 
GAME OVER 
GLADIATOR 128K GOTHIC 
GRYZOR 
GUT? 
HEARTLAND HYPABALL 
I OF THE MASK 

THE IN 
C R O W D 

£9.99 

IAN BOTHAMS TEST MATCH 128K 
IMPOSSIBLE MISSION II 
KIDS ON KEYS „ 
KING AFTTHURS QUEST 
LIVING DAYLIGHTS 
MASK I 
MASK II 
MAX HEADROOM 
MEANSTREAK 
MS PACMAN 
NOT A PENNY MORE OR LESS 
PITFALL II <i< with othor names) 
POLE POSITION 
POWER PLAY .„ 

7.99 1-99 
14,95 3.99 
9.99 3-99 
7.99 1.99 
9.99 1.99 
7.99 1.99 

10.99 1.99 
10.99 1.99 
7.99 1.99 
7.99 3.99 
7.99 2.99 
9.99 1.99 
8,99 1.99 
7.99 1.99 
6,99 1.99 
7.99 3.99 
9.99 2.99 
7.99 1.99 

10.99 1.99 
7.99 2-99 
7.99 2.99 
9.99 1.99 
7.95 1.99 
8.99 1-99 

14.96 2-60 
8.99 0.50 
8.99 0-50 
9.96 2,99 

R - T Y P E 
£7.25 

PRODIGY 
RASTAN 
RED LED 
RUN FOR GOLD SCOOBYDOO 
SNOOKER 
SPLIT PERSONALITIES 
STAR PAWS 
TETRIS 
TIME & MAGIK 
TOY BIZZARRE if ordered with oihar gam* 
TRIVIAL PURSUITS . 
TYPHOON VALKYRIE 17 
VIEW TO A KILL 
WEST BANK 
WHERE TIME STOOD STILL 
W1ZBALL 
WORLD CLASS LEAOERBOARD 
YOGI BEAR 
ZENJI il ordared with any other games . ... 

7.99 
7 96 
7. OS 
7.99 
7.95 
7.99 
9.99 
8.95 
7 99 

14 99 
6.99 

14 95 
9.99 
9.99 

10.99 
4.99 
7.99 
7.96 

8.99 

1.99 
2-99 
1.99 
1.99 
3.99 
1.99 
1.99 
ISO 
1.99 
2.99 
0-50 
4.99 
1.99 
1.99 
1.99 
1.99 
3-99 
2.99 
4.60 
1-09 
O.SO 

BARGAIN SOFTWARE ORDER FORM (CRASH APRIL) 
Please send me the following titles. BLOCK CAPITALS please! 
Type ot computer 

Name ... 

Address 
Title 

Amount 

Total enclosed C 

Tel. no. 

Please make cheques or postal orders payable to BARGAIN SOFTWARE 
Prices include P&P within the U.K.: Europe please add £1 per tape. 

Elsewhere please add £1.50 extra per tape. 



M y my, that M must be the biggest tetter 
I've ever printed! Sorry for the terrible 
joke - it's a natural reaction to grandma, 
who quite startled me over tea and toast 

this morning by muttering 'if e'er it snow twixt Lent 
and May, then April's robins have nowt to say'. I 
don't know what provoked that... 

You've got plenty to say, anyway, and this 
month's letters raise quite a lot of tricky points 
which I've done my best to answer; apologies, as 
always, to those who got cut or didn't get printed. I 
do hang on to letters month to month, so there's 
always a chance of them cropping up later. 

And so to business - this month's £30 Letter Of 
The Month prize goes to a gentleman who knows 
that to give is better than to receive. 

IT'S 
CRASH 
AID! 
Dear Uoyd 
I have bought every issue of CRASH since the first one back in 
February 1984 - they're all in excellent condition. I feel it would be 
nice to use this collection to try to raise a small sum, perhaps for 
those less fortunate than me and my fellow readers - what do you 
think? 

Maybe you could raffle or auction the collection through your 
magazine and nominate a suitable charity or cause, to receive what-
ever is raised. 

I hope you like the idea and that you can help - my collection is at 
your disposal, and I look forward to hearing from you. 
Robin Hariey, Shoreham by Sea 

What a generous person you are, Robin! A complete set of 
CRASHes is surely worth at least £100, but my suggestion -
which I'll shortly put to Ed Stuart - is that we raffle the collection, 
either through the magazine itsetf or at a show such as the 
Microfair or PC Show, in either case, CRASH would take care of 
all the organisation and publicity. 

But I think since you're giving away the prize you should 
choose a charity, so please give me a ring or drop me a line, as 
they say. 

In the meantime, in a devastating proof of the 'do as you would 
be done by* principle, YOU win this month's £30 software prize! 
You can take it as a prize, or add it to the money raised for charity 
- let me know. 

And thank you again, on behalf of whoever ends up benefitting 
by your offer. 

LM 
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OF SAM, 
SAMARA 
AND 
STAFF 
Dear Lloyd 
I read with great interest the arti-
cle in the February issue of 
CRASH on the imminent arrival 
of the MGT SAM. I had decided 
to buy the SAM as soon as I read 
the first article early last year. 
And then it was only 128K RAM 
and two screen modes. And 
now? Well, let's just say that 
MGT will have, at least, my order 
for the machine. 

However, the main point of my 
letter is to ask a few questions, 
some to do with the above-men-
tioned computer. 

1 Will CRASH be following the 
progress of SAM and its soft-
ware/hardware support? If so 
will it be a regular, dozen(ish) 
pages set aside, or will it be 
put on equal billing with the 
Spectrum (at least till it war-
rants its own magazine), or 
will it (horror of horrors) be 
relegated only to the pages of 
TGM? 

I realise that it really 
depends upon the success of 
the machine, both initially and 
in the long run, so for the sake 
of argument, base your reply 
as if it was as successful as, 
say, the Amiga. 

2 How much do you expect 
MGT will charge for SAM's 
disk units? 

3 Why is it that the staff at 
CRASH keeps changing 
about? The constant swap-
ping about does not help the 
consistency necessary to 
stay an excellent magazine. 
But it still is the best 8-bit mag 
about. There again, it is better 
than most 16-bit mags!!! 

4 By now you will no doubt have 
received many a letter comp-
laining about the Adventure 

Trail intro. Don't you think it 
was a little too far taken? 
Sure, it was different, but 
maybe a little more gentle 
style of approach is called for, 

At this point I am going to cry 
because my pen has just thrown 
up all over the February issue of 
CRASH.. . 

Be sure to have one of Phil 
King's sheep shot and sold to 
buy Dominic Handy a new font. 
The latest is too readable! 

Lastly, and this has just come 
into my head, how about a 
'Readers' Page' where readers 
can write in with messages and 
announcements, etc?' No sales, 
no sex and no swearing' could 
be the rules. Even half a 
page . . 
Goodbye, good luck, and good 
sheep-shooting 
Neil Rumbold, Oxfordshire 

Ed Stuart (they do change 
quickly, don't they!) assures 
me that CRASH will cover soft-
ware - and, presumably, 
peripherals - for SAM as they 
come out. He reckons that if 
the machine takes off there'll 
be a separate SAM section in 
CRASH, but obviously it's 
going to be some time before 
there's a rush of SAM-specific 
software. 

As for the disk-drive ques-
tion, I couldn't get through to 
anybody at MGT today! The 
last time I looked into the mat-
ter, however, the cassette-
loading version was going to 
be sold for £149.95 and the 
disk-drive model for £220; in 
other words the 3.5-inch drive 
costs £70, which isn't a bad 
price in itself! 

I imagine MGT will be pre-
pared to upgrade SAMs from 
cassette to disk, and thanks 
for reminding us about the 
issue - CRASH should keep 
readers informed on this. 

Your third question is a 
difficult one to answer, but I 
can always try . . . that's what 
I'm kept at the Towers for, 
after all! 

Though it seems that staff 
constantly come and go from 
CRASH, many of them remain 
at Newsfield and so they're 
always available to put ideas 
(or even a spot of hard work!) 

i 



into the magazine. For 
instance, Roger 'Traitorous' 
Kean, the original Ed, is still 
chairman of the board of 
directors (or something along 
those lines - they're always 
changing titles to sound even 
more important) and keeps a 
close eye on CRASH. 

Dom and Barnaby, two 
erstwhile Eds, are working on 
MOVIE and TGM respectively. 
In fact, Bamaby still pops into 
the office quite often to mock 
Nick Roberts by calling col-
lege 'school' (I'm told it's the 
best way to get on Nick's 
nerves - frustrated tipsters 
please note). And Kati is work-
ing on ZZAP! - rt seems tra itor-
ousness (LMLWD) never dies. 

But some things do. The 
editorial team offer apologies 
over that Adventure Trail Intro. 
Perhaps we should have made 
It clear that, far from being the 

work of a blood-crazed imagi-
nation, it was an accurate 
report of the unfortunate end 
which Samara met. 

And after much consider-
ation we felt that, though the 
grim facts were likely to offend 
some readers, we had an obli-
gation - nay, a immutable 
duty, a sacred trust handed 
down by all those who have 
carried the torch of truth and 
understanding through the 
ages - to say what was said, 
that generations yet unborn 
may learn from our mistakes 
and also, let Knot be forgotten 
In these dark hours, from our 
triumphs. 

Finally, and this is true, there 
is a Readers' Page of sorts -
my Forum! And I don't believe 
in money, sex or swearing, so 
it's obvious that great minds 
think alike. 

LM 

16-BORES? 
Dear Uoyd 
Now that the 16-bit market is off the ground I think it is about time we 
assessed the argument for and against these new machines. The 
market has now passed its Horace Goes Skiing stage with alarming 
rapidity, and enhanced versions of 'modern games' are appearing in 
the shops. 

Games such as Starglider2, Elite, Ingrid's Back and Heroes Of The 
Lance have made their debut on the Amiga and met with an accept-
able reception from the consumer. And yet all the critics seem to say 
about the games are 'the graphics are great'. 

While discussing the game Elite with an Acorn-using friend, the 
Amiga version wormed its way into the conversation. 

My comment was 'too many pretty colours and little atmosphere 
due to these bright shades'. 

His reply was 'yes. but have you seen the menus and information 
screens? Beautiful." 

Later on, my snobbish Amiga-owning ex-friend (who shall remain 
nameless) 'stole' my copy of CRASH and found great pleasure in 
sneering at the screenshots (I'll provide his address if you want to 
send someone round). 

Personally, I don't care about the graphics of a game. I find great 
fun in playing games like Barbarian i/ll, Afterburner and Elite without 
sna22y. pointless graphics on my trusty slow multiloading +2. 

Keeping with the theme of long multiloads, I'm sick of the nameless 
snob boasting about his superfast disk drive. Some games, like 
Heroes Of The Lance, have megalong loading times and equally 
massive manuals. While the game is loading I usually read the manual 
and revise the game controls and other aspects of the game. 

So here's a stake in the heart for all yuppie Amigas - long live the 
Spectrum! 
D Lascelles, South Shields 

Dear me. Why is it that people always feel the need to criticise 
other machines? First it was Spectrum vs C64, now it's 8-bits vs 
16-bits, and you can be assured that in the rarefied atmosphere 
of TGM a bitter war rages over the relative merits of the ST and 
Amiga. 

Surely it's all a bit irrelevant to real computing life. If you have 
a Spectrum, you have a Spectrum and the qualities or disadvan-
tages of 16-bit machines should mean nothing to you - unless 
you're planning to buy one. 

Having said all that, I've often felt it would be a fine thing if 
there were only one home computer in existence. All the quar-
rels would stop, and all the programmers currently busy on con-
versions could do new games! 

LM 

TOP TEN 
SOFTWARE 
HOUSES 
Dear Uoyd 
Here are the average percen-
tages for the best ten software 
producers last year: 

Producer Average 

2= 

4= 

Incentive 95% 
(only 1 game) 

Hewson 91 % 
System 3 91 % 
Digital Integration 89% 

(only 1 game) 
Rainbird 89% 
CCS 88% 

7 
8 
9 
10 

Topologika 
Domark 
Marlin Games 
ACE 

84% 
82% 
82% 
8 1 % 

Ben Hales, Doncaster 

PS Keep up the good work at 
CRASH! 

Thank you, Ben - and now let 
me request a chart I'd really 
like to see! How about a list of 
the last year's top ten subjects 
for Forum letters? A mystery 
prize of a Spectrum game to 
the first entry received by me 
at the Towers! 

LM 

MISCELLANEOUS 
MUSINGS 
Dear Lloyd 
I thought I should raise one or two points about your usually very 
good mag. 

Please bring back the cartoons in the Forum, they were BRILL, and 
also please bring back the Value For Money rating. 

MEGASAVE FANTASTIC SAVINGS 
30 Pool 8.45 
Aaron Forte II „.. 01 5.50 
Afterburner CM 8.16 
Airboume ft&igp Dl 6.98 
Alien Syndrom* ... D1 5.95 
Ancient Battles 9.95 
Arcade Muscle D4 9.25 
Arkanodll D1 5.25 
fiartwnan II D2 6.50 
Bards Tale 6.95 
Salman II 01 6.25 
SionicCommandos Dl M 0 
Slack Tiger Dl 6.00 
Blasterrxfc 01 6.85 
Buggy Boy Dl SS0 
Butcher W Dl 5.95 
CaWoma Games Di 6.25 
Captain Stood , Dl M 5 
Carrier Command 04 9.95 
dampens D4 8.75 
Circus Game Dl 5.98 
Cokecto Works .._. 04 8.96 
Combat School 01 525 
Command Performance 05 9.90 
Corrupeon Disk Only 11.98 
CwyC*»U 8.25 
Cybomiod 2 ,,.., Dl 5.96 
QUA Warrior (.46 
Daley Thompson 0' 6.50 
Dark Fusion D3 5.96 
Dark Side Dl 6.50 
Double Dragon 01 8J0 
Dragon Nmja. DIMS 
OjnamtcDuo 5.50 
Echelon D1 6,75 
Burwator 015.50 
EiWyn Hughes Soccer Di 8 45 
Empire Stnties Bac* 01 8J0 
Exploding Fat t ...__ 5J» 
F16 Combat PlkX D49.90 
Fair Means or Foul .... 02 5.50 
Fernandez Must Die D?6-75 
Fire 6 Forgel 825 
Fiat's S Throttles 
F. Bono's &g 
Flight Ace 
Football Manager ll 
Football Dr i l l 28 
Football D*cet0< .. 
Fan Fights Back 
G. Unekar's Hotshot 

Boa 
DS 9.45 
03 M 6 
039 96 
0t 6.46 

051196 
5.96 

026JJO 
D2SJ6 

G. Uneker's Sup Skills 01 5JS 

Game Set8 Match l 05MS 
GarMd 01M0 
Giants D510J0 
GofcVSI Ivor/Bronte ... 0510.98 
Guerta War 02 5.25 
HATE 6.00 
HeWre Attack 04 6.96 
Heroes of lance D46.95 
History m the Making 1695 
Human Killing Machine 6.25 
IkarlWamors ... 02 5.96 
ingrid'sBack . .. D3M6 
I £S 01 6.96 
Karate Ace Dl 8.95 
K Oalgletsh Soc Man 01 6.25 
Kanami's 10 Mtl...... 03 6.95 
Lancelot D5M6 
User Squad 625 
last Duel D1 M 5 
Last Nlnja H . . MO 
Led Storm 02 6.75 
Uve and let D* ... D1 6.25 
Mad Mm flVpail D? 5.95 
Matchday I — __.. D2 5.45 
Mickey Mouse ,...... 04 8.25 
Motor Massacre Dl 8.96 
Munclwr D2 5.95 
HMton D1M0 
N. ManseD's Grand Prti D4 8.95 
Navy Moves 129 
Nettierwond 015,50 
Night Haider Dl 9.75 
ONtterator 175 
Ocean ComprtatKM D5 9.95 
Operation Hormiz _.. ITS 
Operation Won . 01 5.40 
Outran 011.50 
Overtander _.. 02 825 
Pac-iand 5.96 
Pacmania 5.95 
Par 3 059.98 
Pre Soccer (CRU 5.96 
Pro Socoer Sim 02 M 0 
Purple Salum Day 846 
Putty's Sap 04 <.79 

01 MB 
_ _ 8.95 

018.96 
01 5.45 
01 ITS 
01 M 6 

R-Tk* 
Re« 
Run me Gawfflei 
S O I 
Salamander 
Samurai Wamor 
Saimcn 
Savage 
Skatetna 
Skate Crazy 
SpacaAce 
Sprains image 
Stake orOle 
Star Wars 

Ranbow Island .... 
Rambo 3 
Real Ghostbusters 
Robo-cop 
Roy of the Ftomrs 
Road BtasMrs 
Relian o< Ste Jett 

Slealth l u/ii-' 
SlreetAghler 
Storm Lord 
Sh*itm«i 
Supreme Challenge .. 
Superman 
Super Hang-on 
Super Sports . .._„..... 
Tarto'lHtts 
Tank Attack 
Target Renagade 
Techno Cop 
Ten Mega Gamts 
The Deap 
The Games (Winter! 
The Games iSummer) 
Thunder Blade _ 
Tigar Road .... ... 
Time Stood SU 128 
Titus 
Total Eckoae 
TracksuH Manager 
Trrv P. Hew Bag ... . 
TurbO-Cup 
T-Wreclo 
Typhoon 
Untouchable 
Victory Road 
Vigilante 
VMdcator 
Ww 
War Mddle Earth 
Wee la Mans 
Xenon 
1D Great Games II 
1943 
4 * 4 on Road Racing 

645 
D4 8J8 
D1 6.25 

5.45 
01 525 

5.15 
D2 8.95 

5.96 
D4 6.75 
01 5.50 
D3 9.96 
D1 6.45 
M 9.78 

01 8.46 
Dl 725 
D2 6.50 
018.98 
016.45 
D5 9.96 
02 5.90 

8,75 
D15.50 
03 9.96 

... 896 
846 

0-5.96 
019.96 
02*28 
01 6.96 
01 8.96 
0-6.96 
D1 MS 
01 5.46 

MS 
01 646 

.... 8.46 
039.96 
02 5.98 
01580 
01 525 
D1 5.78 
D1 82S 

8-45 
0t 6 65 

5.20 
MS 

01 MS 
6.48 

D4 896 
02 828 

675 

IW trtar mt Magi ladaftd M 9rtWa BC M 75» par ft* Ownaai wH 
nJIparlta. Fad Simct 

Sa*daanM?0tolCSASkKDaplCII.49IISiilMaadSittctona,laaaaaMlV4JI 
PtaaiiaNltar1iMktalimretaiaeB<n*rand.tti»5T fc«5a.CoiTmn»r!,S(etinaii 

•M *) dK STATE W4CH UST FubR log* Ud 
PMe nafc wa eny*T» wi be sent the ®i Mj n 

D-+JDIK 
Dlra £9.75 
D2 lo G8.95 
D3 £12.50 
D4 in C10J0 
D5 "i £13.46 
W i £11.90 



Finally. I'm fed up of those people writing in and making unneces-
sary changes, DO NOT PRINT THEIR LETTERS. 

By the way, I have found that the inlay cards on most games are 
very, very unreliable. Take Renegade - you are not told how to do 
the moves, and a lot of games don't even tell you the PAUSE and QUIT 
keys. 
Yours sincerely 
Timothy Jeeves, Odelt 

PS You wear a bag on your head because you are so ugly, don't you? 
Everybody . . . Lloyd is ugly! 

Ugliness is in the eye of the beholder - but your comments have 
been noted, as bank managers say. 

LM 

THE LAW AND PAW 
Dear Lloyd 
I am writing on the subject raised by Scott Mandy in Issue 61. For the 
past few months I have been writing an adventure with the PAW 
utility. The problem is that I am unsure if it is legal for me to include a 
copyright message in it. 

I'm not sure if a fee or some such thing has to be paid to someone 
along with all the 'red tape'. One book I have read states: 

In the UK, in order to qualify for protection under 
the Act, it is not necessary for a British subject to 
make any formal registration to bring his work 
within the protection of the Act. 

My older brother (who is extremely experienced in the field of large 
business computing) seems to disagree with that statement. 

I would be most grateful if you could provide a brief explanation of 
the copyright law according to computer software. 
I have also stumbled across the Personal Data Protection Law of 
1984. What is this and what are its implications? 

I would be grateful if you could explain it. 
Philip Gleghorn, North Shields 

I hate to say it, but your brother is wrong. Anything that is 
covered by copyright - eg books and musical works - is pro-
tected as soon as it is written. 

However, there are still many uncertainties about the law as it 
applies to software, probably because there have been few 
major cases to explore the ins and outs of the relevant legisla-
tion, which is the Copyright {Computer Software) Amendment 
Act of 1985. 

For instance, not even the major Copyright, Designs And 
Patents Bill introduced last year covers 'look and feel' in soft-
ware - so you must prove that someone has ripped off actual 
code or algorithms from your program, rather than just stolen 
your ideas. 

So, the answer to your question is no, you don't have to regis-
ter. You don't even have to put a copyright mark on your program 
for protection within the UK, though it's necessary for some 
foreign countries. 

Your brother may be confusing copyright with patents, which 
do require registration - if so, perhaps he's thinking of hardware 

C O M P U T E R REPAIRS 
Fixed Super Low Prices! 
Inclusive o f p a r t s , labour a n d V A T 

• FIRST AID 
FOR 

TECHNOLOGY 

1 week turnround 
• SPECIAL OFFERS * 

SPECTRUMS £14 + Free Game AMSTRAD 454 £32 +Free Game 
SPECTRUM 128 £18 C64 £22 + Free Game 
SPECTRUM+2 £22 +Free Game C16 £18 
SPECTRUM +3 £32 BBC £38 
SPECTRUM P.S.U for sale £10 ELECTRON £29 
SPEC JPYSTICK INTERFACE for sale £6.50 C64 P.S.U. for sale £20 
VIC 20, C+4 £22 

Please enclose payment wlti item - 3 month warranty on repair 
Please enclose advert iwto repair 

W.T.S. E L E C T R O N I C S (CR) 
S & x t o Master House O u u l e n d Lane L i n * B e f e L L U 8 U Tel 050? 441 949 

rather than software, as programs are not patentable. 
Finally, as you're writing with PAW, I suggest you look at its 

documentation to see if Gilsoft demand to be acknowledged on 
any program produced with the utility. Even if they don't, if you 
decide to put 'produced using PAW' on your packaging any-
where, you'd better find out whether PAW is a trademark - if so, 
you'll also have to say (in tiny letters!) 'PAW is a registered 
trademark of Gilsoft'. 

Ah well, it all keeps lawyers in business. As for your final ques-
tion, when you say 'Personal Data Protection Law' I presume 
you mean the 1984 Data Protection Act, which essentially means 
that you cant hold personal data on a computer without telling 
the person it's about. 

I hope this clears up some muddy legal waters'. 
LM 

'In my end is my beginning' - and just to surprise 
you, that's not one of grandma's sayings, but a rid-
dle! I forget the answer (typically), but it might as 
well be 'Lloyd's Forum', because as soon as I've 
finished reading each month's letters and writing 
the replies another huge batch arrives. 

Well, don't forget that there's £30 worth of soft-
ware up for grabs for the best letter every month, so 
set quill to sheepskin and get writing to: 

LLOYD MANGRAM'S FORUM 
CRASH TOWERS 

PO BOX 10 
LUDLOW 

SHROPSHIRE SY8 1DB 

And, as always, remember to put 'personal atten-
tion of Mr Mangram1 on the envelope - 1 don't trust 
nosy-parker Nick with my letters . . . 

STAR 

Could you manage this 
Rock Star ? 

^ C o d e W u i « f f % S o f t w a r e C o m p a n y l i d . P O » o » 6 L E A M I N G T O N S P A C V J 1 O S M ^ 



Competition PRO 
[ i f f 

Arcade CLEAR 
quality joystick with all 
features of the 
Competition Pro 5000 
but with an exciting 
r £ £ £ £ I 

SCORE LIKE A PRO! \ 

Ir*! 

YOU, l-R 
F R O M O S , A N D W E W l l j 

J O M P P R O J O Y S T I C K ^ 

offer is only available throu< 
m^fl order, and will 
not be repeated. 

Jk 

THE TOWER OF LIGHT 
The Tower of Light is a rr.ulti-player, role playing 
fantasy adventure. The computer allows up to four 
players to play at one time. 
Travel through dark lands, cast spells, trade with 
others, combat with evil, solve problems and 
puzzles, and make your way to the final challenge, 
The Tower of Light. 
You can become one, or all, of the four characters, 
each with their own personalities and an equal 
chance of completing the quest. 
PRICE £12.95 (TAPE) £14.95 (DISC) INC P&P 

PLEASE RUSH ME COPIES OF THE TOWEF 
LIGHT' WITH EACH COPY I WILL RECEIVE A COMP. 
PRO 5000 JOYSTICK ABSOLUTELY FREE. 

I ENCLOSE A CHEQUE/P.O. FOR L 

IY NAME: EUROPE PLEASE ADD 
£1.00 P&P 

MY ADDRESS: FOjgOVERSEAS 
1 PUfcASE*DD £2.00 P&P 

MY COMPUTER IS 

| AVAILABLE FOR 48KSPECTRUM TAPE 
(MULTILOAD - 3 PARTS) 
128K+2 TAPE (MULTILOAD - 2 
PARTS) 
128K-K3 DISC 
AMSTRAD CPC 464/6128 DISC 

COMING SOON FOR OTHER FORMATS 
E&OE 



Play The m l Thing' 
"Swipe me missus! It's true! The Real Ghostbusters first 
level and CRL's smasherooni Sophistry. And only 35p 
when a tape like this should have cost £9.20! 11! CRASH 
has done it again!!' 
How do we do it eh? Another 
great CRASH cassette 
(hurrah!) and for the first time 
ever you get the best of both 
worlds with an exclusive 
sneak preview of 
Mediagnik . . , Mejageni. . . 
er, Medgeniac, urn, 
Genmedia . . . Ahem, 
Activision's up 'n' coming 
(wayhey missus!) coln-op 
conversion of Data East's 
ghoulish Th0 Real 
Gho*tbu*ter*\ 

Yus! You've seen it on the 
telly, (And now on ITV telly it's 

time for The Real 
Ghostbusters - some swank 
bloke on the telly) you've 
played with the toys (Pah! 
Stupid toys . . . My go! No, my 
go! No! No! Mine! No, mine! 
Not! Is! etc . . . ) 

And soon you'll be playing 
The Real Ghostbusters on 
your Speccy! The miracles of 
modern science, eh readers? 
It's out incredibly soon and is 
a brilliant snip at £9.99 on 
cassette, and we've got the 
first level for you here! (Ear-
shattering applause breaks 

out amongst all CRASH 
readers.) 

Is that it? No by golly! Being 
so incredibly generous 
Clement 'Clem' Chambers, 
boss of CRL, has thrown in 
Sophistry - t h e swingorilliant 
puzzle game that 'rocked' the 
world by earning itself a 
CRASH Smash, amongst 
other awards, last May with a 
score of 90%. 'A highly 
addictive, ingeniously devised 
game with a brain' they cried 
back then! And who can blame 
them either? Not us 'cause it's 
brill! (CRASH readers' 
applause now breaks all 
boundaries and the planet 
Venus spontaneously 
combusts out of sympathy.) 

THE REAL GHOSTBUSTERS / 1 

I l/ow! Put your shades on or 
Wyou'll be dazzled by those 
amazing colour graphics. And 
the gameplay's brill as well. You 
can shoot the ghoulies with 
bullets, then collect them with 

your mega-powerful proton gun 
(oo-er). But watch out! They'll 
slime you if they catch you, yuk! 
You've got the whole of the first 
level to play though, so get 
Ghostbusting - it's spooky! 



/ith CRASH! 
SOPHISTRY 

f\uzzle game ahoyl! Give your 
r brains a run for their money 
with this dead brill arcade puzzle 
game! Sophistry has 21 levels; 
each level is a series of 
interconnected 3-D game 
boards consisting of marked 
blocks. The objective is to go 
through all 21 levels, opening the 
structure level by level. At the 
start, 20% is opened-you'veto 
get it 100% opened. 

What you have to do is take 
your hopping pod around the 3-
D boards, searching for each of 
the 64 keys and amassing points 
(and as all viewers know: 'What 
do points make?' 'Prizes!!!') 
Yes, you can exchange every 
fifty points for a key! 

Each block on the board, 
which the pod can hop to in any 
of the four compass directions, 
have different qualities. Some 
bump up your points, some 
disappear-though if you miss a 
point or fall off a board then, 
badoooing!, you can say cheerio 

to one of your five lives. 
The basic concept of search 

and find is complicated by the 
properties of each block. The 
status panel on the left indicates 
whether certain restrictions are 
in operation or not. Collecting 
points is a must, as on some 
boards you won't be able to 
leave until you have collected 
enough. Additionally, some 
boards must be completed 
before a timer runs out. 

There are loads of mystery 
blocks which can have either 
beneficial or adverse effects, but 
seeing as how we're a load of old 
gits, we're leaving them to you to 
discover. Watch for Nicko's 
playing tips on this game to 
follow shortly (if you have any 
tips send 'em to the normal 
address). 

In between boards you can 
exchange points for extra 
uppers, the opening of locks or 
bonus lives, there's even a map 
to have a look at. 

• Activision's Amanda Barry being completely silly, trying i 
the cassette into her ample mouth. (Remember kids, Amar 

j to load 
.Amanda is a 

veteran of the software 'world' and has experience in performing 
silly stunts so don't try this at home, it don't taste too good.) 
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Can you solve the complex inter-connected puzzles of REPTON 2 ond piece together the 
secret message? 

These most successful games ever for the B8C Micro are now available for the Spectrum. 

Have you ttie arcade skills and crafty ingenuity to succeed? 

. i , n 

^ m \ Wm 

REPTON 1 
Twelve Challenging Levels 

7 supcmon ^ sonuinnc 
Limited 

DON'T MISS THE REPTON MANIA SENSATIONI 
Spectrum Cassette £7.95 Spectrum +3 Disc £12.95 J 

YFLLIGATA 
Dept RM4, Regent House. Skinner Lone. Leeds LS7 1AX. Telephone (0532) 459453 

Please make 
all cheques 
payobwto 
'"Superior 

Software Ltd" 1* HOUR rf IfPHONI ANSWI (INO Xevict FOB OffHSS 

REPTON 2 
A Massive Complex Puzzle 

OUft GUARANTf t 
• All mail orden are despatched 

wim.n 24 hour* by firttdou poi> 
• ftwage and packing is troe 
• Faulty cauertes and discs will t>e 

replaced immediacy 
(Ihu do#» nor ott»ci y(KK tfotuxxy rnjMtl 



GET SPOOKY WITH 

? m i 
AND WIN A DAY 
OUT IN COIN-OP 

LAND!! 

Hi, my name is Pete Venkman! In my 
capacity as leader of a rather 
screwy paranormal investigation 
team, I am here to inform you about 
the new game from Activislon, 
titled TTte Peal Ghostbusters. For 
those of you unfamiliar with our 
activities, here's a run down on the 
story so far. 

It all started when myself, Ray 
Stantz, Egon Spengler, and new 
boy Winston Zeddmore, 
investigated poltergeist 
infestations In a refrigerator. There 
followed a battle with the demon 
Zuul, but The Real Ghostbusters 
saved the day, and we even ended 
up with a new pet ghost. His name 
is Slimer, and he eats even more 
than I do. Now we travel around the 
city answering calls from anyone 

who needs our expert help. Be it 
spooks in the shower or ghouls in 
the garbage bins, we're on call 24 
hours a day. 

That's our story, but what can 
you win in this great competition? 
Well, those generous folks at 
ActMsion are offering some groovy 
goodies. The first-prize winner (and 
a friend) will be spirited away 
(groan) for a VIP, all expenses-paid 
day out at Brent Leisure. There, 
they will sample all that is new in the 
land of the coin-op and be 
presented with a Real 
Ghostbusters T-shirt and mug. Ten 
second-prize winners out of the 
ghost trap will each receive a Real 
Ghostbusters T-shirt and mug. And 
finally, ten runners-up get a Real 
Ghostbusters T-shirt. 

To enter, just answer these three 
simple questions: 

1 Which city do The Real 
Ghostbusters work in? 

2 Whose refrigerator was infested in 
the movie? 

3 Which member of the team collects 
spores and fungi? 

Pop your answers on the back of an 
envelope and post it to 'HE SLIMED 
ME COMP\ CRASH, PO Box 10, 
LUDLOW, Shropshire SYS 1DB. 
All entries must be in by 30th April, 
and no cheating or we'll send Slimer 
round to raid your fridge! 



Olympia recently hummed to the sound of bells, sirens and heavy 
metal, as the 45th Amusement Trades Exhibition International 
turned the venue into one huge amusement arcade for four short 
days in January (16-19). Exhibits ranged from the latest line in 
drinks machines to the many new coin-gobbling fruit machines. 

But of most interest to us were the new coin-ops on show. 
Many of the big names such as Sega, Atari and Taito, were show-
ing off their latest arcade machines. So CRASH sent roving 
reporter, MARK 'the Coin-op Kid* CASWELL, down to the bright 
lights of London to give them the ultimate test. Take it away 

C h l K i Q , the iat JSmcing game'traSS 
Tal^Bhe place i s^VYork City, t h e ^ H 

coplnamed Tonjf Gibson and R.iymoncfl 

the fmeway In T ^ ^ H j ^ ^ K n c h e (tlW 
job obviously p a ^ Walj, when Hie radial 

hSping towards J b s u b u r t a ^ i w u put 
t ^ K d a l to the metal and zoom o ^ a hot 
pjgjjjLiit. As you weave your way though 
t^Hish hour traffic large red arrows, 
point in the direction you should hea^o 

KSfaof of the c a w i e timer is extended 
(Mta most racing games, you are battling 
w p n s t the clodd.iind the chase Is on. 
Hmirally Mr Sla^H- isnt cruising along, 
Irylng to be ecor^Bical with his fuel, 
pou've got a nifty turbocharger -
activated by a batten on the gear lever -
but it only works thr>-»i times (obviously a 
'second-hand c^HlVhen you're right on 
the villain's tail yflBan smash into him to 
make him pull otiMYou get more points 
for hitting the sideo$ the* cAiather than 
the back, but In e ^ ^ ^ ^ M r t c h out for 
pedestrians - hit o i f M f i M M n forced to 

M% h, the joys of aeing a CRASH 
Viewer-all the latest arcade 

jftachines, 90% free play and trade only -
no screaming kids. The entrance fee was 
a bit stiff, £20, bin us pre ss hacks have our 
ways around such t M H | W M M | 
press office resulted in the magic press 
badge and free 111 il i r W ^ j y * J f t j p N ^ * 1 
All those arcade machines and no-one 
playing them - or so I thought Once 
inside I found the machines lost in masses 
of frantic g a m e s p l a y ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H 
stormed Otympia? No, K really was trade-
only and all the gamesj jMBf iBiKBlB 
pinstripes! All the joystick hammering 

was purely for I 
assured by an 4 
Smashing the h! 
didn't sound Ilk 

and CO jukeboxes boltii 
tracks. 

After wading througt 
eventually managed to 

i M ^ ^ ^ ^ H B w h i ^ m 
worthwhile. In this, the 
report, I'll be telling yot 
that particular , ighl 

laiden 

tits, I 
•lusive 

• U o, I'm not going to resort tolM old* Is power boosting Items oan also bef l 
the collected: i^BrectanglOTadd m u S 

| ec^Wmfltgne of y e archatyfijUi jt, per needed enefljpa yellow rectangles beatow 
Iheroesfrom the DC Comics stable: all I'm one sonic blast, and red rectangiesact as 
l ^ H B B H M B h M p M ^ C T B ^ T ' s a nice a type of smaitbomb, destroying sil aliens 

o n 
ICiari^^Hthalrtftd mannereG reporter is After an enctw-level guardian Ipflbeen 
lou t enjoying f beaten, the segftnd section gets under 

• Superrn<mm afrve level romp through way. This is s i iBy a verticaMy-dMiing 
^ • u r cities In lwUf j >Mjl)Winal battle in the version of the f K t sector and sllBild 
•Emperor's s p e c e i i y Each level is split cause as llttie trouble Another jwrdian 
sffoto three sect l^Kfne first of these sees biffing session I n takes placaftfore 
J Krypton's favoJfHson (or sons in two the third section can be tackled Here, 

player mode) s t ^ ^ n the streets of New Superman has t S s e his famoflheat 
York in a horizontal bash-'em-up where visiodBclear a p«h through a 4po wer of 
the baddies are queuing to knock the b o ^ U ^ a n d then^defeet yet aBther 
stuffing out of him. Superman isnt gu^^Hidon' t these guys ev^pive up?), 
exactly defenceless though, his punch ^ ^ ^ ^ k u e n c e of play con^Ees 
would toppte a skyscraper. In addition he t ^ ^ ^ ^ K t the rest of the c t t H until 'the 
has heat vision, sonic blast, and the ability M i r o p M e r reaches the sdiieeship 
to lift and throw certain objects. Three B B W B f f ° Emperor ZassJ M 
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Lay down your weapon, y< nave 
twenty seconds to comply rumbles 

the bulky figure of ED 209 in ata Ea sfs 
arcade version of the popular film. As you 
will all no doubt be aware by now, the 
story concerns a dead police officer 
named Murphy, raised from the grave as 
RoboCop, and looking for revenge on his 
killers. The game begins in the streets of 
Detroit with the armoured hero stalking 
hordes of gun, chainsaw, and hand 
grenade-wielding baddies. 

in this first section, all Robocop has for 
protection are his fists, so any dangerous 
projectiles sent his way must be ducked. 
Carefully timed punches can destroy 
homicidal motorcyclists and rf you get to 
the end of the first street you get the use 
of your rapid-fire gun. No chance to get 
cor ^y though, not when the massive ED 
209 lumbers on with gatling-gun usts. 
Duck the bullets and pop-up to blast 
back. After that i f s on to the drugs 
factory, scrapyard and OOP Tower. Later 
versions of ED 209 even have lasers! 
Throughout the game music and sound ' 
FX are amazing, being sampled directly 1 
from the fiim. Graphics are firstpass as I 
well, but gameplay lacks something by 
comparison with the Speccy version. The! 
hostage and identikit secttaB are J 

shootlid 
gallery section. Then there's the fact 
you've only life, and huge amounts of 

^ ^ ^ ^ H r e dr^||ifflhj£|ijjtel few h i ts f l 
llJfjAplArancy OriMtyyiMlfltl challenge;! 
with superb presentation Robo Cop is the 

ijNMiftess, b u t N ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ B b i l i h ^ ^ H 
Ocean Spectrum version is the one you 

In days of old when I 

^ • ^ S H ^ M p h c e s i 
from wicked dragons, i 
was his name ari(mast] 
was his game. Arthur 1 

Ghosts 'N'Goblins,whi 
true l o v o f l r P ^ m w c i 
years later and Arthurh 
'hone t woman' out df 
while oifi on a jaunt rou 

nights were bold 
needed rescuing 

i king lived. Arthur 
monster bashing 
last outing was in 

?rehe rescued his 
<•• of Evil. Three 

his beloved and 
id his kingdom the 

princess has been snatched again. 
(Obviously more of a Princess Caroline of 
M q w i p t l w a Fwgta.) So once again 
^ ^ V h a ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ K kingdom's most 
^ • t f u l ^ ^ ^ H 
H f Arthur isn't 
too choosy about his weapons, and if he 
ftds any lying on hte path he'll use them. 
• ^ ' M B M S ^ " 1 Magic 
Armour, this Arthur can 
obtainjtfpOlpOINnrvlVfce throwing 
fireballs and making mighty leaps - by 
holding fire down. And boy does he need 
all of ^hohalp he can get: the monstrous 
minloi I t are after his blood in • big way. j 
Zombies rise from the ground and chaso 
him, largo flocks of vultures swoop down 
onto h l s q H U ^ H I i ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H 
more beside*. | 

As in the original game, contact with the 
.meanies f i i^fobs Ant ur of his armour, 
and then o n e f l H K r e s . ThogOfnolefun 
fto play, but despite the addition of extra 

Row down.V 

damage meter; H W M O O N M M B r i 
Bagwget c a i ^ ^ H j ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ B car 
l i ctwnod inofMpijH^^^HH^^^HL front 
and arrest the 
• H b equal catch. 
^ ^ B t Is you 
^ ^ ^ • h e final ^ ^ w K - e not tften 
p M H e d of the W H ^ A i l c w s IDI 
^ H f t h o s e of yo^^^Hestruct ive 
HHwic ies , Chasmf^K a great game. I 
^ B } u i a r i y like t h l f l k bodies which 
^ ^ H r whan the v f ^ ^ n car is rammed. 
^ ^ H the u l t imate^Bde version of 
^ ^ B n d - r o b b e r s rBries, and I cant 

the Ocean conversion. 

le original 

Mnother feature setting HamDrtvin' 
m m from the pack is the actual screen 
^ B w . Rather than using unrealistic 
^ ^ B p d ' graphics, this gam^uses flight 
^ ^ B p e 3-D graphics. Thevlfifea little in 
^ ^ ^ f t i t a t a i l , but the sens^B^ 
p B K W j | l reality i s ^ ^ ^ ^ m t 
^ i s obvio J ^ ^ B F this 
^ ^ ^ B j ^ ^ ^ R n g sim^^BjSrcade 
gaMtopttttWeo1be e rt a i ijMho'hotiest 
^ ^ M ^ p e r r ^ P t l y engulfed 

was a 
p r d i ^ K ) M b | i M i ^ B ' l o o k i n g out for 
the l ^ H i ^ v o d B t , and I'll bring you a 
full r ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H B n s f f b t a as soon as It's 
releaMMw 

presented with an ignition key, steering 
wheel, accelerator, brake, plus a four-
speed gear box and clutch {although an 
automatic transmission mode has 
thoughtfully been included for people 
who cant drive). 
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A breathtaking galaxy on the outer rim of the universe Worlds with astonishing creatures and ammaled-3D 
graphics a thrilling scenario bursting with humour, the like <Jf which you've never seen Everything about 
CAPTAIN BLOOD makes it t te type of game you just HAVE to play 
Hours and hours of discovery, exploration, dialogue, (hyperspace wapts) and hotshot low-level flying 
through rugged mountain ranges and dizzyipg canyons ( • ^ 
Now sensations are guaranteed in this tragic, moving, funny and thrilling adventure. CAPTAIN BLOOD is a 
game for everyone, breaking new ground in the universe of computer entertainment Welcome to the age of 
the bio-game 9 • # 

DISTRIBUTED Bv INFOGHAMI5 UK 

MITFU HOUSE, ABBEY ROAD, ENFIELD. MIDDSX EIM1 2RQTEL 0 1 - 3 6 4 0 1 2 3 FAX 0 * 3 6 0 9 1 1 9 



REX VEXED 
As you will probably have 
noticed if you got the Martech 
game Rex at Christmas, the 
POKE in the Christmas issue 
didn't work. There was no way 
of testing it as we only had the 
game on disk. Toby Benn of 
London noticed the faulty 
POKE so decided to write his 
own, and here they are. Run 
these listings, start the Rex 
tape from the beginning and 
stop it when the loading 
screen has come up. You will 
then be asked three ques-
tions. Answer these and start 
the tape again. And these are 
guaranteed to work! If you 
need help on the part two code 
then look at the code cracking 
piece. 

REX (PART 1) 
10 REM REX PART 1 POKE 
20 REM BY TOBY BEN 
30 REM CRASH APRIL 89 
40 POKE 23658,8: LET 

A=0:LETB-0: LETC=0 
50 PAPER 0: INK 0: 

BORDER 0 
60 CLEAR 24599 
70 LOAD ""SCREENS 
80 INK 7 
90 PRINT AT 16,0;"INF 

LIVES?": GOSUB180: IF 
A$="Y"THENLETA=1 

100 PRINT AT 
16,4;"BOMBS?": 
GOSUB 180: IF A $ - " Y " 
THEN LET B = 1 

110 PRINT AT 
16,4;"SHIELDS?": 
GOSUB 180: IF A$="Y" 
THEN LET C=1 

120 INK 0: PRINT AT 
16,0;" LOADING 
PRINT AT 0,0; 

130 LOAD ""CODE 
140 IF A=1 THEN POKE 

40057,0 
150 IF B=1 THEN POKE 

38745,0 

160 IFC = 1 THEN POKE 
39396 0 

170 RANDOMIZE USR 
38010 

180 LET A$= INKEY$: IF 
A $ o " Y " AND 
A $ o " N " THEN GOTO 
180 

190 IF INKEY$<>"" THEN 
GOTO 190 

200 RETURN 

REX (PART 2) 
10 REM REX PART 2 POKE 
20 REM BY TOBY BEN 
30 REM CRASH APRIL 89 
40 POKE 23658,8: LET 

A=0: LETB=0: LETC=0 
50 PAPER 0: INK 0: 

BORDER 0 
60 CLEAR 24599 
70 LOAD""SCREENS 
80 INK 7 
90 PRINT AT 16,0;" INF 

LIVES?": GOSUB 180: IF 
A$="Y"THENLETA=1 

100 PRINT AT 
16,4;" BOMBS?": 
GOSUB 180: IFA$="Y" 
THEN LET B=1 

110 PRINT AT 
16,4;" SHIELDS?": 
GOSUB 180: IF A S - " Y " 
THEN LET C=1 

120 INK 0: PRINT AT 
16,0;" LOADING ": 
PRINT AT 0,0; 

130 LOAD""CODE 
140 IFA=1 THEN POKE 

40303,0 
150 IFB = 1 THEN POKE 

38721,0 
160 IFC = 1 THEN POKE 

39170,0 
170 RANDOMIZE USR 

38000 
180 LET ASHNKEY$: IF 

A $ < > " Y " AND 
A $ < > " N " T H E N GOTO 
180 

190 IF INKEY$<>"" THEN 
GOTO 190 

200 RETURN 

REX CODE 
CRACKING 
Anyone who has played Mar-
tech's great game Rex will 
know doubt be befuddled by 
the sixteen figure code in the 
game and all the different 
combinations of numbers that 
it can have. Well befuddle no 
more because a bright spark 
by the name of Neil Campbell 
has worked out what it all 
means. This piece of brain 
work has earned him £40 of 
software. 

The sixteen figure code consists 
of thirteen numbers for game 
attributes and three for the 
cheat protection code. The uses 
for each number are listed below 
with the first number lettered A 
and the last P. 

A 1st figure of weapon energy 
(must always be 8) 
B 2nd figure of score 
C 3 rd figure of weapon energy 
(must always be 8) 
D Lives (maximum 9) 
E 2nd figure of weapon energy 
(must always be 8) 
F 3rd figure of score 
G Weapons collected (8 gives all 
weapons) 
H 5th figure of score 
12nd figure of shield 
J 4th figure of score 
K Smart bombs (maximum 3) 
L 1 st figure of shield 
M 1st figure of score 
N 3rd figure of protection code 
O 1 st figure of protection code 
P 2nd figure of protection code 

Each of the first thirteen are 
found by subtracting the 
required number from 9 (e.g. if 
you wanted a score of 2222200 
the numbers marked B, F, H, J 
and M would all be 7s). This rule 
applies to all the other attributes 
(so 9 lives would make D a 0 and 
3 smart bombs would make K a 

Hello, and welcome to page 31 
of CRASH, the magazine with 
large quantities of Mark Cas-
well. Oi! wait a minute, have 
you been messing with my 
disk again Mark? Hi, this is 
Nick 'O* Roberts speaking. 
You have just tuned in to the 
best Playing Tips section for 
miles. This is the part of 
CRASH that makes you so 
excited you feel like taking off 
your socks, filling them with 
rum and raisin Ice cream, and 
serving them up with just a lit-
tle sprig of mint (optional). Or 
alternatively you can just set-
tle back in an arm chair and 
read how to improve your 
skills on all the latest games. 
As you will have heard if you 
listened to last month's hot-
line, I have got maps of 
RoboCop and Foxx Fights Back 
for you this month. POKEs are 
a bit short in supply so there 
are just hacks for Rex part one 
and two. and the £40 of soft-
ware is for the hard work that 
Neil Campbell has put into 
cracking the part two code in 
the same game. So put your 
socks back on (after scraping 
out the raisins) and com-
mence reading. 

6). (This is a bit like being back in 
a maths lesson - Ed). 

The weapon energy figures must 
always be 8s because weapon 
energy is automatically put to 
this number. Full single and dou-
ble fire and 1 charge in the laser 
make the total charges 11 (the 
last number is for fractions-they 
are all there to confuse a code 
breaker!). 

Once the scores, lives, smart 
bombs, etc have been decided 
upon and each number sub-
tracted from nine, the three 
figure pass number can be cal-
culated. This is done by adding 
the first 13 numbers then putting 
the resulting numbers in the right 
order. A sample code is given 
below with the first 13 numbers 
adding up to 82 (the figure can 
be over 100), so the 8 and the 2 
are the second and third num-
bers making the code 028. 

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P 
8 9 8 0 8 9 8 9 0 9 6 0 8 2 0 8 

The above code will give 9 lives, 
3 smart bombs, a full shield, all 
five weapons, a score of 
1000000 and half weapon 
energy (nothing's perfect!). 

I hope you understood all that, 
it gets quite confusing in some 
places but I assure you it 
works. 
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FOOTBALL CRAZY 
If you didn't already know, 
Football Manager Is written in 
Basic and you can break in to 
it! But just being able to do that 
isn't enough, you need some-
one like Nick and Les Moon to 
tell you exactly what each line 
does. 

Load the game as usual until you 
get the main menu. Type '99" to 
continue and immediately press 
8REAK. Then type GOTO' and 
any of these numbers to go 
straight to that option. 

Line Function 
4000 New matches and F.A. 
Cup matches 
4322 Gatereciepts 
4610 To change gate reciepts 
5210 YouVe won the F.A. Cup! 
8130 End of season bonus 
8220 League success bonus 
(you must be top of the league) 
8250 New season 
8700 Transfers* 

•fr You can have up to 24 players. 
After selecting a player type: 
GOTO 100' then BREAK and 

'GOTO 8700'. 

THE MULTIFACE MAN 
Alias Multifacing Mark Davies who has got a load of new multiface 
POKEs for you to try out. I'm not sure if I have printed a few 
before but the the bulk of them are new ones. 
Typhoon Stops End Of Level Ship Firing 39143,0 
Skate Crazy Time 46473,201 

No Fatigue 46409.201 
Lives 42646,126 

Mask 3 Lives 46045,58+47778,179+49872,208+ 45589,201 
19 Part One - Boot Camp Time 38048,58 
Artie Fox Lives 50242.0+49396,0 
Virus Lives 44945,0+37835,0 
Last Ninja 2 Lives 40777,0 
Samurai Warrior Lives 23826,0+33013,0 
Skateboard Kidz Lives 25723,0 
Soldier Of Fortune Lives 23314,0+46691.0 
Dark Side Shield 45482,0+ 47924,0+45436,0 

DOUBLE DRAGON 
MUZZLED M,SSTONSM 

Kill off the men one by one and 
Here are a few tips on that Mel- don't move along until you have 
bourne House game from finished them all. Also when the 
issue 61, Double Dragon, fat man comes with the other 
Thanks to Christos Georgian men, kill the small men first, 
for this lot. When the lady comes out, don't 

HANDY BMX HINTS 
Whether it's tips on the half 
pipe or hints on the ramp 
jumps of Code Masters' BMX 
Freestyle you want, Robert 
Jackson of Sunderland has the 
lot. 

meuemfiis 
Keep your front wheel pointing 
straight up in the air and when 
you come to stones or oil let it go 
down a little as these tip the bike 
backwards. If you don't, you will 
fall off before the game has even 
begun! 
ZflWJWPi 
When you take off from the ramp 
and are about to land on the 

ground keep your front wheel in 
the air but not too much because 
you will fall off. 
HAlfm 
To make sure you don't fall off, 
press the kick button when the 
back tyre touches the white line. 
OPWMOf 
When you start off and the bike 
goes to the left or the right, press 
the opposite direction. To avoid 
going too fast you should not 
leave your finger on the left or 
the right key too long. 
mWttPteHGHMHP 
As soon as you take off, watch 
the height board and as soon as 
you see a six, press kick. 

YOU MUST BE 
JOKING? 
I've already printed the solu-
tion to the easy game on Bat-
man, A Bird In The Hand, and 
now here are some hints to 
help all those stuck on the har-
der A Fete Worse Than Death 
from Craig and Darren Hunter of 
Doncaster. This table shows 
the objects, what they are 
used for and how many per-
cent you will get for using it. 

move on until you make sure you 
have killed her. Then pick up her 
baseball bat. If you don't kill her 
you have to kill all the other bad-
dies, and you will be lumbered 
with the fat men too. 

Missions 2-3B 

Kill the men on the first platform 
before rushing off to the other 
levels. On 3A and 3B try not to 
go on the bridge as you'll be 
unable to defeat the enemies. If1 

you stay on the one side you can 
push them all into the nver. 

Mission 5A 

Wait safely next to the bncks 
which come out of the wall. As j 
soon as the brick in front of you 
goes, rush to the other side of 
the screen without stopping. 

Mission 5B 

The last level. Do not be put off 
by the beast which tries to poke 
you with daggers, and don't 
walk too near the edge. The last 
three men are deadly, just battle 
it out and do not let them get the 
better of you. 

Object Used Percentage 

Bulb Lights up Batcave 
dark room 1 % 

Torch Lights up 
downstairs rooms 2% 

Batarang Throw at 
enemies 1 % 

Ears Use anywhere to find 
a clue 4% 

Fish Energy 
Teeth Use these to eat 7% 
Shades Wear these in 

white screens 12% 
Wire Cutters Defuse 

bombs 19% 
Carrot Energy 
Coke Energy 
Cash Use in front of 

slot machine to get 
a card 9% 

Clog When used this 
slows you down 1 % 

Knife Damages health 
Coconut Gives 

you energy 
Chicken Gives 

you energy 
Harmonica Use anywhere 

to hear a tune 1 % 
Milk Gives you 

energy 
Toy Damages 

health 1 % 
Camera Use anywhere 

to get a good picture 4% 
Mask Use anywhere 2% 
Card Use in room 

captioned'Card 
Trick' 12% 
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3 WEEKS IN PARADISE 

When sitting down whilst los-
ing a life press Symbol Shift. 0 
and P for infinite lives, 
(occupant: Claude Longman) 

DUMMY RUM 

When on the ropes press C, H, 
E, A and T which spell out 
cheat (never!) and you should 
get that just reward of infinite 
lives. 
(occupant :Sarah Sandell) 

m i J 

Whistle while you cheat, da, (a, la. Oops sorry, you caught me 
off guard there and got an ear full of my singing! I suppose 
you've come for more cheats, well you've come to the right 
place because I've got some real ring dingers this month. 

L^aiiNliJilj I i H *-» 1 

J!</" ji- ":•-. 

ROBOCOP 

For immunity on a level from 
the start, lose all your ammuni-
tion and crouch down under 
men firing at you from above. 
As your energy begins to run 

low keep punching to the right. 
When you are about to die try 
to let the bullets hit you on your 
head and outstretched arm. 
This should give you immunity 
for the rest of the level. If it 
doesn't work, practice, 
(occupant: Robert Green) 

• r T j i f f 
, • • • : ' X - ••;'•* ' h : 

fm m * ' * ? 
v - 1 x i y i 

BECOMING A HERO 
The new US Gold/TSR/SSI 
fantasy roleplaying game, 
Heroes Of The Lance reviewed 
only last issue has already had 
tips sent in on rt from David 
Cartlidge and John 'nostrils' 
Bailey. These should help out 
many people. 

1. To kill the big dragon 
Khisanth. select Raistlin and use 
'final strike'. Now get him killed 
and select 'deflect dragon 
breath' and run left. Now wait 
until you hear a big explosion 
and the dragon should be gone. 
This enables you to complete 
level eight and finish the game 
with ease. 
2. To complete the game easily 
select your first four characters 
as Sturm Brightblade, Tanis, 
Goldmoon and Raistlin. 
3. When in the level five sewers, 
if you see a troll then he is guard-
ing the exit to level eight. 
4. To beat trolls use web or 

charm. To beat spiders use web 
or sleep. If you see baby dragons 
run! All others just hack to death 

and cure wounds after each 
attack. 
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I bet you can just feel that ice 
cream squigging between 
your little pinkies right now. If 
not read the introduction! 
There will be more madness 
next month so I will see you 
again then. Meanwhile send all 
that an everyfin* to the usual 
address . . . NICK 'NUTTER' 
ROBERTS, PLAYING TIPS, 
CRASH, PO BOX 10, LUD-
LOW, SHROPSHIRE, SY8 
1DB. 

v l 

\ 

nasties collectable 
<*>g» vju»r»< htdothogi I foods 

(edible foods 
\ "i -Ms. ' A _1 * 

VvOMME PftlOT 
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FANTASTIC SPECIAL OFFERS 

* * * * * ALTER c ^ L i ' 

So--

can e • -i^awa^sH 

u 
1&C2) 

T H E U L T I M A T E 
r S P E C T R U M P A R A L L E L ^ 

P R I N T E R I N T E R F A C E . 

rMUI.TII>UINT 

'INSTANTLY uub»e (software m ROM) LUST LPRINT 
and COPY phi a i/wjue WfZf BUTTON to stopvy 
program and change any printing parameter (irtri COPY 
sizes i types, UNE feed, i w M ^ nwpns. etc.; 
any time Also Cully PROGRAMMABLE in BASIC 
M e r i H h m a i O r TO USE, Buftm MULTI-TOOLKIT 

With /.2/n printer cable. 

r s s A t i f a r r j o t f j + tfl 

• ' r '' • III A' | ( t Jl1 r t LI r ,'- V" , / 
'" it i f i «'t ( Of'"l'H| S'jlN' i Hif1' i 

UH \ll iNs<7.r i '(if 'Uk'.'t' - i 
iu» Cal.NU i IUOUAHD. t>u 

I MULTtFACE I has a |oystck interact and work* m 48* modej 
| MULTl-f ACL 128 (rot ft* Waladr-ves) « 46 ft UBKmodeJ" 

|t>iople and •+ D veriors on request-| 

Cf ,c "ear? r„ u"e /v, . 

let u < f > 

ONCE IT 

."A GOOD REASON TO 
BIT SPECTBITM+3" (CrashJ 

5? 

'If you want to use commercial Spectrum software 
^with the Plus :! you MUST also buy a Romantic Robot1 

Multiface 3, or Amstrad's disk drive will be useless 
with commercial software. The Multifare 3 te the ONLY 

reliable way to copy Spectrum programs to disk." 
(Computer Shopper) 

"Any I2SK+3 owner will find it a wonderful device, 

indispensable even," 
(Sinclair t'zer) 

' JsmcTair tZtrJ^nm 3 DISC SOLUTION 

The SALE prices apply strictly to M A I L ORDERS only 
if received j j ^ ^ ^ l L i J S j g w i t h the coupon below." 

THE ONE AN0 ONLY FULLY AUTOMATIC TAPE AND DISC COPIER 

MAKE YOUR SPECTRUM HAPPY: BUY IT A MULTIFACE! 
I enclose a cheque/PO for C rj~ 

or d e b i t m y N o 

N a m e Card expiry 
" " MULTIPRINT 

A d d r e s s LIFEGUARD 
SPECTRUM + 3 DISCS 

I M i t f l M R « B # f ^ F P &4 Deanscroli Ave, London NW9 8EN (Jj" 24 hrs F ^ U S 01 - 2 0 0 8 8 7 0 ^ 

C 9.95 • 
C 39-95 • 
C 34.95 O 
C 6.95 • 
C 2 75 • 

C 44 95 D | 
VIDEOFACE DIGITIZER C 39.95 • 
MUSIC TYPEWRITER C 7.95 • 
SPEC.+3 TAPE LEAD C 2 95 Q 



A 
ATARI 

520ST-FM SUPER PACK 

AATARI 

- asiS >> 

The Atari Super Pick la on tor you a you warn to gel oil » * (lying Mtfl •m the Ml in entertainment KfMnre The PW mcluaae a 5a0ST-FM •V iMB RAM • bull-m w met dm* cmh u» of «op games end • pytto if you buy e» Super nek at SiK* Shop. ae wis sdd our mo ST Sutler KM iwoflh over on* Free Ol Charge FMum ma coupon lor details 

I N C L U D I N G VAT 

1Mb DISK DRIVE 
£450 OF SOFTWARE 

ARCADE GAMES 
AitanoM II Imagine £19.96 
Beyond The Ice Palace Elite £19.96 
Black Lamp Firebird £19.96 
Buggy Boy Elite £19.96 
Chopper X M»$ter1ronic £9.99 
mart Warriors Bite £14.96 
Marble Madness Electronic Arte, £24.96 
Ouadratien Logotror. £19,96 
Ranarame Hewson Consultants £19.96 
Return To Ganaaia Firebird £19.96 
Roadwars Melbourne House £19.96 
Starquaka Mandarin £19.95 
T««t Odva Electronic Arts £24.85 
Thruel Firebird 
Thundercats 
Wbbal 
Xenon Melbourne House £19.96 
Zynapa Hewson Consultants £19.99 

SPORTS SIMULATIONS 
Eddie Edwards Super Ski Bite £19.95 
Seconds Out Tynesoft £19.96 
Summer Olympiad 14 Tyneeoft £19.96 

PRODUCTIVITY SOFTWARE 
Organiser Triangle Publishing £49.96 

JOYSTICK 
Atari CX40 Joys lie* Atan C o r p £4.99 

FREE ATARI BUNDLE VALUE:£458.97 

£9.96 
Bite £19.96 

Ocean £19.95 

With SM124 mono monitor: £498 SS With SC1224 colour monitor: £698 SS 

2Mb & 4Mb M EG iA ST 
Tit* MEGA ST computers ana alyled as as lightweight keyboard with • separate CPU. connected by a colled telephone Byte cable There are two versions 0* Ihe MEGA ST one with 2Vbytet of RAM end trie affier (Mbytes Each version ties s iMbyt* double mtta 3i»k dfhe bulli-tn lo me CPU untl The MEGA ST» do not come with moduMor tkiHI-io end must therefore be used with a monitor With every MEGA ST purclwsed. we will sdd the -Professional Pack software Iwotih 1304 83) detailed 
above, plus me Sil-
ica ST Starter Kit 
(worth over £200) 
boen Free Of Charge 
Return ihe coupon 
tor further details 

2Mb MEGA ST 

• mono monitor« £996 
•colour monitor = £1198 

4Mb MEGA 8T 
£1199 

+ mono monitor = £1298 
• colour monitor=£1406 

D T P P A G E S T R E A M £ 1 4 9 •VAT =£171.36 
nup Puwaiung |DTP| is one of the tMMl growing eppecaeora nm oenonal computer* m an ptoaaea lo announce a powerful km coat pockege tor the Atari ST e*UM PtQSStream PtgeStreem coeti only fun i-i/AT-ElN,M| and. haoeuae .r »otk» aim an Alar ijeiS" and a Seikueha SP-tSOAl pmtar you can ne up end vpjnfl wtm a cuuiptele eyatam tor laaa ttwn £1000 Soma cit ttw feature* Ol PaOeSlrelm an Med to It* nghl II you aouk! oka further nlenmeuon on the iBuyew- misdate and reeim the cotemn below ticking the OTP ben m eie comer 

• rntT.n.ow around graphics 
• rotation or text « graphics 
• SLANT OR TWIST ANT OejtCT 

' TAG FUNCTION ' AUTOMAMUAi. lUANMO * KmCNATION ' OROUOINO OF oajecTS 

520ST-FM EXPLORER PACK 
WITH BUILT-IN 1Mb DISK DRIVE 

DO YOU OWN AN ATARI ST? 
II you already own en Atari ST computer and would eke lo be legislated on our mailing liat mn ST user, let us know We will be pleased lo sand you copies of our price Ms and newsletters FREE OF CHARGE ss they become available Complete the coupon and return It to our Sldcup branch and begin experiencing a speciaaet ST service that is second to none 

[ T o : Silk 

| PLE 

The range of Atan ST oomputers offers something lor everyone From che games enthusiast 
who wants the challenge of Ihe very beat in arcade action, to the businessman who wants to 
make rinanctii forecasts or faultless presentations The ST otters high quality graphics, 
sound and speed lor Ihe gamer, whilst providing a fast, user friendly and affordable solution 
to business The ST la now firmly established in Ihe home environment and boasts a wealth 
of users in education, local govern mart, television, and a variety of different busineeses 
Software for the range stretches lo cover applications as diverse as ENTERTAINMENT, 
ACCOUNTS. ART. COMMUNICATIONS. COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN, DATABASES, 
DESKTOP PUBLISHING. EDUCATION MUSIC. PROGRAMMING, SPREADSHEETS. WORD 
PROCESSING and more For a full list ol the software available as well as detarls of Ihe ST 
range, complete and return the coupon below 

a H y - • ^ at 

I f a t t j 

The value lor money offered by the Atari ST range is reflected in the Explorer Pack 
leatufing the 520ST-FM computer with 512K RAM. Th® 520ST-FM computer now 
comes with a built-in 1 Mb double aided disk drive as well as a free mouse controller 
and • buill-tn TV modulator The new 520ST-FM Explorer Pack includes Ihe 520ST-
FM computer, the arcade game Ranarama. a tutorial program and tome useful 
desktop accessories. In addition, if you buy the Explorer Pack from Silica, we will 
give you the Silica ST Starter Kit worth ovbt £200, FREE OF CHARGE. Return the 
coupon for details ol our Starter Kit and ol the full ST range 

£260 + V A T = 

£299 
+ S M 1 2 4 m o n o m o n i t o r . £ 3 9 6 e«c ' ««T S C 1 2 2 4 c o l o u r m o n i t o r : £ 5 9 8 5K 

I SHOP? 
you Mode when to buy your nea Atari ST comoulei we suggest you oonedsr wy carefully WHERE you buy S. There are MANY comparer who car ofter you s computer, a law peripherals and the lop tan faring titles There are FEWER companies ehe can offer , wis rsnge <* products tor your computer and arpefl advise and help amen you r*ec it Tnere • ONIV ONE company who can prow* the largest rsnga of Ann ST related products n the UK, s lull ims Alait ST tpsosliai technical hepirw and rvoapei Mar teles luppixt nc kiding free ewtNltei > and brochures deUrered M your door tor aa long as you require Mr you purcheie your computer Thai one company is SMce Shop we have bean eautaahed In tie home computer Md tor ten years with an annual kirrmr m eacese of £S iwtfton and can now clean to meet our customers requirwnarrts eli an sccurecy and irideisf idtng which is second to none Bui don't |usl take our word tor a Complete and return Sie coupon betow lor Ota latest literature and Mgki to eapertwice fw Sacs Shop WooeM Atari semca 

SHIGA STARTER KtT Worth CM £XX>. FREE 
with every Atart ST computer Bough) from SIKa 
PROFESSIONAL RACK: Free buerwea toftawe 
with W40ST-FM and MCOA srs bought Mm Ska. 
OBMCMTtO SeflVKIHG. J tun lime Atan ironed 
etefr with yean of ekperenae an Atan aarvtcmg 
THE FULL STOCK RANGE, All of your Atari 
reqtwementi from one piece 
AFTER SALES SUPPORT The atali at Saca are 
Ileilli ate I lo help you gel the beat trom your ST 
FREE CATALOGUES Mailed dvect to your noma 
as eoon aa ae pnnt ihem. Muring orten aa well 
aa aa * the nea numi 
FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERK On ae haidaere omen Bhvped mlhin the '.JR memlenc PRICE MATCH PROMtSE. We w« natcti comp-entors on a am product tame pfioe' baee FREE TECHNICAL HELPLINE: FuStime teem ol Atari tachncai anperta always si you< aeivce 

FREE SILICA STARTER KIT 
WORTH OVER £200 

WITH EVERY ST - RETURN COUPON FOR DETAILS 
ALL PRICES QUOTED INCLUDE FREE UK DELIVERY 

Silica Shop Ltd. DeptCAMCH0489l - 4 The Mews. Hatheriey Road, Sldcup, 

PLEASE SEND FREE LITERATURE ON THE 
Mr/Mrs /Ms In i t ia ls Surname 

SILICA SHOP: 
S I D C U P ( & TVTh.1] O r d e r ) 

1-4 The Mews. Hatheriey i 
OPEN MQN SAT fle/n S30pm 

0 1 - 3 0 0 1 1 1 1 
1-4 The Mews, Hatheriey Road, Sidcup. Kent. DA14 4DXU 
• K • LATS NiOHT: FRIDAY flam - 7pm 

L O N D O N 01-580 4000 
52 Tottenham Court Road. London, W1P OBA OPEN: MON-SAT 9 3Q»m - 6 OQpm LATE NIGHT: NONE 

I 

I 

Address: 

L O N D O N 01-029 1234 o x t 3 0 1 4 
Selfnages /ist floor). Oxford Street. London, W1A 1AB 

^ OPEN: UON-SAT flam - 6 OQpm LA Tt NIOHT: THURSDAY Bmm 8pm 

Postcode: 
Do you already own a computer 
If so, which one do you own? 

1040ST-FM PROFESSIONAL PACK 
NOW WITH TV MODULATOR 
For the serious home user and the email business, vre ere 
pleased lo announce a new package based around lite 
lOSOST-FM. The 1040ST-FM has IMb/le RAM end a 
1Mbyte bulH-ln disk drive In addition. Ihe 1040ST-FM 
now comes with s TV modulator bult-tn (The previously 
available 1040ST-F waa <3eelgned tor use wilh a monitor 
only and did not come with a modulator) This modulator 
allows itte 104QST-F to be plugged directly Into any 
domestic TV set. and comes complete with a lead lo 
allow you to do so The new 'Professional Pack' from 
Silica includes Ihe now 1040ST-FM with modulator plus 
lour high quality software packages including a spread-
sheet, database, word procaseor and programming lang-
uage Tnis Professional Pack' software will enable you to 
get straight down to business wllh your new computer In 
addition lo thla software (worth £384 S4), if you buy the 
Professional Pack trom Silica Sftop, you will also receive 
the Silica ST Starter Kit (worm over £200), Free Of 
Charge Return Ihe coupon lor further Information. 

£499 
INCLUDING VAT 

With SM124 mono monitor: £598'JS 
With SC1224 colour monitor: 

ATARI W 4 0 S T - F M (Computer) £490 .90 
V IP P R O F E S S I O N A L (Spreaaneen £149.95 
M I C R O S O F T W R I T E |Wod Pmcaeeor, £149.95 
S U P E R B A S E P E R S O N A L [Oataoese; £59.95 
B A S I C DISK A M A N U A L (language £24.98 

N O R M A L R R P : £ 8 8 4 . 8 2 
LESS DISCOUNT: -£385.82 

P R O F E S S I O N A L P A C K P R I C E : £ 4 9 9 . 0 0 



BASILISK'S 
FORTUNE 
Hurrah! IAN LACEY keeps a promise! The 
legendary in-depth PBM interview is here, 
and no apologies need be made 

THIS ISSUE I'm start-
ing a series of special 
features concentrat-
ing on one company 
at a time, showing 

how they started and what their 
intentions are for the future. This 
month the subject company is 
Project Basilisk, but smaller 
companies needn't worry, I'll be 
covering them as well. 

EXCITED BY CRIME 
In June 1986 Robert Fortune 
decided to start a small PBM 
company: Project Basilisk. 
Previously a player of It's A 
Crime, Robert was excited by 
the concept of playing games by 
mail and determined to write his 
own. Basilisk's first game was 
the hand-moderated The Land 
Of The Basilisk This ran for only 
a couple of months though, as 
Robert soon realised that the 
time needed to process turns 
was unrealistic for a small com-
pany. His next game was com-
puter-moderated. and distin-
guished by its extraordinary title; 
Trolls Bottom. This was 
inspired by the Piers Anthony 
' Xanth' series of books and was 
planned on scraps of paper and 
written in Spectrum Basic! 
Robert then borrowed £500 to 
buy an Amstrad PCW8256, and 

converted the program to Mal-
lard Basic. The resulting game 
attracted lots of players just 
through the whacky title and 
scenario, but gameplay kept 
them playing with Robert con-
tinually adding new creatures 
and adventures. After running 
for just a year Trolls Bottom 
attracted worldwide interest, 
being sold to PBM companies in 
the US, Australia and New Zea-
land. Back in the UK KJC 
Games bought the rights to the 
game in UK and Europe. This left 
Robert free to develop his next 
game. 

His inspiration this time came 
from horror spoofs, like The 
Munsters, The Addams Family 
and The Rocky Horror Show. 
Robert was also determined to 
create an easier method of turn 
writing (words only). The result 
was Creephouse - fun, cheap 
and original. Unfortunately it 
seemed to lack something in las-
tability, and is being wound 
down here in order to accommo-
date Battle Crab. Basilisk's 
third game. 

ZARGS AND THE 
STARLEAGUE 
Battle Crab is Basilisk's biggest 
ever venture. With 500 players in 

each game some impressive 
hardware is needed. Whereas 
Trolls Bottom's took £500 to set 
up, Battle Crab required £3000. 
Despite a couple of adverts you 
may have seen to the contrary, 
Battle Crab start-up packs will 
cost around £3. The theory is 
that £3 is not enough to put 
people off joining, but also 
expensive enough to stop 
people dropping out - as has 
happened over Creephouse. 
The Battle Crab start-up pack 
will contain Operation and 
Advanced manuals, and a story 
based on the game. Three 8ft 
maps can also be purchased, 
costing £1 each. 

The Battle Crab scenario was 
inspired by Sfar Wars (the 
spaceships) and the Spectrum 
version of Elite(the trading side). 
At the start of the game, the Star-
league (goodies) storm the Zarg 
(baddies) city and attempt to 
overrun it. You control two com-
puter robotic armoured battlec-
raft (CRABs). With these, you 
can either help the Starleague 
for money, or hinder them, gain-
ing criminal status and equip-
ment from enemy craft. Once the 
invasion is over, the Starleague 
withdraws and the players adopt 
the roles of goodies and bad-
dies. fighting each other. 

Actions are written as words 
(as in Creephouse), enabling a 
wide range of inputs per turn. 
You also get ship construction 
orders free, once it is suitably 
equipped, and a 75 character 
message. The program for such 

a game is vast. Just the 
database for players' ships and 
possessions uses 5 megabytes! 
After having seen some prelimi-
nary tumsheets and reading 
Robert's thorough description, I 
recommend that you get in 
touch with Basilisk as soon as 
possible. The game is so vast 
that you'll probably never get 
tired of exploring it. 

Project Basilisk hope to 
launch Battle Crab in the near 
future. After that, they have 
another game planned, on which 
programming has just started. 
It's called Dragon and should be 
ready for launch towards the lat-
ter part of 1989. Project Basilisk 
can be found at PO Box 24, 
Sheemess, Kent, ME12 3QU. 

CASTLE WINNER 
A quick mention concerning the 
special CRASH readers' games 
of Jade's The Chronicles Of 
The Knights OfAvalon. The five 
game winners are: 
GAME 1: Simon The Narcolept 

3.680 
GAME 2: Fikkon Five Fingers 

4.441 
GAME 3: Dragonard 4,187 
GAME 4: Faramir 3,410 
GAME 5: Plamil 2.650 

Now it doesn't take a 
mathematical genius to work out 
that the winner, by 254 points, is 
Fikkon Five Fingers! And a castle 
will be winging its way to him 
soon. Well, a scjaled down ver-
sion anyway. So congratulations 
to him, and all the other game 
winners who made the competi-
tion a good one. If you'd like to 
play Avalon. or find out more 
about Jade Games, you can get 
in touch with them at: Jade 
Games, Freepost, Southsea, 
Hants, P051BR. 

IN THE FLESH 
I must also mention The First 
London Postal Gamers Con-
vention . to be hel d at the Surbi-
tan Assembly Rooms, Maple 
Road, Surbitan on the 22nd of 
April. The convention was set up 
to replace the BPBMA annual 
convention which fell through 
this year. The organisation 
behind the new convention is 
very good, and all the major PBM 
companies will be in attendance, 
as will I! If you really want to 
speak to me then just go up to a 
trade stand and ask (most know 
me). The convention costs £3.50 
in advance or £4.50 on the door, 
or £2 and £2.50 respectively for 
PGA members. The reason for 
this is that the PGA newsletter is 
also the convention program, 
and members will already have a 
copy. So don't think it's a mem-
bers only con or whatever... 

Contact Jon Woodall at: The 
PGA, c/o MJR Games, The 
Firs, Flat 3,10 Palace Road, 
East Moseley, Hampton 
Court. 
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Ahhh . . . to smell that fresh country air in .spring, the 
sweet aroma of new-born lambs and fresh dung. And 
just when you think winter is over, you fall into a 
snowdrift! O h well , roll on spring, I can't wait for 
warmer weather, and Apr i l I when I can get revenge 
on my sheep flock. Last year they told me my green 
cords had got lost in the wash, but luckily I found 
them hanging f rom a nearby tree. This year I think I ' l l 
shock them by making a large jug of mint sauce! 

This month I 've found out w hat it's like to live in a 
goldfish bowl; I had always wanted to know. My 15-
year-old pet goldfish Jack reckons it's dead interest-
ing, swimming around plastic castles and ship-
wrecks. I 've also been honing my powers of deduc-
tion, investigating a train robbery, although I saw no 
sign of Phil Coll ins. So until next month, wear a peg 
on your nose and watch where you're treading - my 
flatulent sheepdog even leaves messages on the 
C R A S H answering machine! 

problems require much lateral 
thinking instead of simple word 
finding. All objects can be 
examined, often producing a witty 
response - the fishnfax is 
described as combining the fea-
tures of a diary and a wallet for 
four or five times the price! 

Although the three sub-ad%'en-
tures don't take too long to com-
plete (Are you sure about this? -
Nick), they do add variety - the 
game isn't wholly about fish. The 
main adventure requires more 
skill and exploration, containing 
many red herrings (groan). But if 
you get stuck, you can always type 
in special codes for very subtle 
hints, However, even failure isn't 
too frustrating when there is so 
much side-splitting humour to 
enjoy. Some adventures use 
humour to hide a shallow plot, but 
Fish! combines laughs with 
thoughtful, challenging problems. 
In fact, writing this review was 
made infinitely more difficult by 
the fact that Nick and Skippy were 
playing it 24 hours a day! (And 
they don't normally play adven-
tures). 

Overall 93% 
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Rainbird, £15.99, + 3 only 

Glug. glug. There I am 
swimming in my goldfish 
bowl when some stupid 

human plonks a great big plastic 
castle in the water. After my initial 
confusion, I decide to investigate 
- something fishy going cm here, I 
think to myself. So in I swim, only 
to be confronted by a familiar 
voice. Suddenly, everything 
comes back to me - I am actually 
a daring intcT-dimcnsional 
espionage agent, currently taking 
a relaxing break in the guise of a 
fish! 

The voice belongs to my boss, 
Panchax - trust him to interrupt 
my vacation. He tflls me it's an 
emergency: the infamous Seven 
Deadlv Kins have sabotaged a 
project to conserve water on the 
fish-inhabited planet of Hydro-
polis. They have also dismantled 
a focus wheel which would enable 
me to warp to Hydropolis. Warp-
ing involves transferring an 
agent's mind into the body of 
another creature or person, and is 

extremely painful. To find the 
three pieces of the focus wheel, I 
must first complete three separate 
sub-adventures. 

On entering one of the three 
warps in the castle, I am 
immediately transferred into the 
back of a clapped-out van belong-
ing to a hippy hand (they 're not 
around at the moment). I have 
also become human again - well, 
I would'vc floundered in my pre-
vious fishy form! Finding some 
clothes and a torch (it is night-
lime), I wander outside. 1 plod 
across dark fields and soon find a 
ruined abbey, Inside arc a group 
of drunken hippies — the band -
sitting around a camp fire. It's 
hard to believe that a part of the 
focus wheel is in the vicinity. 

On completing this section (no 
1 won't tell you how!), I am 
returned to the castle where I can 
enter one of the other two warps. 
One of these sends me to a forest 
inhabited by a warp junkie and an 
exploding parrot! The other trans-
fers me to a recording studio with 
a short-tempered, 'cofTccaholic' 
producer (reminds me of some-
one), When I recover all three 
parts of the focus wheel, I can use 
it to enter the body of Dr A Roach, 
a scientist on the waterworld of 
Hydropolis. This strange place is 

inhabited by weird fish-people 
with human torsos, but tails 
instead of legs. 

l)r Roach's apartment is in 
Paddlington, but other areas of 
the city can be visited via the 
Underground. The many loca-
tions include a pub where, instead 
of drinking, customers snilT spec-
ial gas in order togct finless. Other 
innovations include lishofaxcs 
and Fisa cards! But it's not a good 
idea to dawdle: The Seven Deadly 
Fins arc out to get Roach. So to 
avoid getting pushed into the path 
of an oncoming train it's best to 
get a disguise. 

As in previous Magnetic Scrolls 
disk-based adventures {Jinxttr, 
Corruption etc), the flexible parser 
accepts most logical input and 
permits editing of the current and 
last command. 11 also allows up to 
about ten separate commands to 
be entered in one line ofinput, The 
frequent disk accessing fails to 
severely interrupt play, although 
the occasional need to enter anti-
piracy passwords is slightly 
annoying. The lack of any 
graphics is irrelevant - they would 
have only required more time-
consuming disk accessing and 
taken up screen space. 

With (he large vocabulary. 



[ P O M C M I M i m M 
M 1 W 
Axxent Software, £2.99 
(48K/128K cass) 

Flukeil's the name, and 
delecting crime is my game, 

I with a little help from my 
clumsy assistant Blunders, I'm 
not one of your amateur sleulhs 
though: 1 get paid ibr my exten-
sive deductive powers. I've 
already earned enough from pre-
vious cases to afford a nice little 
olTicc in Scunsdalr where I can 
lake a leisurely nap, dreaming of 
even bigger cases . . . until the 
phone wakes me. Inspector 
Hoaden is on the line to inform me 
about a train robbery at nearby 
Peepingham yesterday. 

After searching out some vital 
info on Peepingham at my local 
library, I return home to find 
Huaden's limousine parked out-
side my front door. He gives me 
the low-down on the robbery. 
Apparently the train's cargo 
included a top secret device, being 
delivered loa Professor Mundle -
the fellow paving my extortionate 
investigation expenses He wants 
me to find the thief and recover 
the device. Piece of cake, I think to 
myself as I climb into the limo. 

Hoaden drives me to the hospi-
tal to collect Blunders, who has 
had another of his little accidents. 
He's currently recovering in the 
Oops-a-daisy ward, taking foul-
lasting medicine. He pleads with 
me to help him escape, but the 
doctor and matron don't seem to 
like releasing their patients. A lit-
tle cunning is needed to ^et Blun-
ders out. Bui l>eing a super sleuth, 
I find a way, and we're soon on 
our way to the sleepy village of 
Peepingham. 

In the village square Blunders 
and I part company w ith Hoaden. 
We soon find a pub by following 
our noses: The Dirty Duck it's 
called, where the local scrumpy 
cider is sold. I try some, although 

Blunders retrains - being so 
clumsy he falls over enough with-
out getting legless. Downing a 
pint in one go, I soon wish I hadn't 
- I continue to burp for the next 
hair an hour. Between burps I 
book a room for the nighl (with 
twin beds of course - we're not 
married), 

The room's okay, but it's too 
eaTly to g o t o bed so we set o f f to 
explore the village. All the usual 
shops are here, while further afield 
are the railway station where the 
crime occurred and a lake with a 
monk-inhabited island in the mid-
dle. The folks round here seem 
quite friendly - perhaps they'll tell 
me something about the robbery. 
Ambling down the high street, 
Blunders bumps into my old rival, 
Sam Shovel, He's on the same 
case and reckons he'll have ji sus-
sed by midnight on Sunday. 
Somehow Blunders and I must 
beat him to it. 

The Pecpingham adventure is 
presented via iwo windows, the 
lop and largest shows graphics 
plus all the trxt. apart from inpul 
which appears in a small window 
below. The simple but colourful 
graphics only appear on l'28K 
machines, and brighten up the 
general presentation, although 
they must scroll up to reveal the 
rest of location descriptions. 

Although the game has quite a 
limited vocabulary, communica-
tion with other characters is possi-
ble via SAY, ASK, TEU.. Realisti-
cally other people won't always do 
what you tell (hern, but appa-
rently all characters can perform 
any actions Flukeit can do him-
self. This is due to the use of the 
author's own 'Worldscape' sys-
tem (no utilities have been used), 
allowing non-player characters to 
lead independent lives. Unfortu-
nately, the response to input is 
slow, although not too irritating 
when you become accustomed to 
it. However, the ability to repeat 

Vsu Oft ;ri o sdOK cof ipcr totu fcuay ih v^w* 
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or edit the previous command is 
useful. 

Problems are complicated, and 
some have very obscure solutions. 
Add to this the fact that the game 
is played in real time and you have 
one very challenging adventure. 
The inclusion of a RAMSAVF. com-
mand helps, but sadly this feature 
is not included in the 48K version. 
Still, there are plenty of quaint 
locations to visit and people to 
meet in a very entertaining, 
humorous adventure-great value 
at only three quid. 

Author Colin Jordan a bo wrote 
Inspector Flukrit (70%, Issue 43), 
featuring Klukeit and Blunders, 
The Great Peepingham Tram Robbery 
was originally to be released by 
Top Ten software, but sadly they 
do not now publish adventures. 
The good news is that it can be 
bought direct from the author at 
Axxent Software, 'Shirjtedean', San-
dvhill Road, SaundersfotM, Dyfed 
SA69 9HN. 

Overall 80% 

crzn 

Sow that $i%rutumf>i is mil and truly back I'm already hip deep i« tri/ueils Jot help. Obviously 
utth only a page it V tmpnsublt to answer them all, sol was wondering whether it amid be worth-
while to start up a Clew Contacts section like ZZ.AP! and TGM. Clem so-and-so's who've 
finished loads of games wnU in with lists of the games they\<e mastered. these art printed so the 
leu brainy can write to them asking for help (atksing an SAE, oj course), If you like the idea 

drop me a line and I might give it a try. 

DOOMDARK'S REVENGE 
Aftei Samara ' s (pathetic) appeal for help in Issue 56. PAUL S T E P H E N S O N has con-
tacted me about his Ihomdirk's Revenge pokes - the ones many people were having 
trouble with. However, instead of correcting his anginal routine, hr's found an easier way 
to enter pokes. First, load up the game in the normal wav, Then immediately go into the 
LOAD S A V E routine and while loading/ savins; press the B R E A K kc\. This returns you 
to B A S I C in w h ich you can enter any of the pokes below. 

N o mist 
Free movement 
Harmless dragons 
Choose at night 
Free warriors 
See screeu build up 
Always recruit 
N o movement at nighl 
Control characters 

P O K E 28262,24: P O K E 25525,0 
P O K E 33886.24: P O K E 33887.25 
P O K E 33611,201 
P O K E 34388,62: P O K F. 31423,195 
P O K E 34601,0: P O K E 34639,0 
P O K E 26009,122 
P O K E 31957,62: P O K E 32064,24 
P O K E 33270,201 
P O K E 29583,62: P O K E 29584,57: POKE29585,50: 
P O K E 29586. 130: P O K E 29587,93; P O K E 29588/24: 
P O K E 29588.241 

Paul's been so helpful thai I 've derided 10 award him this month's £30 worth of software. 

DIABLO! 
M I C H A E L P R E E C E asks how to get into the laboratory. 

Get the ragsfrom the mmdor below the MI-dome. SEARCH RA GSand yon will'fir.da card. Go It the 
lab door and ISSERT CARD. 
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THE BIG SLEAZE 

Due to popular request, here is a map of Part I by D W I L L I A M S and 
J GOLLEDGE. Due to lack of space (moan, moan). Parts 2 and 3 will 
appear later (I promise, scout's honour). 

//h'n 're i till lii.tl in Lord Of T h e Rings or u herein, remtmbft Phil 
king's been thetrtooandsutn;rdto tellIhr tale. If \<>u 'dliktsomehelp,writr 

in it nd he 'II try In oblige no fx rum til replies though. 
.\di fnturer\ u ho htlirrt ihtmelpts e;en marepteco<?««»than f'hiltan send 

in hp> and nitjpi in the hop* of winning CSOo/ software fur the best advice that 
^•mh. Send 'mis or problem* to SIGNSTLMPS. CRASH. PO Box 

10. L U D L O W . Shropshire SY8 1DB; 

RIGEL'S REVENGE 
I'ERRl E FOSTER ask how to get the 
objec ts in the bungalow without being cap-
tured. 

Gel the piei t oj nibble al the bridge, tkrn 
THROW RLBBLE AT LIGHT in the bm-
galow. Go west ami gel the Rigeilm urn/am. 

LANCELOT 
C H R I S H I G G I N S says he can't get into 
Camdot in Part 2. 

}'P« hart been \piasM by a passing cart. To gel 
tltaiud hp, gt la etthti North or South Warren 
mi mil until irneone throws a bucket ofwain 
om kw from a wmdnc. ten mm tnter 
Camtlot. 

INGRID'S BACK 
This zanv adventure is causing headaches 
l o r G A R E T H J O N E S He asks how to get 
Uncle Dusty to sign the petition. 

Co lo thr windmill, drop the jmrnw from Miss 
Farthing's i hup. and pull the bell rope. Hide in 
the kushei until Dusty emergei. then jump out and 
ad him to rign the petilm. 

A SIMPLE CASE 
OF ESPIONAGE 

This challenging drbut by Skvslip Soft-
ware hits ANDREW HEATH puzzled: he 
wants to know how to use the telephone 
and how to leave the area around thr 
house. 

First, SEARCH and EX A MINE CLO THES 
lo find a pen, mallet and cheque booh. II hen )roat 
LOOK IS WALLET jw fmdtutrd - read this 
ad dial the number (27190) on the card (it's jor 
a taxi firm). fit the taxi and CUMB 
ISTO TAXI when it arrow / TO 
DRIVER TAKE ME TO TOWS', twite a 
iheque andgste it to the dnvei ate DM1 tit 
the loam. 
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GAME OF 
THE YEAR! 

• r Winner of CCI Oskars for 
^ B E S T SPORTS SIMULATION 
and BEST GAME OF THE YEAR 

The best... incredibly realistic 
ZZAP64 

The best football game ever 
Commodore Computing 

The best ever... an amazing product 
Computer ft Video Games 

The best Spectrum football game ever 
Sinclair User 

Commodore £9.95 Tape, £12.95 Disk 
SPECTRUM £9.95 tape, £14.95 disk 
Coming soon for Amstrad 464/664/6128 

Audiogenic Software Limited, Winchester House, 
Canning Road, Harrow HA3 7SJ, England 

Order by phone on 01 861 1166 J F I 



Once upon a time there was a little French software 
house called Ubi Soft. Born in 1986 it employed just 30 
people and took care of French distribution for Elite, 
Domark and Electronic Arts, among others. Ubi Soft 
was such a hard-working company that in 1987 it had 
sales of almost £3 million and soon decided France 
wasn't big enough for it. By the end of 1989 Ubi Soft 
planned to be an international software house publish-
ing on most important formats. Skateball (85%, Issue 
61) was its first, extremely violent Spectrum release, 
but it's Iron Lord that's the flagship of Ubi Soft's plans 
for world domination. V 

pleted what must be one of the 
biggest games ever to be 
released for the Spectrum. 

M 
developed on the Alan ST by six 
people including David Whit-
faker who wrote the music. The 
Spectrum conversion is being 
handled by Ashminster Com-
puting , a Leicester - b as e<j prog-
ramming house headed by 
Roger Taylor. Originally spec-
ializing in Amstrad and PC con-
versions. once a conversion deal 
was signed with Ubi Soft they 
launched a recruiting drive 
which still continues. One of 
their first recruits was Jonathan 
Medhurst a twenty-one year 
old techie. His first conversion 
was Skateball. after which he 
vi ent on to Iron Lord. His partner 
on the project is Nigel Kenward. 
a free lance graphic artist in his 
early thirties who provided most 
of the graphics for Skateball 
They've been working on Iron 
Lord tor five months already and 
their biggest problem has been 
cramming such a big game into 
the Spectrum. The load for the 
first 128K game is cert ainly mas-
sive, but the game certainly 
looks extremely attractive. If you 
think you've the mettle to take on 
such a formidable game, the 
price is £12.99 tape, El9.99 (!) 

prove yourself - these include a 
dice game in a tavern, asrm-
wrestling, an archery contest 
and even a first person perspec-
tive, 3-D swordfight! These are 
separate loads on the 48K, but 
ad contained in memory on the 
128K, 

If you prove yourself in all 
these trials, and successfully 
persuade people to join you. 
then it's on to the next section. 
This is a single 48K load and 
gives a 3-0 view of the field of 
battle as your army takes on the 
enemy forces. Using your joys-
tick you can give orders and 
interrogate units to find out their 
strength The number of men in 
your army depends on how well 
you did in the adventure. 

Defeat your Uncle's army and 
he takes refuge m the Labynnth. 
a maze packeo with monsters. 
This is another 48K load and is 
an arcade action-style game, 
with you running around, battl-
ing rtragons in search of your 

When you enter a 
main picture chan 







RESCUE THE KINGDOM 
AND WIN A MARVELLOUS MOUNTAIN BIKE!! 

J 
IRON LORD 
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/ / 1 1 / / V L i / n i / i s the title of 
Ubi Soft's latest game, set in 
medieval times when princesses 
were saved from fire-breathing 
reptiles by men in tin suits. As one 
such chap, you're determined to 
destroy your wicked uncle who has 
deposed your father, the rightful 
king. Not an easy task, but then it's 
not easy being a Comps Minion 
either. A suit of armour would come 
in handy once in a while to protect 
me from the variety of projectiles 
hurled around the CRASH office! 

Knights of old may have been 
rugged but none were as tough as 
the first prize which Ubi Soft are 
giving away -an amazing 
mountain bike from specialist firm 
Muddy Fox. The bike on offer is the 
Muddy Fox Courier, equipped with 
21 speed Hyperglide gears, 
Shimano brakes, wishbone forks, 
Quick Release sealed hubs . . . need 
I say more? Oh yes: the guy at 
Muddy Fox, Gerrard Willis, is a 
CRASH fan - so no wonder he 
described the bike as having 
'stunning graphics'? 

Ten second-prize winners will 
receive a copy of Iron Lord, while 
ten further runners-up each get 
some Ubi Soft goodies. So what do 
you have to do to stand a chance of 
winning?Well it'sdeadeasy really: 
just tell us which king owned a 
round table, the name of his castle, 
and the name of his queen. When 
you have the right answers, jot 
them down on the back of a 
postcard or a stuck down envelope, 
add your name and address, and 
send them to KNIGHTS IN WHITE 
SATIN COMP, CRASH. PO Box 10. 
Ludlow, Shropshire SY8 1DB. All 
entries must reach us by 30th April, 
and everyone has to obey the 
normal competition rules. 



DOOM OF THE DARKSWORD 
OUT NOW IN BANTAM PAPERBACK * 

A W A Y ! 
With Joram to the magical world of Forging the Darksword 

MARGARET WEIS & TRACY HICKMAN 
Authors of The Dragon Lance Legends 

yS&W 
jk u J 

jMtk 



Well here's your chance lo prove it. 
European champion 'Maltese Joe' Barbara is waiting to rack 
'em up and blow you out. 
Unlike any other pool simulation, 3 -D POOL incorporates a 
unique "move around the table" feature — allowing shots to 
be played from any position, just like in a real game. 
3 -D POOL will take all your skill to master and if you do get 
that lucky break, how about entering the nationwide 'Maltese 
Joe' high score competition with the chance to play a real 
frame with the champ. Full details in every box. 
Cue up for a shot at big Joe. 

Tetecomsoft. First Floor, 64-76 New Oxford St. 
London WCIA 1PS. 
Firebird and Firebird Logo are trademarks of British Telecommunications PIC. 

Pocket 3-D POOL o n . . . 
Atari ST £19.99 
Amiga £19.99 
IBM £19.99 
Commodore 64 Ca»etta £9.99 
Commodore 64 Disc £12.99 
Amtlrad Cassette.. £8.99 
Amstrad Disc £14.99 
Spectrum £7.99 
MS* £7.99 
BBC/Electron £8.99 

A LEGEND IN GAMES SOFTWARE 



A Hup two, hup two... now this is an unusual sight - Garfield exercising 
(or rather trying to). Who was the lucky person to ptxeiate this historic 
moment? He is Colin Creamer from Eire. 

• Good lord, this is the sort of thing I expect to see after an evening in the 
Pig and Whistle getting as nissed as a pewt. N Smith from Doncaster is 
the perpetrator of this mind-bending little masterpiece, thanks Neil... I 
think. 

The office is nice and tidy now after the spring clean 
we gave it a couple of weeks ago. All except Phil's 
corner that is, and that always looks like a bomb's hit 
it. The Bermuda Triangle of Ludlow, it's impossible to 
find anything under the piles of envelopes, press 
releases, and old copies of Farmer's Weekly. 

It will soon be time to go on that diet again, just when 
you thought you had lost those extra pounds you 
gained over Christmas prepare to stuff yourself with 
chocolate eggs. Easter is in the air, Phil has dug out his 
old Easter Bunny costume (and a right prat he looks!), 
and is even now hopping round the office delivering 
eggs (yum yum). 

k Apparently a guy called Andrew Broadstock won't get any peace from his 
mate Adam Fox until a screen of his is printed in OTS. So here you are 
Andrew, don't say we at CRASH fall to please. 
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A Over the last few months I have received several pixelated LED Storm 
screens, but this one from Ben Clews who resides in Macclesfield is one 
of the best I have seen. Well done, Ben. 

Hmm, what can I waffle on about now? It isn't easy 
thinking of things to chat about month after month, I could 
mutter about the weather and how much food prices have 
risen, but then I would probably sound like Lloyd. So I 
won't bore you with anymore of my banal wafflings, 
except to remind you of the prizes the lucky few receive 
when their hard work is shown in OTS. One fortunate 
individual will get £40 worth of software, while the run-
ners-up receive £10 worth. So transfer your screen shot 
onto a cassette (remembering the SAE if you want it 
returned), stick it in an envelope, bung that into a post box 
(making sure that you have written our address on it!), and 
sit and wart. All entries to Mark 'Rembrandt* Caswell, 
On The Screen, CRASH, PO Box 10, LUDLOW, Shrop-
shire SYS 1DB. 
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STAR 

Could you m a n a g e t h i s 
R o c k S t a r ? 

CodeMaitwi Software Company lid . PO Bo« 6, LEAMINGTON SPA. CV13 OSH 

KOBRAHSOFT SPECTRUM 48k/ 128k/ +2/ +3 UTILITIES 
SP4 TAPE TO +3 DISC UTEiTY:- Transfer tapes to +3 Disc Many transfer examples Transfer 
PROTECTED progs. Handles the very latest pulsing program. FULL Manual. FREE Disassembler • 
Header Reader - £9.56 on tape. MM on disc E 12.95 
D.I.C.E.:- Mult-function disc uWlty for the +3. Modify and read tadora. Back up discs; FULL 
Directory, Recover erased files; Lock out faulty files; Erase/Rename Mes. Siring search; Menu 
Omen; Easy to use - CI 2.98 on Otac. 'An except package' Crash Oct 88 
IMBOS 2.0:- Gives 66 NEW Micro drive commands including MIRROR FX Sound. TEXT SCROWl; 
and many more. Complete with 10 mats demo and ORGAN program - CI 2.95 
SW1 TAPE TO WAFA DRIVE UmiTY:- Transfer tapes to Wafadrive. Handles PROTECTED programs; 
Pulsing programs, FULL Manual; FREE Disassembler- £7.95 
SCS ADVANCED TAPE UTILITY;- Backup the vast majority al your tapes Hawses Fast loaders. 
LONG Mocks (up to 80k by code oompressloni. Pulsed programs, Mulls Mocks; 128k programs -
£7.95 
KOBOAHSOFT SPECTRUM CODE COURSE.- FULL course trum beginner to advanced level. Hx*m 
to ALL Spectrums. Suitable for everyone. Comes with FREE Disassembler - £20 
DB1 PLUS 3 DISC BACK UP UTILITY:- Make backups of "J ordinary WD protected discs, altar 
to Doc or to TAPE, easy to use -£12 .95 (on disc) 

ALL UTILITIES COVERED BY OUR MONEY BACK GUARANTEE - BUY WITH CONFIDENCE! 
Send cheque/P 0 to:- 'KOBRAMSOFT'.OEPTCR, "Ptaseant View'. Hulme lane, Hutme. Nr Longton, 
Stoke-on-Trent, Sttfts ST3 58H (Overseas:- EUROPE add £1 P+P PER ITEM, others £21 Send SAE 
(9" x 5") or phone tor detailed Catalogue - mart envelope ENQURV 

For mora information telephone -078 130 5244 Access or Vha Welcome 
Please phone above number (24 hour service) E3 

DUKES MAILORDER 
COMPUTER GAMES AND ACCESSORIES 

SEND FOR OUR FREE CATALOGUE 
THOUSANDS OF GAMES AND ACCESSORIES 

FOR ALL MAKES OF COMPUTERS 

SEND TO: DUKES MARKETING (MAIL ORDER) 
25 MARKET STREET 
BRIDGEND 
MID GLAMORGAN 
SOUTH WALES 

ER REF'RIRSmPP, 
SINCLAIR QUALITY AUTHORISED REPAIR CENTRE 

HOW TO GET YOUR 48K SPECTRUM REPAIRED FOR ONLY £19.95 
TEN • REPAIR SERVICE 

o : 

m 

RE YOU ANOTHER CUSTOMER - fed up 
waiting weeks for your repair? 
Need your computer repaired fast? Then send it now to the VldeoVault 24hr 
Repair service, we are a Cite to repair your 4BK Spectrum using all the latest in test 
equipment for only £19.95 (Spectrum 16K/4BK and Plus models onlvi 
we also have a while you wait department ipiease call for an appointment! for 
same day repairs. Commodore 64 computers repaired for only CS5.00 including 
v a t i P*P (Power supplies and Tape Recorders exciudedi. Please note we give 
you a lOOMow Rxed price of (19.95 which includes return post and packing plus 
VAT Don't forget we are Amstrad authorised for quality and speed don t risk 
your computer to any other unauthorised repair centre, we don't just repair tne 
fault and send your computer back, we give your computer a free overhaul, 
included in the price we check sound, loading memory colour and ear/mike 
sockets to make sure your computer will give you years of service. 

We now have available a Disc Drive and Printer 
System for the Spectrum call us for details. 

Man orfler repan ispeetnm ind Spectrum only 
(1199 Spectrum-'J OS 00 commodore M £35.00 
including parts labour and P*P<Power supples and 
rape Recorder! extra) 
Ml computers tuey overhauled and hilly tested 
before return. 
Fully insured for the return )oumry 
WhHe you wait repairs £JS 001Spectrum ana 
Spectum - i Spectrum-2 repairs t M 00 commodore 
W £40 00 (Replacement tape Recorders and Power 
supplies are at an Motion* chanjet 
Spare para a vaHabie by mai order or over the counter 

Sn top games worm D» 00 free with every spectrum 
rep* Now includes fWU memory "Keyboard test 
We aHo repair CommodoreH's.MC IS Commodoreit 
• 4 Spectrum » ! and • ! . 
the most up to date test equipment developed bv us 
to locate faults wtoun yoi* computer 
Over t years«service m computers 
5 monm warranty suBiect to our terms of trad»ig 
wmch art available on request Just send7« 1SP ramps 
?1he estra warraiwv by us B adMonai to any other 
rights you already have! 

I I 
fsrwuW t cwnouw&e rawed as uxvemutautm anting MmavtottKo^irtpuxmenrcniMDatro it 
KXXaomicost gwuMmeOf unai* to reparworramw^i^Maff lp*<Mg t h e r e w i t h 

Stpwcement 
Spectrum fcjetr 
SuwHy Units re» 
moxiitasitscrr 
PU4&*£10.9S 
* £1 75 p+p 

caimoaweSi 
PMtrSycdt 
units Qnh 
£39 00 
• cmpfp 

Xeitcardllemcrares 
Spectrum Mi £5.50 
H17S&4-P 
Spectrum 4 £12.90 
+ HTSp+p 

NOW over 6 years, repairing home micro's throughout the 
world, is t class service and fast turnaround AH computers 
are soak tested before return 

URGENT NOTICE Don't tie misled by adverts showing between prices 
A recent complaint against a Manchester repair firm. Mancomp. was upheld by tne| 
Advertising Standards Authority on two counts, it had stated BBC repairs | 
between Eidand £45then charged thecustomer£85 Their guarantee policy was | 
misleading as It did not make dear that all repairs were not covered 

Send your computer to: VWeoVautt Ltd., R*way Street, 
HadWfl Cheshire SK148AA Tel MS74 66555/67761 W K 

Ham office enquries ant) orders only 

Manchester telephone 061-256 0176 While you w i t centre only 

THE VIDEOVAULT COMPUTER COMPANION 
EDITION NOW HOT OFF THE PRESS 
New Bigger catalogue now available containing over 1500 
items irwuftng software for au computers (oysOcK spare 
parts. Business software cooks plus many more Just seno 
.J* 19P stamps for your free cecy Over 24 pages tun of top 
quawy products delivered to your door by return post 

FAX NO. 04574 68946 © COPYRIGHT VIDEOVAULT NO. 981013 
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The name Kixx has long been linked with quality rereleases such as Gauntlet, 
Leoderboardand Metrocrosi And now the Cheshire-based company have 
added three onginal games to the list. Blackboard is a 'yo ho ho and a bottle 
ot rum' pirate game which wasa House Hit' with 6 \% in Issue 61.A superior 
Gauntfet-styte game In our opinion. 

Colosseum is another historical gome, putting you in the slie nine sandals 
ot Benurio. an officer In the Soman Legion who has to do a very nitty Ben-Hur 
impression in the local chariot race. But this Is not a gentlemanly sport - the 
drivers have a tettsh lor whipping one another! 

Last but not least, Titanic sees you donning a wetsuit and diving down to 
unlock the secrets held In the famous shipwreck. But many predators lurk In 
the gloom... sharks, manta rays and octopi are all out to eat you! 

Knot are so pleased with their new releases that they're giving away titty 
games and we cant say which ones, as the winners can choose their own! 
And on lop that, one of the winners will get a £ 15 music token to splurge on 
their favourite pop singer or groupl To enter, simply ring the CRASH 
ffrrfw and listen to the three easy questions and tie breaking sentence. 
Write your answers down on the form provided, and complete the tie-
breaker (In no more than 20 words). 

Keeping up-to-the-
minute with CRASH 
Printed below are the three numbers. 
They're open 24 hours a day and each has 160 

lines to prevent the number being engaged. 
Phone calls will only cost you 25p per minute 

during off-peak time (Mon-Fri 6pm-8am, 
Saturdays, Sundays and Bank Holidays) or 38p per 

minute during standard and peak time (8am-
6pm Mon-Fri). If you are using your parents' phone 
or even someone else's, please ask them first! 

Line One: ©0898 555082 CRASH NEWS AND REVIEWS. 
All the latest software news as soon as we here it, with thoughts 
on games that just missed our deadline. 

Line Two: S0898 555083 NICK ROBERTS'S PtAYING TIPS. 
Hints 'n' tips on the latest releases from Mr Crucial himself. 

Line Three. ©0898 555084 COMPETITION HOTLINE. 
Listen carefully for we shall say this only once (every two 
minutes!) and loads of prizes are up for grabs every month! 

The CRASH Hotline is brought to you by CRASH Ltd In 
conjunction with Chatterbox l id. So there! 

c j » e 5 H 
* . / M l COMPETITION 

HOWE COMPETITION 
FORM 

ANSWERS 

1 
2 
3 
TIE BREAKER 

IF I WIN I'D GET MY KIXX WITH 

SEND TO: HOTLINE COMP, CRASH, PO Box 10, 
LUDLOW, Shropshire SY8 1HD. Entries by April 30. 

50 KIXX GAMES AND MORE MUST BE WON!! 

CRASH April 1989 11 



SPECTRUM TAPE TO TAPE - TAPE UTILITY B 
Yes TUb will back up most of your TAPE Based software, including most at the recent Jerty loaders 
and those programs with a courier - converts tar reliable loading. Can measure speed of I aster 
loaders, manaoes 100* accurate* many blocks over 51k, etc, etc Unrivalled. Or tape at £7.50. 

SPECTRUM TAPE TO DRIVE - TPS 
A complete software package (ncludes TUb.i to transfer hundreds ot programs to your drive - manages 
some that hardware devices can not reach1 Jerky and counter loaders managed easily, but program 
not tar the novice Only £12* i on nv'drive cam INFORMATION BOOK 1 covering over 100 
transfers, including many top 20 lifts £2.50 extra with TPS. Book Z covers 180 transfers for £2.50 

M/ORIVE OWNERS - MICROMATE 
The only complete package tar m/drive owners, and it pays tar Itself! These are just some oi its 
leatures Format lup to appro* 1Mkj. Clone, sector editor, reconditions cartridges, repairs and gives 
condition of Nes. boot' program, multiple ERASE, rename, true CAT. Copies tape to drive (unseated), 
drive to drive, dnve to tape It has so many features and a unique YOU MUST HAVE THIS PROGRAM 
W YOU HAVE A M/DRNE! y £11.99 on ra/dritre cartridge. 

CODE COMPRESSOR, Z80 TOOLKIT 2 
Code compressor - compresses matiune code - many uses, but ideal with hardware devices that 
don't compress code Only £4 JO. 280 Toolkit - Superb assembler (full screen edrtor), fast disassem-
bler, single step lo see how m/code works loader, hex/dec toggle, tutorial - ideal tor ALL begineers 
-Only £ * . » . State TYPE ofSPECTBUM + dnve system when ordering. E.g PIUS 3 or 128k with Opus 
disc drive M/drtve cartridges £1.75 each (min 4). 
ALL PROGRAMS CARRY OUR MONEY BACK GUARANTEE inot updates - phone for prices of these; 
All prices inclusive creep* add £1 Europe £2 others SA£ lor full details. LERM, OtPT C R 11 
BMomtfteld Close, Whitley Bay. Tyne and Mear. NE2S 9YW (Tel. 091 2533615) 

PREMIER MAIL ORDER 
(FORMERLY TRYBRIDGE SOFTWARE) 

AT LAST! 

SPECTRUM SPARES 
A T REALISTIC PRICES 

All priccs include post/packing, handling and V A T 
ULA6C001 £1199 SPECTRUM K/BOARD MEMBRANE £4 99 
128k ROM £1199 SPECTRUM K/BOA RDM AT £B 99 
Z80A £2 99 SPECTRUM K/BOARD TEMPLATE £4 99 
7805 REG £149 SPECTRUM + MEMBRANE £9 99 
4I16RAM £149 MODULATOR £9 99 
SPEC PSU £10 49 S/MANUAL £22 99 

Remember all prices include P & P. handling and VAT 
Full spares list available / Trade enquiries welcome 

Access/Visa or Po»uI Order Cheques . 
SPECTRUM REPAIRS £ 9 . 9 9 + PARTS+CARRIAGE+V.A.T. 

ELECTRONIC SERVICES 
176 V ICTORIA ROAD WEST. CLEVELEYS, BLACKPOOL FY5 3NE 

TH. (0253) 822708 

Could you manage this 
Rock Star ? 

Kid cheque/PO/Accau/Viu Mo. and expiry date to: PREMIER MAIL 
ORDER, 8 BUCKW1NS SQUARE. BURNT MILLS, BASILDON. ESSEX, SS131BJ. 

Please state make and model of computer wfien ordering. P & P inc. UK or orders over 
C5.00. UK orders under £5.00 add 50p per item. Europe add £1.00 per item. Elsewhere 

add £2.00 per rtefn. Tel. Orders 0268 590766 

THESE OFFERS ARE MAIL ORDER ONLY 

Cod*fAt%im Vihwite Company Ltd POBo<6 LtAMINCTQN SPA Cv3i CftH 

rrrui • H c m u H 
CASS DISC 

ACE 2.96 
ACE Of ACES 2.06 
ADV ART STUDI0128 14.B6 
VTERBURNER 7.46 10.48 
AIRBORNE RANGER 128 9.96 
ALIEN SYNOROME 8.48 
ARCADE FORCE FOUR 7 J» 
ARCHON COLLECTION 6.95 10.45 
ARCOFYESOD 2.00 
ARKANOID 2 REVENGE 5M 9 95 
ARMY MOVES 3.95 
WTURA 5415 8.96 
ATHENA 3.95 
BALLBREAKER 2.00 
BARBARIAN PSYGNOSlS 8.96 
BARBARIAN 2 PALACE 8.96 
BARDS TALE T u e 
BATMAN CAPED CRUSADER 6.25 9.98 
B'DASHCONKTT 3.96 
BEST OF ELITE VOL 1 3,95 
BIONIC COMMANDO 695 
BLACK BEARD 2.99 
BLACK LAMP 3,95 
SLACK TIGER 6.95 
BLASTERODS 6.95 
BLOOD VALLEY 2.96 
BOMSUZAL 8.48 
BOUNCES 2.00 
BUBBLE BOB8LE 6.46 U 6 
BUGGY BOY 5.50 
BUTCHER HILL 6.46 10.96 
CALIFORNIA GAMES 6.95 10.96 
CAPTAIN BLOOO 6.95 
CARRIER COMMAND 9.9613.95 
CIRCUS 6,96 10.45 
COMBAT SCHOOL 8.48 9.96 
COMET GAME 1.00 
COMMAND PERFORMANCE 8 96 12.96 
CRAZY CARS2 6.95 
CROSSWIZE 4.96 
CYBERNCHOl OR 2 6.46 
DALEY THOMPSON B8 650 
OARK FUSION 8.99 8.98 
OARKSIDE 8.96 9.98 
OOOMOARKS REVENGE ZOO 
DOUBLE DRAGON 8 96 9.98 
DRAGON NINJA 6 95 9-96 
DRUID 2.00 
DYNAM9C DUO 8,48 
EAHTHLK3WT 3.96 
ECHELON 8.98 
ELIMINATOR 8.98 
EMLYN HUGHES FOOTBALL 8.98 9.98 
EMPIRE STRIKES BACK 6.96 
ENIGMA FORCE 2.00 
ESPIONAGE 5.95 9.96 
EXPLODING FIST + 8.00 
4*4 OFF ROAD RACING 6.95 
F AIRLK3HT 2 2-00 
FAIR MEANS OR FOUL 6.48 6.95 
FERNANDEZ MUST DIE 8-96 9.98 
FINAL MATRIX 2.00 
F1RETRAP 2.98 
FISH 9.96 
FIST A THROTTLES 8.48 9.96 
FIVE COMPUTER HITS 3.98 
FIVESTAR2 8.96 
FLIGHT ACE 9.96 12.95 
RJNTSTONES 8.28 
FLYING SHARK 5.50 
FOX F1GKTS BACK 600 8.98 
FOOTBALL DIRECTOR 645 
F15 STRIKE EAGLfc 6.96 
F16 COMBAT PILOT 9.98 12.96 
FOOTBALL MANAGER 2.98 4.96 
FOOTBALL MANAGER 2 8.96 9.98 
FREOOYHARDVEST 2.96 
FROSTBYTE 2.00 
FUTURE KNIGHT 2.00 
GAME OVER 3.50 
GAME OVER 2 6 95 9.96 
GAME SET A MATCH 8.9511.96 
GAME SET 4 MATCH 2 8.98 11.95 
GARFIELD 6 00 
GAUNTLET 2.96 
GIANTS 10.46 13.95 
6.1 HERO 5.96 
GLINEKER HOTSHOT 6.9610.96 
GOLD SILVER BRONZE 10.46 12.96 
GUERILLA WARS 8.98 9.98 
GUNRUNNER 2.00 
GUNSHIP 6.96 9.96 
GYRON 1.00 
HARDBAU 2.95 
HAROGUY 2.00 
HEADCOACH 2.96 
HEARTLAND 2.00 
HELLFIRE ATTACK 8.95 10.46 
HERO 1.00 
HEROES OF LANCE 7.4810.96 
HIGH FRONTIER 2.00 
HIVE 2.00 
HOTSHOT 8.00 8.96 
HYPABALL 1.50 
ICUPS 1.50 
IKAJRIWARRCRS 5.95 
IMP MISSION 2 6.95 
INC SHRINKING SPHERE 7.48 10.95 
INGRIDS BACK 9 95 12.95 
INTENSITY 3.00 
INT KARATE 2 95 4.98 
IRON LORD 8.95 13.96 
JEWELS OF DARKNESS 9.95 
KARATE ACE 10.4812.96 
KINETIK 1,50 
KNIGHTORC 9.96 
KONAMICOLL 6.9812.96 
KRAKOUT 2.96 
LANCELOT 9.95 11.98 

TTTU wecTHun 
CASS DISC 

LASER SQUAD 8.98 
LAST DUEL 6.96 
LAST NINJA 2 8.98 
LBOARDPAR3 10.9813.96 
LED STORM 6.9610.95 
LIVE AMMO 6.95 10.96 
UVE 8 LET CHE 6.95 9.96 
LIVING DAYLIGHTS 2.98 
MAGNIFICENT 7 6.95 12.96 
MARAUDER 8.96 10.96 
MASK 2 296 
MATCHDAY 2 4 96 
MEGA APOCALYPSE 8.96 10.48 
METAPLEX 2.96 
METROCROSS 2,95 
MICKEY MOUSE 6.96 9.95 
MINDFIGHTER 9.95 
MINI PUTT 6.9510.45 
MOTOR MASSACRE 5.95 6.95 
MUNCHER fT WRECKS) 5.96 10.46 
1943 8.95 9 96 
19BOOTCAMP 8.95 
NEMESIS THE WARLOCK 2.00 
NETHERWORLD 845 9-95 
NIGEL MANSELLGP 8.95 
NIGHTRAIDER 7.46 
NOOES OF YESOO 2.00 
NORTH STAH 2.98 
OBUTERATOR 8.96 
OPERATION WOLF 5.75 9.98 
OUTRUN 6.96 
OVERLANDER 5JS0 9-96 
OVERLORD 7J00 
PACLANO 8^5 
PACMANIA 5-95 
PAWN 9.98 10.96 
PETER BEARDSLEY 6.96 
PHM PEGASUS 8.96 10.96 
PTTFA1X2 1.80 
PLATOON 6.96 
PRO SOCCER ICRL) 6.96 
PRO SOCCER SIM 8.98 8.96 
PUFFYSSAGA 8.98 10.45 
OUESTKIN OF SPORT 9 951395 
RAMB03 5 95 9.96 
RED OCTOBER 9.98 
RETURN Of JEDI 8.96 9 96 
REX 8.9610.46 
ROBIN OF WOOO 1.98 
ROBOCOP 8.48 9.96 
ROLLING THUNDER 8.98 
ROMPER ROOM 2.00 
ROY OF ROVERS 8.96 9.96 
RTYPE 6 9510-46 
RYGAR 2.99 
SALAMANDER 5.50 
SAMURAI WARRIOR 4.95 
SANXION 6JS 
SAVAGE S.60 
SOI (ACTIVISIONI 7-46 
SHAOUNSRQAD 2.96 
SHOOTOUT 6.96 10.48 
SIDEW12E 2.96 
SILENT SERVICE 8.96 
SILICON DREAMS 9.96 
SKATEBALL 6.98 10.45 
SKATECRAZY 5 9610 95 
SKATE OR DIE 6 96 10.46 
SOUDGOLD 7.46 10.96 
SPACE ACE 10.46 1298 
SPIN DIZZY 2.00 
SPITTING IMAGE 6.96 9.96 
SPY V SPY ARCTIC 2,96 
STALINGRAD 7.4890.96 
STAR RAIDERS 2 2.00 
STAR WARS 8.96 
STEALTH FIGHTER 6.96 9.96 
STORMLORD 5.96 
STRIKE FORCE HARRIER 2.95 
STRIP POKER 2 8.98 
SUPERMAN 6.25 9.96 
SUPERSOCCER 2.95 
SUPERSPORTS 5 96 9.96 
SUPERSPR1NT 2-96 
SUPREME CHALLENGE 84611.96 
10 MEGA GAMES 9.96 10.96 
20CK*PTBUSTERS 6.96 
TAITO COIN OPS 8.9611.98 
TARGET RENEGADE 4.95 
TECHNO COP 5.95 10.95 
1ERRORPOOS 8.98 
THE GAMES SUMMER 7.98 10.96 
THE GAMES WINTER 7.95 10.96 
THE IN CROWD 8.98 
THEMUNSTERS 8.96 
THUNDERBLADE 6.96 9.96 
TIGER ROAD 6.96 9.96 
TIMES OF LORE 1.96 9.96 
TIME A MAGIC* 9.96 9.96 
TIME STOOD STILL 5.80 9.98 
TOTAL ECUPSE 6.96 9.96 
TOUR DEFORCE 2.96 
TRACK SUIT MANAGER 8.96 
TOAIN ESCAPE 6.95 10.46 
TRIO PACK 3.50 
TRIV PURSUIT 946 
TRIVPURNEWBEG 9.96 
TYOERTYGER 5.00 
TYPHOON 5.50 
UNTOUCHABLES 8.98 9.98 
VECTRGN 30 2.00 
VICTORY ROAD 5.00 9.96 
VIRUS S.50 
VIXEN 6.50 10.46 
WAR IN MIDOLE EARTH 6.95 9.95 
WE ARE THE CHAMPIONS 6.98 12.96 
WEC LE MANS 5.96 9 95 
WHIRLIGIG 4.96 8.95 
WORLD GAMES 2 99 



LCHARTS 
TOP 20 GAMES 
1 (1) ROBOCOP Ocean 

2(3) OPERATION WOLF Ocean 
3(4) R-TYPEEIectrrc Dreams 
4 (2) BATMAN tor) 
5(6) AFTERBURNEFWcf/ws/on 
6(10) RETURN OF THE JEOWomark 

7(7) DOUBLE DRAGON Melbourne House 
B(5) THUNDERBLADEi/S Gold 
9 f > ) LED StormGO!/Capcom 

10(15) PAC-MAMIAGrandslam 
11 (14) FOXX FIGHTS BACKImageworks 
12 (8) TOTAL tCUPStlncentive 
13(16) MATCHDAY \\Ocean 

14 (12) 19 PART ONE-BOOT ZMA? Cascade 

15(13) OALEY THOMPSON'S OLYMPIC CHALLENGE Ocea/7 
16^; SKATEBALL&eclromc Arts 

17(11) CYBERNOID WHewson 

18(19) TARGET;R£NEGAOE/mag/ne 
19f»>; TREASURE ISLAND D\UtCode Masters 
20(20) CYBERNOIDMewson 

•Bryan Metson. Huntingdon 
•Matthew Hall, Surrey 
•James Henderson, London 
•Peter Keightley, Gwynedd 
•David Young, Essex 
•Chris Pieri, Kent 
•Colin Irving, Scotland 
•James Henderson, London 
•Stuart Hopwood, Somerset 
•Philip Wright, Brighton 
•Carl Gordon. Swansea 
•Bryan Jones. Dyfed 
•Colin Jackson, Southport 
•Mark Smith, Yorkshire 
•William Howden, Sheffield 
•James Kirk. Bolton 
•Daniel Brice, Bristol 
•Craig Taylor. Liverpool 
•Neil Brunton, Washington 
•Andrew Thompson. File 

90170 
540370 
64200 
1 0 0 V 8 2 S 
10570500 
69829 
79100 
156200 
976750 
94560 
95450 
543250 
10-0 

7761 
25-0 
55556 

45000 
6532 

TOP 10 MUSIC TOP 10 VIDEOS 
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OPl fUkTKW WOlf Cfcun 
BATHMOoai 

7 IS) CYKWKMO tMMSOn 
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10/K) mUUmoun*Ham 
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REC DBUSTING 
ICEN 

Back1 

when Ghostbusters ttirfntiovie 
earning its 128 mill ion dollar 

^ ^ • P T s u r p f i s i n g l y few people knew U^at 
^ ^ H c h a r a c t e r s were based on 

H p i rse the movie didn' t help, turning every-
special effects extravaganza, but in 1986 

^ ^ ^ ^ ^ t o r y could finally be told - as a high quality 
^ H K n series on Amer ican T V . 

espite being pro-
duced by Columbia 
Pictures - who also 

I made the film - the 
actual making of this 

rail-American'car-
toon is in the hands 

| of CLT/RLT. the 
largest and most profilablB 
tainment conglonicu^fl 
Europe'. T h c ^ i ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H 

ti n Frw e . tlw u 
Japan and America. The latter 
was set up in 1982 with Andy 
Hey wood, previously involved 
wiU) Hanna-Barbera and shows 
such as Scooby Doo, Popeye (the 
new version) and Yogi's Space 
Race. This Californion company 
handles the creative stdc of The 

Real Ghostbusters - writing, 
storyboarding, backgrounds, 
liming and voice recording while 
Tokyo does all the animation, 
painting and filming. It's a highly 
successful combination which 
has made DIC a world clas^^fl 
mation group, and 
Ghostbusters onecg^^^^^H 
shows. 

An i n d ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H 

involvement of Ivan Rrltman as 
an executive producer - he's the 
man who produced and directed 
the original film. Like the film, 
the TV scries will be sold the 
world over-and earn lots of cosh 
from selling its licence to com-
panies like Activision. Before the 
show even came out in 

• Egon shows off his 'catch* In the popular cartoon st 
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artwoflM 
stories am 

Sincc al 
artwoij^ 

louses 

The com 
Ghostbu 

Ken 
Bears 

cereal 
for substant^^mu^^^H 

I m o n e y J 

tun 
ten 
are 

lea 
op 

of 
Slimcr-

are 
nerdy e / e c r ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H 

Me 
regards it i ^E jus tanot^WM 
5joh AndBally there's Hct<>l| 
a vintage^Edillac hearse loaded 
full of c^Kmterized gizmos but 
IforevcMreaking down. 

|ostbusters* main 
^^mesareGozarThe Dcstruc-

who can assume any shape it 
wishes, and Walter Peck - the | 
bureaucrat uln> Joe MI t h e l i j 
in ghosts. | 

Their adventure; 
being repeated 
mornings 
a r e ^ H 

v t m l ho Hollywood Chil-
dren's ( 

episodes on it, and tapes five and 
siv are just being released about 
now. 

The Comic 

^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H ^ i l e in 
^^^^^^^^Kmstbuster 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ B r b o m i c. the 
^ ^ ^ • P e l who have 

Sid their comic is com-
ly unconnected to the 

'American one. Marvel launched 
the UK comic in March 1988 to 
instant success - it was their 
biggest selling title of last year. 
The "cute' subject matter was 
something of a departure for 
Marvel, and most of the artists 
and writers on it were employed 
specially for it. 

There are fourteen or so pen-
cilled drawing strips, plus 
numerous writers, inkers and let-

jerers working on the comic. 
Typically, once a script has been 
commissioned it will take three 
months for the resulting comic to 
hit the newsagents. Since in each 
issue there are four strip stories 
plus a text one. there will be ut 
five different w r i t c r s j ^ d ^ ^ H 
inkers 
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TtetetWjorSpectimltes 
"THE BEST SPECTRUM ARTIST 
PROGRAM BAR NONE» 
SINCLAIR USER 
CLASSIC. 
NOVEMBER 1986 

FULL PACKAGE 
INCLUDING ARTISTn 
AND MOUSE SYSTEM 

ONLY £49.99 

TOP QUALITY MOUSE 

The Artist II is an all new graphics package 
following in the footsteps of its extremely successful predecessor, 

the Artist. A host of powerful new features includes:-
• SUPERB QUALITY MULTI-FEATURE • PULL DOWN MENUS 

# WINDOWS ICON DRIVEN • FONT AND SPRITE DESIGNER • ZOOM MODE 
% FLEXIBLE CUT AND PASTE # ABLE TO SUPPORT MANY PRINTERS. 

KEMPSTON 
COMPATIBLE 
JOYSTICK AND 
MOUSE 
INTERFACE 

To complete the package, the Aitist II also comes with a top quality mouse system and 
Kempston compatible joystick and mouse interface. Take advantage of this special offer, 

then just plug in and go!! 

PLEASE STATE 
48/*2/*3 WHEN ORDERING 

ALL ORDERS NORMALLY DESPATCHED WITHIN 48 HRS 

HOW TO ORDER... 
BY PHONE 

OTO 7*4707 14 kr Ci*4M C«r4 Lw 

BY POST 

r \ n 
S«ad ch«nu*» PO'» viAdfl payable l« 'Dalvl Electronic* 

LTK ORDERS POST FREE 
EUROPE 1 OVERSEAS 
ADD £1.00 I ADD » 

rju 07U 744m 

DALE L 
E L E C C R O n i O 
DATEL ELECTRONICS LTD, rENTON INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, 

GOVAN ROAD. rENTON, STOKE-ON-TRENT, ENGLAND 

SALES ONLY 
0782 744707 

TECHNICAL ONLY 
0782 744324 



A RETURN TO 
NORMALITY* 
Recovering from illness, panicked by 
upcoming exams, PAUL EVANS still 
continues to communicate . . . Due to a bout of ill 

health I have 
recently had iittle 
contact with the 
outside world (out-

side of bed, that is). However, I 
can now say I have just about 
recovered from the New Year's 
celebrations! Micronet have 
been decent enough to recon-
nect me, and the computer isn't 
giving me any more hassle. But 
as I'm currently in a blind panic 
about A' levels (Aarrrrggghhh!), 
a checkup on the current state 
of Micronet will be saved to next 
issue. A big thank you to all the 
Netters who have been sending 

in compliments about this col-
umn and the magazine. It's 
much appreciated and I'm sorry 
I don't have time to answer you 
all. 

AN-OTHER BOARD 
If you read my article on The 
Gnome At Home bulletin board, 
then this next piece may be of 
interest to you. Not long after 
Gnome began, a certain Cleve-
lander set up his own BB on his 
ZX Spectrum Microdrive sys-
tem. Run on the infamous 
'Micron' software. The Other 
Board ran for many years, 
becoming one of the most 
famous Micron BBs on-line and 
the only one to operate 24 hrs! 
As it has proved impossible to 
make money from this type of 
BB, TOB (as it became known) 
cost its sysop quite a bit of 
money! He kept going, but 
Micron didn't - it requires spec-
ial software to be used, and only 
Spectrum and Commodore 
owners can acce96 it. So when 
the new Viewdata format 
became available at a reasona-
ble price, TOB Micron disap-
peared for six months to be 
eventually replaced by The 
Board 

BOARD WAITING 
At last The Board is here, but 
was it worth the watt? First the 

technical side: it's run on a 
couple of Beebs using ACMB 
Viewdata software on Voyager 
modems. The pages are stored 
on a duel 80 track floppy drive 
system and it has one phone 
line. 

After logging on you are given 
a password page. Membership 
is free, but the password is 
needed to identify you and your 
mailbox (yes, mailbox!). Follow-
ing this formality and a few sec-
onds wait, I was presented with 
the mam menu. The first thing I 
noticed was an accurate clock in 
one corner of the screen. This is 
quite unusual for any viewdata 
system, and a good idea. I was 
also told that there was CIO in 
the bank, whatever that meant! 
Then I realised that the menu 
was split into three pages. 
Here's a rundown on what's 
available: 

System News is ]ust that. It's 
basically a 'What's New' page, 
commenting on the latest 
changes and those that are soon 
to be made. It also has details on 
how the board is run, and who 
runs it. 

Chatlines was an area which 
interested me. After all, how can 
you have a chatline if only one 
person can use the system at a 
time?! Well, after a quick look 
around I came to the conclusion 
that calling this area 'Chatlines' 
was a little unfair. It's just a series 
of noticeboards, not really 
designed for user interaction! 
The available areas are: an open 
area for general chat, a 'notice' 
area for announcements, a joke 
board and the public mail sec-
tion. Public mail is for users 
whose private mailboxes might 
be of interest to anyone. If so 
they can be placed in the' public' 
area. 

It was at this time that I noticed 
a little messaging system on the 
bottom line of the screen. Similar 
to the AutoGnome on Gnome, it 
displays little messages about 
certain events and areas worth 

visiting. However, unlike the 
AutoGnome, it doesn't seem to 
be 'intelligent'. 

Mailboxing is a good feature 
to find on any BB (especially a 
free one!). The system available 
is fairly basic but does the job. 
One type of MBX message (Pre-
stel style) is available with no 
word-wrap or justification etc. 
However, it does have one other 
facility to search for a user by 
entering their name. The com-
puter finds it and then gives you 
the details. This system on Pre-
stel would make life a lot easier! 

The only Special Interest 
Group worth mentioning here is 
the Spectrum area. SPECS is a 
database that has been around 
on Micronet for a few years and 
seems to have arrived here (the 
sysop being a co-editor of 
SPECS is besides the point!). I 

say seems' because only the 
Game Pokes area is available. 
Computer error or lack of 
space? Shall we ever know? 

Fun 'n' Games contains the 
usual banter of jokes and puz-
zles. It also has a good collection 
of quotes, eg And now for an 
international soccer special: 
Man Utd vs Southampton'-
David Coleman. From the jokes, 
you soon learn that the sysop 
hates people from Middles-
brough, despite the fact he lives 
there! 

The Sysops' Association is an 
idea from the sysop. who I will 
now name as Ron Evans It's a 
group for sysops only and allows 
all kinds of goodies and advan-
tages. On offer are such things 
as free advice, software informa-
tion and possible equipment dis-
counts. It's non-profit and totally 
independent. 

Finally the reviews. Only a 
minority of these are Spectrum, 
and I didn't think too much of the 
actual review quality (too short 
for one thing!). 
That's about the whole area 
covered. As you can probably 
tell, it's a bit short and also a bit 
empty. However, you have to 
remember it is a new board (de-
spite the sysop's expenence) 
and is bound to have teething 
troubles. W it can keep going, this 
board will have a gleaming 
future. 

Should you wish to give The 
Board a call, phone 0624 
596241,24 hrs, Viewdata stan-
dard! 
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The first Artist program came out in 1985, its CRASH 
Smashed sequel in late 1986, but this venerable Sof-
technics product remains extremely popular. A +3 
version was recently released and IAN CULL decided 
to see how it stands up in 1989. Also coming under 
scrutiny are MGPs Fixer and TwoFace, the former 
promising to solve interface incompatibility problems 
for +3/+2A owners. 

THE ART OF THE MACHINE 
Dated has-been or all-time classic? 

B O JANGEBORG 
developed The Art-
ist II while working 
on the sequel to 
Fairiight, an impres-

sive and Smashed isometric 
arcade adventure. Its principal 
advance over its revolutionary 
predecessor was an ST/Amiga-
style icon-driven control system 
currently supported by Datel, 
who offer the program, a mouse 
and interface for £49.95. 

The first thing to say about the 
new program is that it isn't really 
all that new. The basic program 
is unchanged from the earlier 
version, except that it supports 
the +3 disk drive and printer 
interface. Nevertheless, The Art-
ist II is a very powerful graphics 
program, offering many func-
tions useful in creating screen 

'an ST/Amiga-style 
icon-driven control 

system1 

displays. 
One of the most interesting 

features of Artist // is that it 
comes complete with a ' Page 
Maker' program too. This allows 

screens created with Artist II to 
be combined with text written 
using Softechnics* word-pro-
cessing program - The Writer 
(48K version £14.99,128K ver-
sion £17.99). Reviewed in 
CRASH 31 this was judged very 
impressive, and the two together 
give a form of Desk Top Publish-
ing on the Spectrum +3 (both 
mouse compatible). You can 
even create your own fonts and 
fill patterns. 

On loading (which takes about 
40 seconds), The Artist II 
prompts for the AMX mouse -
you can use either an AMX or a 
Kempston mouse (I was unable 
to test this option, however). 
Unfortunately It is quite easy to 
crash The Artist II back into 
Basic (doing a SAVE to a write-
protected disk, for example. If 
the LOADER option was used .this 
will result in the loss of your mas-
terpiece - so use LOAD DISK' from 
+3 Basic). 

As well as driving Artist II uy 
mouse, the keyboard can be 
used for all cursor movements -
Q/S up/down and I/O left/right. 
'M' is used to select options or 
set pixels, and 'N' to cancel 
options or clear pixels. You can 
also use a Kempston joystick 
(which I did for this review) but 

Artist It does not support the 
built-in +3 'intelligent' joystick. I 
occasionally found that control 
reverted to keyboard only, 
entailing use of the EXTRAS pull-
down menu to re-select 

"W 

There is also a brush icon, calling 
up a display of assorted brush 
shapes of various sizes, for use 
when free-hand drawing on the 
screen. A scissors icon allows 
irregular shapes to be cut out of 

'Desk Top Publishing 
on the Spectrum +3' 

the screen display and pasted 
back elsewhere (quite complex 
to use, but very powerful). The 
magnifying glass icon allows 
sections of the screen to be 
enlarged for detailed work, and 
an A icon allows text entry and a 
dotted rectangle icon !s used to 
set up (rectangular) windows. 

At the bottom-right of the 
screen is the current colour and 
fill pattern - selecting either of 
these brings up a menu of col-
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A The Artist II: Menus and icons 
Kempston control. 

All Artist II controls are hand-
led using pull-down menus or by 
selecting one of the icons at the 
base of the screen. These 
include those for drawing empty 
or filled shapes - including cir-
cles, ellipses and rectangles. 

ours. The pull-down menus, 
across the top of the screen, give 
access to additional functions -
the STORAGE menu allows LOADS/ 
SAVES/CAT* and screen dumps to 
be carried out. The TYPEFACE 
menu allows various fonts to be 
selected. And the MODES menu 
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allows the way that other opera-
tions will function to be set (eg 
text can be laid down transpa-
rently, or in colour). 

The SCREENcnenu allows the 
full screen picture to be viewed, 
and either the top or bottom sec-
tion to be displayed for working 
on (the menus & icons mean that 
three lines of the full screen are 
lost). There is also an OK option, 
which stores the current screen 

USR 14495 into line 2. This may also 
help other +3 programs which 
leave the disk running. The STOR-
AGE menu also offers options to 
SAVE/LOAD fill patterns (which can 
be altered, along with the 
character fonts, by choosing 
options on the EXTRAS menu). 
There is also an OTHER option, 
which seems to do nothing- left 
in from the 128K version, and 
should switch storage to TAPE, 
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A The Artist II: Predefined fill patterns 

- if a mistake is subsequently 
made, the undo option will 
restore the O K e d screen, A pat-
tern option puts a chequerboard 
pattern over the picture, allow-
ing attribute alignments to be 
made more easily. 

The last menu option is the 
WINDOWS one - this allows a pre-
defined window to be cleared, 
inverted, scrolled, moved or 
copied to a new position on the 
screen. There are also options to 
'thicken' or outline the picture, 
and to re-scale the picture into a 
new size and position. If no win-
dow has been defined (or the 
window has been closed) then 
any of these options will operate 
on the whole screen picture! 

LOAOing and SAvEing screen 
files is achieved by choosing the 
STORAGE menu, and selecting the 
appropriate option. A CATalogue 
is then displayed, and the 
SCREENS filename should be 
typed in - there is no chance to 
'back out' here, and specifying 
a filename which is not a SCREENS 
can cause havoc! There is also 
an option to ERASE a file from the 
disk. One annoying problem 
here is that the disk motor con-
tinues to run after the d i sk option 
has completed and the Artist II 
display is restored - to stop this, 
do a disk CAT, and wait for the 
motor to stop before pressing 
the space bar. 

Alternatively, edit the Basic 
program, and insert RANOOMIZE 

but doesn't; and a VERIFY option, 
which simply gives a' Nonsense 
in Basic' error message. 

There are also four print 
options: large or small colour or 
grey scale. The Artist II uses the 
+3 printer port, but does not use 
the +3 dump routines - my 
printer, an ancient Epson MX80, 
could not print the Artist II 
dumps, even though normal +3 
dumps are perfect. 

Finally, the Page Maker option 
calls up a new list of options, 
selected (confusingly) by pres-
sing a number 1 to 8. From here 

an A4 sized sheet of paper can 
be created bit by bit, using Artist 
//screen pictures, and The Writer 
text (up to 7000 characters). 
There are functions to cut out 
bits of the Artist IIscreen, and to 

'A chequerboard 
pattern makes 

attribute alignments 
easier' 

'flow' text around the pictures as 
they are fitted onto the page. 

But you always have to be 
careful of LOADing a new screen 
picture when the EXTRAS up 
option is selected (which allows 
the bottom of the picture to be 
altered). Apparently this con-
fuses the program - the new pic-
ture is loaded in the down-posi-
tion, but the up option is still set. 
This can be sorted, by using the 
WINDOW SCROLL function on the 
whole screen. 

Overall, The Artist II is a very 
powerful graphics package for 
the Spectrum +3, but it's a pity 
that after all this time the product 
wasn't more polished, with bugs 
eliminated and proper instruc-
tions for the +3. The Artist II can 
be purchased on +3 disk for 
E19.99 from Softechnics, 36-38 
Southampton St, Covent Gar-
den, London WC2E 7HE. Alter-
natively the Datel pack is availa-
ble from Datel Electronics Ltd, 
Fenton Industrial Estate, 
Govan Road, Stoke-On-Trent. 

VEN WHILE MGT 
gear up for releasing 
the SAM Coup6 (see 
News) they continue 
to support the Spec-

trum with new products. Two of 
the most interesting are the 
Fixer and the TwoFace. While 
the former has proved unexpec-
tedly popular, the latter has 
proved over-ambitious and is 
unlikely to be continued in pro-
duction. 

The Fixer is a small circuit 
board and edge connector 
designed to allow owners of the 
+2 A to use the MGT Plus D disk 
interface. Regular readers will 
know the + 2A is the black cased 
version of a +2 with a +3 circuit-
board inside. Since the +3 has a 
redesigned edge connector 
many interfaces are incompati-
ble with it. MGT have sub-
sequently been surprised by the 
interest in this gadget, with 
people hoping it will solve prob-
lems with other interfaces as 
well. Apparently some high 
street stores are even talking 
about stocking it. 

The Fixer comes in two basic 
versions, both costing £9.05. A 
standard version will connect 
the +2A to the Plus D, while 
another version allows the Opus 

'In 48 Basic the Fixer 
runs almost every 

interface I connected 
to it' 

Discovery disk drive to work with 
the +2A. Obviously the Fixer 
only solves interface problems, 
and games which crash due to 
+3 changes in the ROM chips 
will be unaffected by the Fixer. 

To see how well the standard 
Fixer works I connected to my 
+3 and gave it a whirl. In 48 
Basic it runs almost every inter-

+ 3 BUGS AGAIN! 
I HAVE HAD some response < concerning the printer prob-
lems experienced by Adrian 
Dixon, regarding his Silver 
Reed EX32 and +3 paging sub-
routine so that the Printer strobe 
signal is normally high, rather 
than normally low. My printer (an 
old Epson MX-80) works per-
fectly with or without the pokes, 
but obviously other printers are 
more strict. (The Brother 1109 is 
another that needs the pokes). 
The signal is supposed to be 
high normally, so it would 
appear that yet another +3 bug 
has been unearthed. 

Aidan Orton also asks about 
a replacement chip for his Mul-
tiface 3. This is a specialised 
chip, Aidan, designed by 

Romantic Robot. I therefore 
think that their repair price of 
£10.95 is quite reasonable. I 
cannot imagine what you were 
doing to damage it!? 

On the subject of Romantic 
Robot, I have had a number of 
readers expressing interest in 
Genie for the Multiface 3.1 have 
managed to patch my original 
48K version of Genie to run quite 
well on the + 3, but am still work-
ing on the 128K version. It is 
interesting to note, however, 
that Romantic Robot were at 
one time claiming to be develop-
ing Genie +3. (Mr. B. Walton of 
Whitley Bay sent me a copy of a 
note sent from them in April '88 
assuring him that Genie +3 
would be available -1 was told 

much the same when I ordered 
my Multiface 3). Romantic 
Robot's other Multiface prog-
ram, Lifeguard, does run suc-
cessfully on the +3. However, 
since the Multiface 3 MUST be 
active in order to re-load disk-
saved games, these programs 
are less useful than for the other 
Spectrums. Perhaps users 
should have two Multiface 3s 
fitted. 

Various readers are also voic 
ing concern over Spectrum pro 
grams that will not run on the + 3. 
Personally, I have not yet had 
any trouble (but I have a backlog 
of new software which I have not 
yet had time to load and play). If 
you write in with problem prog-
rams, CRASH will try compiling 
a complete list of them (and 
manufacturers, if some are 
worse culprits than others). 
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face I connected to it. The ZX 
Interface One and microdrive 
combination worked perfectly 
(thought trying to select +3 
Basic crashed the Spectrum 
immediately). The SwiftDisc II 
interface (reviewed next month) 
also worked fine in 48 Basic, but 
was also usable after the SPEC-
TRUM command was entered 
from +3 Basic (ie 'quasi-48 
Basic'). This gives the advan-
tage that the extra memory is still 
accessible to machine code. 
Multiface 1 and 128 both run on 
the + 3 via the Fixer - in 48 Basic 
or the quasi mode, with Mul-
tiface 3 running too! This meant 
that I was able to run Genie on 
my +3 at last - loading games 
using Multiface 3, set up to put 
the machine into 48 Basic after 
the load, then using Multiface 
128 to run Genie 128. 

Using what the Fixer is 
designed for, I had similar 
results. The Plus D interface 
worked fine in 48 Basic or quasi-
48 Basic, but would not run 
under +3 Basic. The interface 

'The TwoFace has 
proved over-

ambitious and is 
unlikely to be 
continued in 
production' 

will, curiously, boot from +3 
Basic (by typing RUN) but 
crashes when booting has 
finished. 

Miles Gordon Technology tell 
me that the Plus D does work in 
128 Basic on the + 2A so the + 3 
disk system must be causing 
problems. I don't know how 
much Amstrad would charge for 
their add-on disk dnve, assum-
ing that they bring it to market, 
but my money would go on the 
MGT Plus D or Sixword 
Swiftdisc system (both much 
taster than the +3, and a lot 
more compatible with existing 
utility programs). 

The MGT TwoFace is another 
add-on aimed mainly at Plus D 
users. It is reminiscent of the old 
Currah Micro-slot, in that it 
allows the Plus D (which has no 
expansion connector) to be 
used on the Spectrum along with 
other interfaces. It is more 
sophisticated however, in that a 
switch allows either device to be 
isolated, and there is also a built-
in Kempston joystick interface. 

When a Plus D is fitted to the 
TwoFace, it is mounted verti-
cally. the combination extending 

TECH MAGS 

AFTER LAST month's 
coverage of the Miles Gor-

don Technology Plus D disk 
interface, a quick look at the 
'official' support magazine -
FORMAT. This is a paper-only 
production, as opposed to the 
disk-based magazines 
reviewed recently. The Oct-
ober '88 issue contained, 
amongst other snippets, a 
review of the PCG Wordmaster 
program (to be looked at In 
detail in a future Tech Tips), an 
adventure section In the style 
of a story about playing adven-
ture games, some MIDI jargon 

explained and programming 
sections on cutting down the 
size of Basic programs and 
adding new machine code 
commands to Basic via the 
Disciple/Plus D interface. The 
November issue continues the 
adventure story and MIDI sec-
tion, as well as the two prog-
ramming sections. There is 
also a discussion of the SAM 
Coup6. The Christmas Special 
has, as well as the regular sec-
tions, User Defined Graphics 
for use in BASIC games, a 
screen dump routine which 
works in many different sizes, 
a Catalogue Sort program and 
a Basic Battleships game for 
two - played over the Spec-

trum network (for owners of 
the ZX Interface One or Disci-
ple Interface). 

FORMAT is received by all 
members of INDUG, the offi-
cial MGT users group. Mem-
bership of INDUG costs £10 
per year. However, a 3 month 
trial of the FORMAT magazine 
alone costs £3. Full member-
ship of INDUG brings addi-
tional benefits, such as 5% 
discount on MGT products, 
utility programs on tape, etc. 
INDUG, run by Bob Brenchley, 
can be contacted on 0452 
412572, or by writing to 34 
Bourton Road, Gloucester 
GL4 OLE. 

some 6 inches above the desk 
(with the disk drive cable emerg-
ing from the top) - so anyone 
who has the Spectrum 
immediately in front of the TV 
may need to raise the screen so 
it can sti II be seen. A metal brac-
ket (supplied with the TwoFace) 
allows the Plus D to be bolted 
rigidly to the TwoFace. so that 
there is no wobble. 

The switch on the TwoFace 
allows the Plus D (in the top soc-
ket) to be active in the forward or 
centre position. The rear socket 
(at least, whatever is plugged 
into it) is active in the forward or 
rear position. The built-in 
Kempston joystick interface is 

suggest that the best method is 
to try the required combination 
of interfaces and TwoFace (there 
is a problem-solving flowchart 
with the TwoFace documenta-
tion). However, they advise that 
interfaces such as the ZX Inter-
face One. Swiftdisc and 
Alphacom printer are unlikely to 
work. Interfaces like the Opus 
Discovery and Beta interface, 
and even a second Plus D, 
should work okay. 

My own tests largely confirm 
MGTs advice. The Plus D and 
ZX Interface One seem to be 
totally incompatible! The Six-
word Swiftdisc II seems to run 
OK, provided that the Plus D is 

disk catalogues impossible! Try-
ing the Rotronics Wat adri ve and 
Plus D gave rather different 
results - the Plus D worked fine 
but the Wafadrive crashed as 

• The miraculous Fixer from MGT 
always active (unless an internal 
wire link is cut, which does not 
void the guarantee). 

Which interfaces work in the 
rear connector along with the 
Plus D interface is a problem to 
answer. Some devices won't 
work because they clash with 
the Plus D in such a way that 
even the disabling switch on the 
TwoFace cannot help. Others 
won't work because the Spec-
trum itself cannot drive both 
interfaces at one time (some 
Spectrums have an 'underpow-
ered' edge connector and can-
not drive more than one device 
at once). 

Miles Gordon Technology 

disabled using the switch. How-
ever, the Plus D is unable to 
operate usefully. My Alphacom 
printer and Plus D combination 
tended to work OK (most of the 
time) provided that the switch 
was correctly moved before 
each device was used - rather 
laborious, and it makes printing 

'The Plus D and ZX 
Interface One seem to 

be totally 
incompatible!' 

soon as it was initialised. 
So, the TwoFace will mainly 

be of use to Opus Discovery or 
Beta interface owners wishing to 
upgrade to a Plus D system (it is 
a shame that it is not Interface 
One compatible to allow 
upgrades for those users), or for 
those Spectrum users simply 
needing the additional edge 
connector (for example, the non-
Disciple Multiface 1 & Plus D 
work fine together via the 
TwoFace. provided that the 
switch is used to keep them 
separate). The other possible 
TwoFace purchaser is a Plus D 
owner needing a Kempston 
Joystick interface, since one is 
built in. At £29.95, the TwoFace 
would be an expensive joystick 
interface, but gives the option of 
adding other hardware to the 
Plus D at a later date. 
Remember that if the TwoFace 
does not work for you, MGT 
promise to refund the cost of the 
Plus D if it is returned undam-
aged. 

In-depth coverage of your favourite computer's insides and 
appendages will continue next month with, hopefully, a look at 
the PCG Wordmaster and a detailed examination of the Sixword 
Swiftdisc II Upgrade. But as with all the best columns, the right to 
change everything is reserved - just in case something more 
exciting comes along (like my cheque). Futile letters urging me 
to keep my promises, offer advice/information or ask for help 
should be sent to Ian Cull. Tech Niche. CRASH. PO Box 10. LUD-
LOW, Shropshire SY8 1DB. 
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THE NEW 
"STARCURSOR" 

JOYSTICK SYSTEM 
This is the new 
"Starcursor Joystick 
System" and it's the most 
accurate and reliable 
stick you'll ever use. 

ARCADE 
STANDARD 
The stick is based 
on the Arcade 
joystick made by 
MCA Ltd. which is 
regarded as the best 
Arcade joystick in the 
world. It has 3 Arcade fire 
buttons fitted to it. 

SUITS ALL GAMES 
The Starcursor is adjustable between 4-way or 8-way 
operation simply by sliding a switch. So you can 
have perfect control over any game. 

3 YEAR GUARANTEE 
Joystick breakages and failures are far too common 
in other makes. We have made the Starcursor to 
such a high standard that we guarantee it for 3 
years! 

To order fill in the coupon and send with a 
Postal Order or Cheque for £18.99 to: 
MICRO LEISURE LTD., 
16/32 BERKELEYSTREET, 
GLASGOW G3 7DW, 
SCOTLAND. TELEPHONE: 047-221 8944 

YOUR KEY TO REALLY 
MASTERING COMPUTER 
GAMES 
SPECIAL INTRODUCTION OFFER 

.99 

Address 

REQUIRE STARCURSORS AND ENCLOSE 

_TO COVER THE COST. 
PLEASE ALLOW 14 DAYS FOR DELIVERY. 

DELIVERY IN U.K. 

AVAILABLE ONLY FROM MICRO LEISURE 



I say I say I say . . . what do you get when you 
cross acidic humour with latex? Answer: a hernia! 
No, seriously (surely not?!), it's Spitting Image. 
MARK CASWELL went behind the scenes to see 
the mick taken out of a CRASH competition win-
ner . . . 
Puppet makers Fluck and Law 
first became known for plas-
ticine caricatures made for 
magazine and book illustrations. 
Their dream, however, was to 
somehow make their creations 
move (cue mad scientist laugh-
ter). The pilot Spitting Image 
show was made in June 1983, 
with the help of graphic design 
company Robinson Lambie 
Maim and TV producer John 
Lloyd With such an original idea 
- a satirical puppet show - and 
some unforgettable caricatures 
a series seemed inevitable. But 
surprisingly a lot of TV com-
panies just didn't want to know, 
and it wasn't until later in the year 
that Central TV finally provided 
the rfecessary backing. 

A great many celebrities must 
now wish it had never happened. 
David Steel, for example, is con-
vinced his pocket-sized por-
trayal severely damaged his half 
of the David-and-David show. 
Michael Heseltine, by contrast, 
wanted to buy his puppet -
appalling the show's makers. 
Attracting up to 14 million view-
ers the show has become 
phenomena, with a numerous 
spin-off records and books -
remember the 'The Chicken 
Song'? (Yes, but I wish I didn't -
Nick). And of course everyone 
has favourite sketches; like Mrs 
T turning into the Alien, or the 
superstar Pope watching old 'on 
tour' videos of himself. 

The TV shows are made in the 
Midlands, but the (In)famous 
puppets are created at 
Limehouse Studio, in the heart 
of the London Docklands. As 
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you can imagine, a major 
upheaval is needed to shift the 
tons of equipment needed for 
the programmes up to Birming-
ham each Sunday. But how are 
Mrs T, Groovy Gorby. Wimpy 
Bush, (and the real latex face Phil 
King!) made? The winner of the 
Domark Spitting Image compet-
ition. 17-year-old Steven Martin 
from North London, went down 
to Limehouse Studio to find out 
- and se§ his own caricature 
puppet made. 

HOW'S IT DONE? 
First off. Steven's face is care-
fully studied by a caricaturist. 
Most of the time, celebrities 
can't (or won'tf) be present at 
this stage, so photos or videos 
are used instead. Drawings are 
made of Steven's phizog from a 
lot of different angles. Once 
these drawings have been 
approved by the puppet makers, 
a solid clay model of Steven's 
head is created from them, 
approximately one fifth bigger 
than the life size. 

At this point in the process, 
one of two different types of 
modld can be made from the 
clay model. A fibreglass mould 
may be used to make a foam-
latex puppet, or a plaster mould 
for a latex puppet. The differ-
ence between these? Well, a 
foam-latex puppet has more 
flexibility around the mouth 
(foaming at the mouth 
perhaps?!), but the latex pup-
pets tend to' last longer. So Ste-
ven opts for the latter. 

From these humble begin-
nings a puppet begins to form. A 

• Steven, Mark Caswell and the Spitting 
Image team. Now which one's the 
puppet?! 

hollow head is cast from the 
plaster mould. When this has 
cooled, a hard skull is added 
along with the eyes and hair. 
That takes care of the head, so a 
body is then made (ever feel like 
Dr Frankenstein?!) from light 
foam - the sort used for mattres-
ses, padding, Nick Roberts's 
stomach etc. 

The only thing missing now is 
clothing. So to satisfy Mary 
Whitehouse (oo-erl). a wardrobe 
call is required. Costumes come 
in various shapes for two main 
sizes of puppet. The largest pup-
pets are roughly one-and-a-half 
times the size of an average per-
son (but only half the size of Mark 
Caswell!). Smaller puppets (in-
cluding the one presented to 
Steven) are the size of large dolls 
(not those kind, Mrs 
Whitehouse!). 



PUPPETRY IN 
MOTION 
On set, each puppet is control-
led at arm's length by between 
one and three puppeteers. One 
person sticks their hand inside 
the head to control the mouth. 
The other arm is inserted at one 
of the elbows of the puppet so 
that a gloved human hand 
appears at the end of the sleeve. 
If another artn is needed, a sec-
ond puppeteer is drafted in. A 
third person controls the swivel 
and blinking of the eyes from a 
short distance, using high-tech 
gizmos. But if the puppeteer is 
covered by the puppet, how on 
earth can he see what's going 
on? Well, a monitor is placed on 
the floor so that he can track his 
own movements. 

Smaller puppets are also held 
at arm's length, but are control-
led by stiff rods inserted into 
their hands, which are a few feet 
in length (the rods, not their 
hands!). These are waved 
around to make the arms move, 
and it only needs someone to 
put the words into the puppets' 
mouths and there you have a 
Spitting Image. 

Even when a puppet is looking 
rather ragged, it isn't wasted. 
Old puppets never die -they are 
simply cut up and recycled! 
Noses and chins from different 
celebrities are used to make 
generic puppets - take Bob 
Dylan's nose, Bruce Forsyth's 
chin and Prince Charles's ears, 
and you have Phil King! 

So on Tuesday the 14th of 
February, Steven Martin meets 
Steven Martin. After a quick les-
son on how to operate his alter 
ego, he is hustled into a room for 
a photo call along with the Spit-
ting Image crew (you can never 
keep these guys away from a 
camera). And at the end of the 
day It's off home with Steven II 
tucked under his arm. When the 
Queen Mum was rumoured to be 
due for appearance on the show 
there were protests in Parlia-
ment, but Steven, at least, 
seems happy to have been seen 
through the distinctly warped 
eyes of Fluck and Law. 

into the mould 
Br 

• Jackie Hallatt designs some clothes for 
the puppet 

^ Steve Mansfield puts the finishing 
touches to the day model _ 

|». The final fitting up. as performed by 
Guy Stevens 
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ID SPECTRUM 

CRASH CAP 
Join the CRASH troop* with thia 
authoritative blue base bell cap with 
white embossed CRASH logo. How-
ewer much grey matter reaidea betw-
een your ear*, the adjustable strap will 
aneure perfect fit 
CRASH CAP 
OFFER 3 5 0 , C010H 

CRASH 
SPORTS BAG 
Have CRASH bag will travel In style. 
This top quality silver blue aports bag 
wtd feet right whether your )et setting 
round tha world or simply walking to 
the local eporta centre. Comes wtth 
enormous cavity and a useful end poc-
ket. 
CRASH SPORT* M O 
OFFER 12.93, C115H 

CRASH 
BINDER 

Show aome respect for ell the brilliant 
effort the CRASH production team has 
put into your favourite mag by conserv-
ing the twelve maeterpiecea for post-
eriority The bound collection wSI be 
worth a fortune when It goes under the 
hammer at Sotheby's in the year . . . 
CRASH BINDER 
OFFER 4.50, C009H 

KONIX MEOABLASTER 
Pwosion maided control knob with steel 
shaft tor compietB re&abiity Dual fire but-
tons tor left or right hand use Heavy duty 
leal switches provide drectcnal control 
wtth long lasting operation Includes suc-
kers for table top fixing 
OFFER 6.90 C236H 

KONIX SPCCDKIMO 
The toyslK* that actuaiy fits your hand, with 
a f»e button angled for your trigger linger to 
ensure accurate high-speed acton Sotd 
steel breakprocrf shaft with naat closing 
sound 
OFFER 10.99. C246H 

KONIX NAVIGATOR 
Brand new ergonomicaiy designed hand-
held pystrck Fre button positioned 
dreclty beneath the trigger finger tor siuper-
tass reactions Unbreakable solid steel 
•shaft OFFER 14.99 C236H 

EUROMAX CUTE STANDARD 
Short (rava micro switch action m 
eraanomtc and hghty durable designed 
body. 
OFFER 9.95. C237H 

EUROMAX ELITE OR IP 
OFFER 10.96 C238H 

EUROMAX PROFESSIONAL STAN-
DARD 
High auratxlrty, rapd response and ultra 
sensitive movement accixacy from this 
advanced ergonomic design 
OFFER 15.95. C239H 

EUROMAX PROFESSIONAL OR1P 
OFFER 13.96 CMOH 

EUROMAX PROFESSIONAL AUTO-
FIRE 
OFFER 16.99 C241H 

EUROMAX WIZCARD 
OFFER 3 96 C242H 

EUROMAX C O M A 
Brand new design with 8 moroevntches 
3 Auto fire buttons and angle normal fire 
button provide tnggw readiness at an 
times1 With suction feel and extra long 
cord. 
OFFER 11S6.C506H 

DYNAMICS COMPETITION 
5000 (normal) 
Features arcade quality mcroswttches, 
du» IVB buttoris. rotxist Steel shaft and rub-
ber return tor smooth control and longer life 
OFFER 1350 C243H 

DYNAMICS COMPETITION PRO 
SOOO (clear) 
The designer loystek with see-through 
body. 
OFFER 1450 C244H 

DYNAMICS COMPETITION PRO 
EXTRA 
Features rapid Ire, unique slew motion and 
see- through body 
OFFER 16 00 C500H 

POWCRPLAY CRUISER RSDV 
WHITE/SLUE 
This excellent pystiek features microswitc*! 
directional contrai ano Are action A unique 
uanaCe tension control atows the user to 
adjust the return force to extra sensitive, 
normal and Vm 
OFFER 9.99 C245H 

POWCRPLAY CRUISER STREAM-
LINE ALL SLACK 
With dual lead ft* Spectrin 48Kr128K/ 
Pius and Plus 2 * 3 
OFFER 12.99 G45QH 

POWERPLAY CRUISER CLEAR 
AUTO FIRE 
Simply by hokSng down erther ot the lire 
buttons engages Auto Fire 
OFFER 12.99. C451H 

POWERPLAY CRYSTAL STANDARD 
Designed by Peter Lawtcn Hams ol Zip Stfc 
and Super Professional tame dear wth 
red Fre buttons ard parol grip handle 
OFFER 14.99. C452H 

POWERPLAY TURSO CRYSTAL 
FVJVKJQS fast Auto Fire action 
OFFER 16.99 C453H 

SPECTRUM - 3 CASSETTE L M D S 
Link your Spectrum + 3 to your cassette 
recorder and gain access to yotr large col-
lection ol Specttvim 48K tape software 
OFFER 3.95 . C247H 

COMCON PROGRAMMABLE JOYS-
TICK INTERFACE 
The only My programmable (Oystick inter 
lace on the market1 Links any loystick 
movement to any key of your Spectrum 
48K. PLUS, 126 or 128 PLUS 2 Jusl plug 
'unction wire r*o key matrix and you're 
ready to go! Also supports pystcks with 
Iwo independent tire actions 
OFFER 12.96, C601H 

COMCON TWIN same as stave. but with 
two parallel output joystick connectors 
OFFER 13.96 C502H 



WELLY 
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TITLE LABEL OFFER CODE 

10 COMPUTER HITS VOL B e n s BeauJoHy £10.40 C422C 
10 COMPUTER HITS VOL S disk Beau Jolly £13.45 C422D 
4 SOCCER SIMULATORS e n s Codemasters £ 7.24 C307C 
AFTERBURNER c a n Acttvwian £10.44 C263C 
AIRBORNE RANGER cas* Mtcroprose C 7.SIS C302C 
ARC HON COLLECTION c a n Electronic Arts £ 7.20 C423C 
ARCHON COLLECTION disk Electronic Arts £11.96 C423D 
BARBARIAN I l e a * * Palace £ 7.99 C304C 
BARBARIAN II disk Palace £11.99 C304D 
BATMAN e n s Ocean £ 7.20 C306C 
BATMAN disk Ocean £11.95 C306D 
BLACK BEARD c a n Kbtx C 2.99 C409C 
BLASTEROID3 (Ml Imageworks £ .99 C450C 
BLASTEROIDS disk Imageworits £15.99 C4S0D 
BMX FREESTYLE e n s Code Masters £ 2.99 C430C 
CAPTAIN BLOOD cas* Intogrames £ 7.96 C437C 
CAPTAIN BLOOD disk Infogrames £11.95 C437D 
CLOCKCHESScan CP Software £ 7.96 C402C 
CLOCKCHESS disk CP Software £11.95 C402D 
COLOSSEUM c a n Klxx £ 2.99 C456C 
DARK FUSION c a n Gremkrt Graphics £ 6.44 C425C 
DARK FUSION dlak Qremtm Graphics £10.44 C4250 
ELIMINATOR c a n Hewson £ 6.44 C453C 
ELIMINATOR disk Hewson £10.44 C4530 
EMLYN HUGHES INT. SOCCER c a n Audiogenic £ 7.95 C451C 
EMLYN HUOHES INT. SOCCER dlak Audiogenic £11.96 C4510 
ESPIONAGE c a n Grandslam £ 7.20 C301C 
ESPIONAGE disk Grandslam £11.96 C301D 
FAST FOOO c a n Codemasters £ 2.99 C457C 
FISTS'NTHROTTLE S c a n BHe £10.44 04 tec 
FISTS'NTHROTTLES disk Elite £11.99 C4180 
FLIGHT ACE c a n Gremlin Graphics £11.99 C4I3C 
FLIGHT ACE dlak Grembn Graphics £14.49 C413D 
GAME SET A MATCH 2 e n s Ocean £10.40 C417C 
GAME SET • MATCH S dlak Ocean £14.45 C417D 
GIANTS caas US Gold £10.44 C415C 
GIANTS disk US Gold £15.99 C415D 
HELLF1RE ATTACK c a n Martech £ 7.24 C403C 
HELLFIRE ATTACK dlak Martecri £11.99 C4Q3D 
HISTORY IN THE MAKING e n s US Gold £19.99 C418C 
HUMAN KILLIMO MACHINE c a n GO* £ 7.24 C428C 
HUMAN KILLING MACHINE dlak GOt £10.44 C428D 
INCREDIBLE SHRINKING SPHERE c a n Electric Dreams £ 7.99 C429C 
INCREDIBLE SHRINK ING SPHERE dlak Electric Dreams £11.99 C4290 
INTERNATIONAL RUGBY SIM c n a Codemasters £ 1.99 C400C 
INTO AFRICA c a n Rack-It £ 2.99 C431C 
K A R A T E A C E c a n Gremlin Graphics £10.44 C414C 
KARATE ACE disk QremUn Graphics £11.99 C414D 
K ON AMI ARCADE COLLECTION c a n Imagine E 7.96 C410C 
LAST DUEL c n a US Gold £ 7.24 C408C 
LAST DUEL disk US Gold £10.44 C408D 
LAST INN JA 2 c n a System 3 £10.44 C254C 
LAST NIHJA 2 disk System 3 £11.99 C2540 
LED STORM c a n US Gold £ 7.24 C406C 
LED STORM disk US Gold £10.44 C406D 
LIVE AND LET LIVE c a n Domark/Ekte £ 7.24 C258C 
LIVE A M ) LET LIVE dlak Domark/Ehte £11.99 C258D 
MINI-PUTT e n s Electronic Arts £ 7.20 C259C 
MINI-PUTT disk Electronic Arts £11.96 C259D 
NETHERWORLD c a n Hewson £ 6.40 C305C 
NETHERWORLD dlak Hewson £10.40 C305D 
OBLITERATOR e n s Melbourne House £ 7.99 04360 
OPERATION WOLF c a n Ocean £ 6.40 C258C 
OPERATION WOLF disk Ocean £11.96 02560 
PACMANIA disk Grand Slam £ 7.20 C253C 
PASTE MAN PAT c n a SHverbird £ 1-99 C464C 
PETER PACK RAT c a n Sitverblrd £ 1.99 C458C 
POWERPLAY e n s Players £ 1.99 C300C 
PRO SKATEBOARD SIM e n s Codemasters £ 1.99 C401C 
R-TYPE c a n Electric Dreams £ 7.99 C25IC 
PROCESSIONAL SOCCER c a n CRL £ 7.20 C452C 
RETURN OF THE JED! c a n Domark £ 7.96 C404C 
RETURN O P T N U I O I d l s k Domark £11.96 C404D 
REX e n s Martech £ 7.24 C257C 
REX dlak Martech £11.99 C257D 
R O B O C O P c a n Ocean £ 6.40 C262C 
ROBOCOPdlsk Ocean £11.95 C2620 
RUN THE GAUNTLET c a n Ocean £ 7.24 C435C 
RUN THE GAUNTLET disk Ocean £11.95 C43SO 
SAS COMBAT SIMULATOR e n s Codemasters £ 2.99 C455C 
SAVAGE c a n Firebird £ 7.24 C250C 
SKATEBALL c n a Utusofl £ 7.24 C40SC 
SKATE BALL dlak Ubisott £11.90 C405D 
SPACE ACE c a n Gremlin Graphics £11.99 C4I2C 
SPACE ACE dlak Gremlin Graphics £14.40 C412D 
SPITTING IMAGE c a n Domark £7.96 C424G 
SPITTING IMAGE disk Domark £11.96 C424J 
SUPERSPORTSean Oramlm Graphics £ 6.44 C2(M 
SUPERSPORTSdisk GremMn Graphics £10.44 
SUPREME CHALLENGE c ^ ^ ^ Beau Jolty £10.40 
SUPREME C H A L L E N G E ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ Beau Jolly £13.45 
TANK COMMAND c a a ^ H ^ ^ j j f J f J S £ 1.99/ 
TAITO COW-OP H I T f ^ ^ H C10.4M 

l m i 
TAITO COIN-OP HITS disk 
TEH MEGA GAMES c a n 
TEN MEGA QAME5 disk 
THE DEEP cams 
THE DEEP disk 
THE HIT SOU AD c m 
THE IN CROWD e n s 
THE IN CROWD dish 
THE MUHSTERScai * 

THUNDER BLADE dlak 
TOTAL ECLIPSE cas* 
TOTAL ECLIPSE disk 
TREASURE ISLAND OOZY cas* 
TRIVIAL PURSUIT/A NEW BEGINNING c 
TRIVIAL PURSUIT/A NEWBEOMN 
TYPHOON cas • 
TYPHOON disk 
WEC LE MANS caas 
WECLE MANS disk 
XENON c a n 

THE MEGA 
CHOICE: 
APART FROM OUR HIGHL Y RECOM-
MENDED GAMES UST, YOU CAN 
ORDER AMY GAME RELEASED BY 
THE MAJOR SOFTWARE HOUSES TO 
DATE ON CASSETTE,CARTRIDGE OR 
DISH. 

OUR OFFER PRICES ARE VALID FOR 
ANY FULL-PRICED GAMES AND 
INCLUDE FIRST CLASS POSTAGE 
AND PACKING - NO OTHER EXTRA 
CHARGES 
LOOK UP THE PRICE OF EACH GAME 
IN THE OFFER TABLE. ENTER THE 
OFFER PRICES ON THE ORDER 
COUPON, THEN ADO THEM UP. 
ORDERS FOR TITLES WHICH ARE NO 
LONGER IN DISTRIBUTION WILL BE 
RETURNED. 
YOU WILL BE REGULARL Y NOTIFIED 
OF ANY DELAYS CAUSED BY LATE 
RELEASES 

SOFTWARE OFFER 
PRICE TABLE 

4.99 3.99 1.00 
5.95 4.74 1.20 
7.95 6.40 1.55 
7.99 6.44 1.55 
8.95 7.20 1.75 
8.99 7.24 1.75 
9.95 7.95 2.00 
9.99 7.99 2.00 

11.99 9,9$ 2.00 
12.95 10.40 2.55 
12.99 10.44 2.55 
14.95 11.95 3.00 
14.99 11.99 3.00 
19.95 15.95 4.00 
19.99 15.99 4.00 
23.00 18.40 4.60 
24.95 19.95 5.00 
28.95 23.15 5.80 
29.95 23.95 6.00 
34.95 27.95 7.00 

HOW TO ORDER: 
WRITE REOLHRED GAMEfS) ON 
ORDER LIST. INCLUDING MEDIA 
TYPE, COMPUTER AND ORDER CODE 
(WHERE LISTED). 
IF OFFER PRICE NOT INDI-
CATED,CHECK IN AD OR REVIEW FOR 
CORREC T RECOMMENDED RETAIL 
PRICE (RRP). 
LOOK UP SPECIAL OFFER PRICE AND 
WRITE ON ORDER FORM 
ADO UP TOTAL ANO ENCLOSE 
CHEQUE OR POSTAL ORDER OR 
ALTERNATIVELY USE ACCES&MSA 
FACILITY (DON'T FORGET TO INDI-
CATE EXPIRY OATEI). 
RE'MEMBffi 
GAMES ORDERS REQUIRE ORDER 
COOE OR MEDIA TYPE AND COM-
PUTER. GARMENT ORDERS ORDER 
COOE OR GARMENT SIZE. HARD-
WARE ORDERS ORDER COOE. 
INCOMPLETE ORDER FORMS WILL 
BE RETURNED. 

PLEASE RIWO (OOS4) 3620 IF IN 
DOUBT! 

PRICES VALID FOR UK/EIRE/ 
EUROPE ONLY. 
FOR OVERSEAS ORDERS PLEASE 
ADO CS.OO PER ITEM FOR AIR MAIL 
DELIVERY 

DELIVERY: 
NOT ALL LISTED PROOUCTS WILL 
HAVE BEEN RELEASED AT PRESS 
TIME. 
GOODS WILL BE DESPATCHED AS 
SOON AS POSSIBLE CUSTOMERS 
WILL BE INFORMED OF ANY LONG 
DELAYS. 

BUDGET 
RANGE 
ORDER FOUR GAMES IN THE CI.99 
RANGE AND PAY FOR THREE (C5.97 
PAYMENT TOTAL) - A SAVING OF 
C1.9W 
ORDER FOUR GAMES IN THE C2 99 
RANGE AND PAY FOR THREE (BL9T 
PAYMENT TOTAL!-A SAVING OF 
C2.9U 
JUST FILL IN THE NAME AND PUB-
LISHER OF THE FOUR GAMES 
REQUIREO A NO THE PAYMENT 
TOTAL OF [2.97/0,97 (DONT USE 
THE OFFER PRICE TABLE) 



C F F E r 
YOURS FREE: Run The 
Gauntlet — Ocean's 
CRASH Smash - or a 
KONIX Speedking 
joystick AND a FREE 
game!! The choice is 
yours when you 
subscribe!!! 
It's a tough action packed subs offer 
this month! When you subscribe to 12 
future issues of CRASH you get FREE 
either Ocean's Run The Gauntlet 
(worth £8.99, Smash review page 12) 
OR a brilliant Konix Speedking 
joystick which comes complete with 
the excellent game Thing Bounces 
Backl (worth £11.99!) O 'desirable'! 

And what's more, if you're already a 
subscriber you can have either offer 
for just £5.99! It's a snip!! Hurrah!! 

OLd CRASHs 
Ho 4 May 1 M 4 
The QuUI analysed! The fabled ZX Micro-
drive appears' Run II Again FNmgo games' 
Graphics unities' Living Guide: 
boardgames simulations, strategy, adven-
ture' 
Mo 17 June t M I 
Denton Designs' Sinclair Story 3< Maps 
Knight Lore. Underwurtde' Leonardo 
graphical Datel sound sampler! Artist 
Davtd Thorpe* 
No I S July 1 9 M 
Gremlin Graphics proWal Artist: Boh Wake-
lln'Map GyronAtnum! 
No 19 August 1965 
CRL profile' Oposter1 Round-up ot Basic 
compilers' Artist. Rich ShsnlMd' Maps: 
Dynamite Dan, Shadowfire" 
Me SO September t H 8 
Electronic Pend Company proMel Maps 
Allen 8. Dun Darach! 
Me 21 October 1 M S 
Holografix profile! Holograms! Map: Nodes 
Ot Yesod" Platinum Productions profile' 
Wo 22 November 1 9 W 
Famine File! Microdrive tipe! Artist Susan 
Rowe! Fantasy gamasbooks" 
Me 23 December 1 M S 
Melbourne Bouse* Computer graphics! Art-
ist Dave Beeson' 
Me 34 Xmaa 1 9 8 6 / M 
Artist Oliver Frey! Gargoyle Games profile' 
Lloyd's Lookback! Hewscm profile! 
Mo 25 February 1 M S 
Dureil profile! Microsphere" FORTH and 
extensions to ZX BASIC 
MeSS March I M S 
St Bride's profile' Spectrum 128' Micronet 
800' Muttitace II 
Me 17 April I M S 

Raying Tips supplement1 Mel Croucher 
Imagine profile1 PBM convention' 
No 2S May I M S 
Fanzines! Martech profile! Composite 
Video interlace' Spec Drum' 
No 28 June I M S 
First PBM Maribox! Homegrown software' 

Realtime profile! Maps Cylu. S* Fred, 
Saboteur. Tantalus' 
No 30 July I M S 
Birth Ot A Game! Laser Genius! Maps Tan-
talus, Movie! 
Mo 31 August I S M 
Software Projects' Word Processing! 
Maps Pentagram, Heavy On The Magic*' 
Mo 32 September 1 M 6 
Programmer: Dave Perry! GAC! Maps 
Core. Ghosts 'n' Goblins. Bobby Bearing 
Echo Synthesizer1 

No 33 October I S M 
Programmers: Jon Hitman. Costa Panayll 
Mape: Dan Dare, Cauldron III SpecDrum-
mlng' 
No 34 November 1 M S 
Programmer: Don F>neatley Genesis 
Update! Maps: Dynamite Dan II. Equinox. 
Universal Herol Music Machine! 
No 36 December I S M 
Designer Dan Matone! Computer Advertis-
ing! Maps: Glider Rider, Thrust, Ughttarca! 
MCII 
No 3S XJMI 1 MS/87 
Lloyd's Lookback! Spectrum Mus»c! Maps: 
Scooby Doo, Heartland, Druid' 
No 37 February 1 M 7 
John Richardson Jetman' CRASH Review-
ers revealed! Match Day Challenge! Maps: 
Fairlight II. Firelord, Avenger. Dandy! 
No M March 1987 
Fanzines! Designer Sarnie Drummond! 
Maps; Cobra. Impossaball. Undluml MIOtt 
No 3S April 1 M 7 
Arcades Update! The Z88I Programmer 
Steve Taylorl Maps: Nosferatu, Double 
Take. Future Knight, Feud! 
Mo 40 May 1 M 7 
Ptaying Tips supplement! Maps: Short O -
curt, Antwiad, Conquest, Into The Eagle's 
Nest. Sceptre 01 Bagdad, Dragon's Lair II, 
Thrust II, Fat Worm Blows A Sparky, Taraan, 
Aliens' 
Mo 4 1 June 1 M 7 
Programmer: Mike Singletoni Industry 
Todayl Adventure Trail supplement! Maps: 

Saboteur li, Head Over Heels! Mmtitrac-
kers 128 Bugs! 
Mo 43 Auguet 1 M 7 
The +3 arrives' Run It Again runs the 
Gauntlet clonesl CRL's 3D Gamemaker" 
Maps Endure Racer, Flash Gordon" 
No 4 4 September 1 M 7 
Programmer: David Aubrey-Jones on 
Mercenary' The Sega Master System! Tech 
T«M that Swift Disc! Maps Vampire, The 
Curae Of Sherwood' 
No 4S October 1 M 7 
Run It Again: the kick-'am-ups' The CRASH 
History Part One! The Budget Boooooom! 
Maps: Game Over. Wonder Boy' 
No 4S November 1 M 7 
18-page 3D section and glasses! Graphics 
and Sound Specialists! Maps: Exolon. Pan-
zadrome. Mutants' 
No 47 December 1 M 7 
18-page Judge Death puH-out" 2000AD's 
Odyssey! Every Tie-In Ever Made' Run II 
Again: Those Racing Games' The Chriat-
mas List' Maps: Indiana Jones. Dizzy" 
No 46 Xmaa 1 M 7 / M (January I M S ) 
Pull-out poster" The CRASH Orectoryl 
Going To Bed With CRASH! Asecond help-
ing ot 30" Map«: Yogi Bear, Mercenary. Tai-
Pan' 

Mo 49 February 1 9 M 
Level 9 profile1 Last Part of CRASH History 
Flying Tonight - British Airways' flight 
simulators' Maps Wlzftad, Thundercats. 
Athena' 
No SO March I S M 
16-page Tech Niche supplement focusing 
cm hardware and ulftties! Write Your Own 
Advenlifes - GAC versus PAW1 Maps Pla-
toon. Andy Capp Handy. Garfield, Dnller' 
No S I April I S M 
The Best CH British - Ultimate' Strategy 
Special'Run It Again - the world ol 30 
games! Maps: Oar* Sceptre, Platoon (levels 
2 & 3)' More MIDI! 
No S2 May I S M 
All the Arcade action' Completion news! 
Nick Roberts' Playing Tos Special! CRASH 
Comma - Enter the foyer of Hotel CalMomia" 
No 53 June I S M 
18-page Coin-ops supplement' Microproae 
revealed" Cecco's log! Maps: Inside Outmg. 
Krughtmare! CP/M Emancipation' 

No 84 July 1 S M 
Cassette cover mount featuring Dark Side 
and Last Ninja 2 previews! Mel Croucher on 
computer games addiction! The Spectre 
Comms pack reviewed! 
Ho SB August I S M 
Split Screen and Censorsh*}" Alan ST ver-
sus Amga1 Adventim Trail Extra! 
No M September I S M 
School work from home! Computers com-
mit murder" PC Showcase - G«le to the 
Personal Computer Show" 
No 87 October 1 S M 
The definitive Crash guide to the AM Tvne 
Greets supplement! Coin-op arcade action1 

Commercial breaks - Computers in TV pro-
duction studios' 
No M November 19SS 
Free Sneak Preview Tape leatitfing 
Robocop and Total Eclipse! Hackers Show 
Off! The biggest PC Show ever" Massive R-
Type poster" 

No SS December 1868 
Another Sneak Preview Tape featuring 
Thunder Blade and LED St or ml 5 Crash 
Smashes' Special 32-page Playing Tip* 
section' Comics reviewed1 Programmers 
On programmers' EurovWion - European 
software' The Xmaa Puzzle pages' Master-
ing the game - a beginner' s guide to fantasy 
roleplaylngl Computers m TV 
No M January 1969 
What! Another Sneak Preview Tape' This 
time featuring Ocean's Batman and Fire-
bird's Savage as playable demos' The 
Aftartuner Story leaflet! 2 Craah Smashes' 
LM's 1988 Lookback" Sticks m the Mud -
joystick reviewed" Collectable Consuma-
bles - compilation reviewed' 
No 61 February 1 S M 
SKATE BALL O Poster' Report on pro-
totype SAM CI 50 supercomputer? Eiectnc 
Nightmares - Electronic enhamoament In 
films! LED STORM Crash Smaah' 
NO 62 March I S M 
Console Specal - The Korux Arcade 
Enpenance and NEC's PC Engine' CRASH 
Smaah: Run the Gauntlet. Incredible 
Shrinking Sphere, Ancient Battles' 

No* 1 , 2 , 4 , 8 -161 
•took. Sorry! 

142 now out ol 



I! 

I want to subscribe to 12 issues of CRASH and receive my free 
gift. 
HI already have a CRASH subscription, and it's running out 
soon I can extend It for 12 future issues - and still get my free 
gift. 
If I am a current subscriber, but do not wish to extend my 
subscription, I can still get RUN THE GAUNTLET or 
SPEEDKING JOYSTICK AND GAME for £5.99 each. 

Please tick the appropriate box: 
• I enclose £18.00 for a new CRASH subscription 

mainland UK 
• I enclose £25.00for a new CRASH subscription out-

side mainland UK - surface mail 
• I enclose £38.00for a new CRASH subscription out-

side Europe - Air mail 
• I enclose £5.99 for the special subscriber offer of 

RUN THE GAUNTLET or a SPEEDKING JOYSTICK 
AND GAME. 

I am a new subscriber 
I am an existing subscriber. My subscription 
number is 0 
I I I I I I I 

Please extend my subscription starting with issue 
No: 

Please send the following FREE gift: 
• RUN THE GAUNTLET cass 
• SPEEDKING JOYSTICK AND GAME 

EARLY WARNINO! 
If you wish you subscription to commence with Issue 63, l 
must receive you coupon no later than 8th March 1989 

Please allow 28 days for your free gift. 

PIMM supply th* following BACK N U M B E R S (Circle required 
Hams): 

4 17 18 19 20 21 2 
23 24 25 26 27 28 29 
30 31 32 33 34 35 36 
37 38 39 40 41 43 44 
45 46 47 48 49 50 51 
52 53 54 55 56 57 58 
59 60 61 62 

NORMAL BACK ISSUES £1.45 (Inclustv* PAP) 
XMAS ISSUES £2.15 (Inclusive PAP) 

OVERSEAS PLEASE ADD CO,80 TO ABOVE PRICES 

SPECIAL QUANTITY DISCOUNT: 
Order FOUR Issues and pay for THREE. 

O K D E R F O R M 
The Special Software Discount Offer Prices only apply to 
recommended retail prices for software, not to already high-
lighted, discounted special offers, hardware and other 
goodies. No other discounts may be applied. 

CODE ITEM MEDIA PRICE | 

TOTAL 

SUBS TOTAL 

BACK ISSUES TOTAL 

ORDER TOTAL 

TOTAL 

SUBS TOTAL 

BACK ISSUES TOTAL 

ORDER TOTAL 

TOTAL 

SUBS TOTAL 

BACK ISSUES TOTAL 

ORDER TOTAL 

TOTAL 

SUBS TOTAL 

BACK ISSUES TOTAL 

ORDER TOTAL 
• 

\MY COMPUTER IS: 
Please use BLOCK CAPITALS 
Name 

I Address . 

Postcode 

f Please make cheques/postal orders payacte to CRASH Risbesttoavodsen-
i chnd cash payments Please DO MOT enclose ANY order with mail to the 
EDITORIAL stOe o' the magazine as this w* result m DELAYS' Send your orders 
to the address below 

Q I enclose a cheque/p o tor C 

• l w«sh to pay by VISA/ACCESS i Delete as appropriate) 

| Please detxl my VtSA'ACCESS ACCOUNT C 

Please charge my account No: 

I I I 
Expiry Date Signature 

VISA 

SEND THIS FORM TO: 
CRASH HYPERMARKET, PO BOX 20, 
LUDLOW, SHROPSHIRE SY8 1DB 



WORLDWIDE SOFTWARE 
1 BRIDGE STREET 

GALASHIELS 
TD1 1SW 

W O R L D W I D E 
S O F T WA R E 

WORLOWO6 SOFTWARE 
1MACHILWELL ROAO 

BEESTON 
NOTTINGHAM 

NG9 1ES 

CREDIT CARD 
ORDER 

TELEPHONE 
LINE 

NORTH 
SCOTLAND 
N IRELAND 
OVERSEAS 

M M 57DW 
(24 HOURS) 

OVERSEAS EXPRESS SERVICE NOW AVAILABLE OVERSEAS EXPRESS SERVICE MOW AVAILABLE 

* OVERSEAS OVERSEAS OVERSEAS OVERSEAS OVERSEAS OVERSEAS * 
it OVERSEAS CUSTOMERS CAN NOW CONTACT OUR EXPORT DEPARTMENT AT: • 
if WORLDWIDE SOFTWARE OVERSEAS TELEPHONE ONLY * 
• 106A CHILWELL ROAD NOTTINGHAM 225368 * 
if BEESTON it 
if NOTTMQHAM NG91ES * 
if ENGLAND • 

AMSTRAD NLO PRINTER MOOEL 3250di FOR SPECTRUM +2 AND SPECTRUM +3 
INCLUDES CONNECTING CABLES C1SS.M 

AMSTRAD 2100 DOT MATRIX PRINTER FOR SPECTRUM +2 AND +3 
ONLY C147 .M INCLUDES CONNECTION CABLES 

WORLDWIDE SUPER SPECIAL OFFERS OH SPECTRUM SOFTWARE 

CREDIT CARD 
ORDER 

TELEPHONE LINE 

SOUTH 
MIDLANDS 

WALES 

06Q22S2113 

COMPILATIONS COMPILATIONS COMPILATIONS COMPILATIONS COMPILATIONS COMPILATIONS COMPILATIONS COMPILATIONS 

TAITO GAME SET OCEAN IN CROWD ARCADE MUSCLE KONAMI ARCADE 
COIN-OP HITS 4 MATCH II COMPILATION COLLECTION 
CASS DISK CASS DISK CASS DISK CASS DISK CASS OISK 
9.00 9.00 9.00 9.98 11.99 7.25 13.50 

LIVE MAGNIFICENT WE ARE THE GOLD SILVER ULTIMATE 
AMMO SEVEN CHAMPIONS BRONZE COLLECTED WORKS 

CASS DISK CASS DISK CASS OISK CASS DISK CASS DISK 
6 .M 10.50 8.W 13-50 6 99 13.80 11:99 14.90 9.99 11.99 

SUPREME FIVE STAR U.S. GOLD LEADERBOARD COLLECTION SOLID 
CHALLENGE GAMES III GIANTS GOLD 
CASS DISK CASS DISK CASS DISK CASS DISK CASS DISK 
9.00 13.25 7.24 10.86 9.99 14.99 11.99 14.99 7.99 11.99 

EDUCATIONAL EDUCATIONAL EDUCATIONAL EDUCATIONAL EDUCATIONAL EDUCATIONAL EDUCATIONAL EDUCATIONAL 

• A LARGE VARIETY OF EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE NOW AVAILABLE FOR 3 TO IS YEAR OLD * * SEND SAE FOR CATALOGUE BY RETURN * * 
FAST DEUVERY OF ALL STOCK ITEMS BY la CLASS MAIL IN UK SPECIAL OVERSEAS SERVICE BY AIRMAIL WORLDWIDE 

CREDIT CARD ORDERS ACCEPTED BY PHONE OR MAIL 
CREDIT CARD ORDER TELEPHONE CREDIT CARD ORDER TELEPHONE 
OWe 07004 0902 211113 

EUROPE SNPP1NG COSTS ARE 
£1 50 PEP CASS/DISK FOR NORMAL AIR MM 
E2 50 PER CASS/OISK FOR EXPRESS AIR MAIL 

OUTSIDE EUH0PE SHIPPING ORDERS ARE 
£2 00 PER CASS/DISK FOR NORMAL MR MAIL 
£3 00 PER CASS/DISK FOR EXPRESS « MM. 

WORLDWIDE SUPER SPECIAL OFFERS ON SPECTRUM SOFTWARE 

CASS DISK 
5.95 10 50 
655 999 

10.85 1495 
6.55 9.99 
7.99 99 
6.55 999 
6.55 1050 
6.99 999 
655 
6.55 
699 10.50 
7.99 11 99 
7.25 10.85 
6.99 
7.25 11.20 
7.99 
699 11 99 
6.55 10-50 
6.99 11.20 
6.55 9 00 
5.95 900 
5.95 
6.99 11.99 
6.99 11.99 
5.95 

11,99 1399 
6.99 1050 
6.55 11 99 
5.95 
6.55 9.99 
655 9.99 

10.85 11.99 
6.99 9.99 
6.99 9 99 

10.50 1050 
7.25 
7.25 
7.25 10 50 
7.25 10.85 
699 

10.85 
10.85 
10.65 
7.25 
6.55 
7.25 11.20 
6,55 1050 
5.95 10.50 
7.25 
6.55 10 50 
5.95 10.50 
699 11.99 
595 900 
6.95 

so Pool 
1943 Battle of Midway 
4 * 4 Off Road Racing 
Action Force II .... 
Attertximar 
Airborne Ranger „ . m 
Artist 2 
Artura 
Barbarian 2 _ .... 
Bards Tale ..... 
Batman 
Black Tiger „.„, 
Blaalerrods ...... 
Butcher Hill 
Captan Blood .„.„.„„.. 
Cwrier Command .......... 
Colossus Chess 4 
Cosmic Pirate 
Cybamold2 
Daley Thompson Olympic Challenge 
DNA Warrior 
Dark Fut>on 
Deluxe Scrabble (128K) 
Double Dragon 
Dragon Ninja 
EmJyn Hughes Int Soocar 
Exploding Fist • 
Fie Conical Pilot ............................ 
Fish 
Fists 'n' Throttles ........ . 
Flight Ace .... .... 
Football Manager II 
Frank Bruno's &g Box „..„ 
Football Director ? 
Games Winter Edition 
Gary Lmeker's Hot Shot 
GIHero 
Guerilla War . . . . .— 
Gurtd ol Thieves ...„„„„..,....„.. 
Gunship 
HAT.E 
H K.M 
Hellfire Attack 
Heroes ol the Lance 
Incredible Shrinking Sphere ...... 
Ingnds Back 
International Karate • 
Karate Ace „ 
Kenny Daleish Manager .,.,.. 
Konami Coin Ops „„„„.„„.„. 
Lancelot .. 
Last Duel 
Laser Squad 
Last Ninja II 
Led Storm „ 

CASS OISK 
5.95 
6.99 999 
6.99 
6.55 10.50 
6.99 10.85 
7,25 10.85 

13.50 14.95 
6.55 9.99 
6 50 
7.99 11.99 
6.55 10.85 
699 9.99 
7.25 11.20 
6.99 9.99 
725 11,20 

1085 11.45 
7.99 11.99 
7.25 11.20 
6.55 999 
6.99 10.50 
799 9.99 
6.55 9.99 
7.99 11.99 
655 
6.55 10.85 
725 999 
595 

10.85 14.95 
12.99 

9.45 
11 99 13.99 
6-99 10.50 
9.45 13.50 

14.95 14.95 
6 69 999 
6.55 9.99 
5.96 
6.55 10.50 

11.99 
7.25 10.50 
6 99 999 
6.99 9.99 
699 11.99 
799 11.99 
7.25 11.20 

11.20 14.95 
7-25 11.20 
999 
7.25 11.20 
699 

10.85 14.95 
699 9.99 
7.25 
9.45 
699 9.99 

Malchday II , _ 
Mickey Mouse ..... 
Micraproee Soccer , , 
Motor Massacre ........ . _ 
ftaght Raider ,.,..„ 
Obiiterator 
Operation Wolf  
Outrun 
Pacmania 
Peter Basrdsley Football 
Platoon ..... 
Pool of Ftackance 
Protect Stealth Fighter 
Pro Soccer „ 
Purple Saturn Day 
Real Ghostbusters 
Rex ,-„......,„.., 
Robocop — 
Run the Gauntlet 
Sanxion ,.„ 
Samurai Warrior ... .......... 
Savage 
Short Out 
Skate or GHa 
Sotdier of Fortune 
Space Ace 
Spotting Image 
Storm Lord 
Strip Poker II- .... „„,, 
Techno Cop 
TheMuncher „ 
The Pawn <128K) 
Thunder Blade 
Tiger Road „.„ 
Time and Mag>k 
Time Scanner 
Titan 
Tomahawk 
Total EcHne 
Track Svt Manager 
Triv Pursuits Young Edition „ „ „ 
Trtv Pursuts Baby Boomer 
Trrv Pursuits New Beginning 
Twenty Chartbusters 
TygarTygar . 
Times of Lore 
Untouchables 

WARGAMES/STRATEGY 
Annals of Roma 
Arnhem , 
Battlefield Germany 
Btsmark 
Blitzkrieg 
Conflicts • • H I I H 
Desert Ran „ „ , 
Gawpoli 
Napoleon at War 
Overlord 1+3 Disk 999| 
Pegasus Bridge —,.„.„..„„... 
Sorcaror Lord 
Stalingrad (+3 Disk 9.99) 
"ITiealre Europe •-» 
Vulcan 
Yankee „ . „.„.,...,„,..,.„ 
Zulu War 

JOYSTICKS 
Cheetah 125* ..,..,_,. 
Cheetah Mach 1 
Competition Pro 5000 
Competition Pro 5000 Clear 
Compeubon Pro 5000 Extra 
Crmser 
Konix Speedking 
Konix Speeding + Autofire 
Ram Delta 

+3 BUSINESS AND UTILITIES 
Maslerftle +3 
Profea3«onal Adv. Writer 
Tas-S<gn Plus 3 
Tas-SpeU Plus 3 
TascalcPius3 
Tas-Pnnl Plus 3 
Tasw0fdPtus3 ., 
40 Disk Storage Box+3 
80 Disk Storage Box +3 
Devpec +3 „ ...... — 

GENERAL UTILITIES 
+2/*3 Cover . 
Spectrum Power Supply .............. 
Azimuth Tape Head Abgn Kit 
Hi Soft C 
Hi Soft Pascal ... 
Tasword *2 
Tascalc +2 

CASS 
. 10.45 
... 6.99 

10.45 
... 7 99 
... 7 99 
. 10.45 
... 7.99 
... 6.99 
... 6.99 
... 7 99 

10.45 
. 1045 

7.99 
.„ 4.99 

7.99 
... 7.99 
... 6.99 

Victory Road 
War in Mid Earth 
Wee La Mans 
Where Tlma Stood Still 128K 
Witches Brew „.„.„ 
Winter Olympiad 68 
Xenon 

chtqut t or poatal orders payable to WORLDWIDE SOFTWARE. 
Ul prices Include poeteser and packing In tha UJ(. 
advertised prices are for mail and telephone orders 

Lightpen and Interface 
Joystick adaptor for +3/+2 
10 * CF2 TDtSK FOR »3 . 
+3 cassette leed 

6.95 
10.95 
12.95 
1395 
14.95 
. 8.99 
10.99 
1t99 

.. 7.99 

24.95 
22.95 
14.95 
14.95 
14.95 
1495 
14.95 

.. 8.95 
9 95 

14.95 

.. 4.99 
9 95 

. 8 99 
21.95 
21.95 
11.45 
1495 
14.95 

.. 4.99 
21.95 

„ 4.99 

CrwHt Card Accounts oetxted only on despatch 
M prices correct at time of going ID press. E. ft OX. 



MIKE 'SKIPPY' 
DUNN, he of the 
florescent green 
socks and vegan 
leanings, is back on 
CRASH and worried 
about it. Rumours of 
false bravado, lost 
causes and brutal 
violence are about in 
Lud low. . . 

A Mark confidently 
greets the 
challenger 

It was one of those nights. 
There was a distant sound 
of loud music coming from 
the other side of town. I 
sank deeper into my rain-

coat. The drizzle continued. In 
the artificial yellow light of the 
streetlamps it seemed like there 
was nothing we could do. 
Tomorrow, Monday the thir-
teenth, was the day that (to be 
read in an ominous whisper) 
Mark Caswell would play The 
Challenge... 

It all started a couple of weeks 
ago. We got this letter from a 
guy, you know the sort, said he 
wanted to take on Mr Caswell at 
Afterburner. Said his name was 
Williams, Richard Williams. Well, 

you know, we couldn't refuse; 
there was honour at stake. He 
came from Sutton Coldfield 
(not. . . ?!). Yes. Sutton Col-
dfield. 

We realised too late (about 
lunchtime) that we didn't really 
have much hope of winning. 
Richard's arrival was imminent; 
Mark was struggling to push his 
score beyond the seven million 
mark. We were worried, very 
worried. You see, this Richard 
was a man who casually admits 
to having played the game for at 
least an hour a day, every day for 
the last two and half months, no 
less. Still, our Markybaby had no 
choice - things had gone to far 
by now - we pointed a letter 
opener at his head. sat him down 
and made him practice, and 
practice, and practice and (got 
the idea?). 

Richard arrived, with his part-
ner, Bryn Owen, at the 
prearranged hour. Things 

started without delay. (None of 
those wimpy courtesies here, 
matey!) 

Three ten minute rounds, 
that 's what we agreed. Both 

players have to make do with the 
multiload tape version (because 
we couldn't get hold of any disk 
copies!), so they are at an equal 
disadvantage. Joystick selec-
tions and all those sort of things 
are made, and the aircraft earner 
rolls into view. In unison, the 
players make lots and lots of 
exhaust smoke (I hope they're 
using lead free petrol!). 

Stage one passes without 
anything interesting happening. 
Jolly good job too, 'cause even I 
can do round one! Mark takes 
the lead at the end of the first 
stage with a score of half a mil-
lion, to Richard's paltry 350,000. 
Ha! Maybe we haven't lost this 
one! Both players lose lives on 
stage two (now, now, no snig-
gering!) and both begin the third 
at around the million mark. 

But . . . what's this? Richard 
begins to edge in front, and 
another of Mark's planes disap-
pears into the dust at 1,270,000. 

Many zoomings later (at the 
end of stage four, to be precise), 
Richard's lead has increased 
marginally -2,589,000to Mark's 
2,119,000. But by the end of 
stage seven Richard is clearly 
soaring away with the round, 
while Mark seems to be in a ter-
minal dive - the scores are five 
and half million to three and half, 
with Mark in possession of just a 
single life. Frantic calls of 
encouragement from the rest of 
the CRASH team seem to have 
an effect though, and Mark 
somehow survives the next two 
rounds without going down in 
flames. Richard's lead is unas-
sailable however, and at the 
close of play Mark is crushingiy 
defeated by 5,189,500 points to 
Richard's 7,120,000. 

OK, so that's not the most sig-
nificant of high scores, but 
Richard was looking rather con-
fident; somehow, I think that 
might be related to the ten lives 
he had in reserve. Still, there's 
hope a-plenty for success in the 
second (little did we suspect!) 

W 
Despite vicious slander by 

our photographer on my 
musical taste in between the two 
rounds (to the effect that anyone 
who listens to Cabaret Voltaire 
is a numbskull, hmmmm . . . ) 
we manage to bolster Mark's 
ego and convince him that he 
does actually have some sort of 
chance (albeit a very small one) 
of winning this round. 

Thus deceived, round two 

A Mark Caswell: Man or 
machine? 
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began. Obviously now warmed 
up, Richard kicks in the after-
burner (well, he presses the 
space bar, but that doesn't 
sound very thrilling, does it) and 
bombs through the first three 
rounds with a magnificent score 

technology to own a digital 
watch that plays silly tunes and 
counts down from ten minutes). 

I can't say that the final score 
surprises me. Richard has 
9,336.000. Mark . . . well, Mark 
has 3,168,000. Dit non plus, as 
they might say in Frangais. As if 
that in Itself isn't bad enough. 
Richard decides to carry on the 
game he's playing. First, he 
takes us to the lofty heights of 
eight figure scores, then on to 
20,000,000 and then, just to 

injunes. But I'd suspected 
something like this might hap-
pen and I'm prepared; a quick 
blast on the old hunt saboteur 
klaxon and everyone's reeling to 
the floor in shock. Unfortunately 
so am I - the CRASH office isn't 
much bigger than the Comp 
Minion's. Once everyone calms 
down we bandage Richard's 
head, present him with Phil's 
favourite light shade and write 
out profuse apologies to the 
poor lad. 

A The challenge begins! 

of three and a half million. Mark 
is. at this point, trailing by about 
two million, which could con-
ceivably be an acceptable loss 
at the end of a game, but after 
three rounds?? 

So, two lives behind, Mark 
makes a not-so-valiant struggle 
for the rest of the game, but 
doesn't actually carry it off very 
well. At the end of stage five, he's 
three million down to Richard's 
4,710,000 and by the end of the 
ninth (and the ten minute limit) 
Richard has 8,322,000. Mark 
doesn't actually make it this far. 
A scream from Phil's corner indi-
cates that the time's up. (Phil's 
the only person In the office 
advanced enough in today's 

After he leaves I ask the Ed 
about some kind of payment for 
saving the challenger's life. He 
replies, writing on the same pad, 
that since Richard has still been 
severely injured - and the 
CRASH team permanently 
deafened - he doesn't think he 
owes me anything. In fact, he's 
going to sue me unless I write out 
some kind of report on Mark's 
PCW. . . 

Well, it's a dirty job - Mark's 
PCW is covered in coffee-
flavoured gunge - but then who-
ever said life was fair? Ludlow is 
a mean village, a place of sud-
den violence, shadey pizza par-
lours and shops so small you 
have to step outside to change 
your mind. Someone has to tell it 
the way it is, and maybe I'm that 
guy-

- MwOunn. 100% tamaj Products Frae AndWuU 
brilliant ptsct tt wnOng It was fd taie to 0w* atmyane 
mwotvad; my fltrtfrfwxl tor tm locks, and L*#, my mo», 
tor not arttq item atwitkgftsyjwmw 

Dear Phil 
I hear you've got a bit of a lead foot on US Gold's tur-

bocharged coin-op Smash LED Storm, been bragging 
that there ain't no-one fit to share the celestial race track 
with you. Well, they can say Kylie Minogue can sing, and 
England will win a football match, but some things just 
test a person's tolerance to breaking point. I've been 
enjoying some Lazer Enhanced Destruction myself and 
my latest score is 
If you still think you're a Demon Driver, meet me at the 
tower and find out what real speed is . . . ! 

make Mark feel really bad, he 
dies |ust short of finishing stage 
24, which (correct me if I'm 
wrong) is the last one. At this 
point Mark emits a shriek of 
indignation and begins beating 
Richard over the head with his 
joystick, aided and abetted by a 
baseball bat wielding Phil King 

The brave challenger falls to 
the floor with horrendous 

NAME 
ADDRESS 

AGE. 

.POSTCODE 

Just send your form off to The Demon Driver Challenge 
CRASH, PO Box 10, LUDLOW, Shropshire SY8 1DB. 
WARNING: CRASH can offer you no gworontoos of Mfoty t g t l n i t Irate 
• h o o p farmarm! 

• 'There's only one way 
to kill the undead' 

m 
Q 

£ 
%m 
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ZX SPECTRUM 

CLASSIFIED 
SECTION 
WANTED 
WANTED PAWed adventures for publication 
by new company. Excellent royalties Send 
games m a jiffy bag to Stuart Biack, 8 Earlsdon 
Avenue, Acklam, M.ddlesborouqh, Cleveland 
TS5 8JH or send SAE tor more details 

FOR SALE 

Look! very cheap software, must sell as need 
money. A/I games (originate) under £2 30, 
recent and old classic games Also CRASH 
back numbers 69p each C, Taylor, 12 St, 
Pauls Road. Walton. Highway, WVsbech, 
Cambs PE14 7DN. 

Spectrum l28K + 2tor sale. Comes with AMX 
Mouse, AMX interface. Interfaces ! and 2, 
mlcrodrtve. Mirage microdrtve and E400 worth 
of software (Matchday Two, Robocop etc). 
Will sell for C1G0 ono Phone 0927 767620 

Sega Console with Speedking, joystick, Sega 
control pad/sticks, Sega light phaser and sev-
eral games including Phantasy Star 
Altogether worm £315. will sell for £200 Con-
tact Brett on 0702 294513 

Spectrum 128K. 2. over £250 of software, 
ughtpen. joystick. Interlace. C50 books, many 
mags, all for £300. Spectrum software and 
hardware for sale. Phone 0702 294513 or send 
SAE to 34 Richmond Avenue, Shoebury, 
Essex SS39LG. 

Spectrum software lor sale, arcade, strategy 
or adventure games are available from 99p lo 
£5.00 Please send an SAE to Mark. 8 Eleven 
Acre Rise, Loughton. Essex IG10 IAN if you 
would kke a list. Thanks' 

Spectrum 48K. Lo-profile keyboard, joystick 
interfaces, etc. + much more hardware busi-
ness, art and games software. Worth over 
£300, selling for £150. Send SAE for list: Chris 
Jackman, 3 AKHon Terrace, Lexham Road, 
Lrtcham, Kings Lynn, Norfolk PE32 2QQ 

Speccy 128, M/face One. Interface One, two 
micortfrivee, 31 cartridges, pystick. £100+ 
worth of software, £50 worth of mags. Whole 
lot worth £300. sell lor E170. Phone 0703 
420374 after 4pm Ask lor Tony 

128+2, loystick, one year old, £350 of games 
tncludmg Taito Coin Ops, Ikail Warriors and 
others, poke and demo tapes and mags The 
lot only C230 ono Bargain huny! Ring Jon 
0908 72574 atler 6pm 

Spectrum+3, disks, over £1500+ of soft-
ware. tape recorder. 40 mags, leads. 10 
books, a radio communications receiver 
(RTTY, AMTOR CW). Phone Gawi on (0705) 
817466 before Sam and after 4pm and make 
me an offer. 

Spectrum + 3 tor sale Hardware (£425 ») incf. 
Videoface digitise' Muhrtace 3. tapedeck, 
mags, books <£145+). disks and tapes (£45 +), 
games (£950 + ) inct. R-Type, Robocop, sic. 
AH leads. V.G.C. worth £1,550 +. sell for £550 
ono. Phone (07456) 2977. 

Spectrum 48K t. joystick, tape recorder, 
many M pnce and budget games including 
Star Wars, Trackswt Manager, 720, Aliens, 
Outrun plus loads more! Worth over £500, will 
sen tor £140 ono. Phone Graeme on 0724 
869778. 

Unused Sony Dtscman C O. for sale £125, or 
swop for top Walkman and cash. Also soft-
ware for sate e.g. Driller E3.S0. Consider 
swops for strategy games especially 
Rebel star Haiders. Phone Mike on (0924) 
464509 (evenings). 

Spectrum 48K« m excellent condition, 21 
assorted games, Quickshot joystick and inter-
face. Boxed as new. Will accept £80. Tel: 
(0621) 741426.13 HiUcrest, Mayland, Essex 

Atari 5206TM, joystick, printer (IBM) + paper, 
28 games, all boxed Worth £1200, sell for 
£700 ono Call 0603 408040 and ask for Dav*l 
anytime. 

Games for sate. a« for Spectrum new and old, 
including Back to Skooi. The Eidolon. CaU-
dron and lots more. Send an SAE to Steven at 
52 Harwater Drive. Loughlon. Essex IQ10 
1LW. 

Spectrum +3 with second disk drive, mono 
monitor. CP/M, Masterfile. T as word. TaaspaH. 
Tascale, also nianercus games and plenty of 
other utilities. All in mint condition and boxed 
£350.00. Tel. (0709) 867066 

The Sate Is on! 100's of trties for Spectrum 
48K, includes Operation Wolf. Savage. Bards 
Tate, Target Renegade only £2-3 each' All 
originate, send SAE to: JJ. Meachen, 
(CRASH), 59 Lee Road. Dovercourt, Essex 
0012 399. 

Spectrum 128 + 2 tor sale Good condition, ail 
boxed as new, including joystick, manual, 
interlace, games Include. Elite, Outrun, 
Enduro Racer, Champions and many many-
more Absolute Bargain £60 the lot. Tel: 01 
651 1284 (Croydon, Surrey) 

AFTERBURNER, Robocop, Echelon and 
many more tar sate, a* for £5 each. A* 25 
games can be bought for £50 Phone (08231 
475198 after 6pm and ask for Marcus. 

CRASH back issues numbers I -50 all In good 
condition £45 ono Phone 01 444 3503 after 
7 OOprn 

Sinclair primer plus 7 rote £20. Interlace One 
and Microdrive plus 26 cartridges E50. Mui-
tiface 128 £20. computer table and stool £20. 
Spectrum 48K with DKTromcs keyboard, 
tape recorder, joystick, games £40. R=nq Alan 
0279 34252 

Spectrum 48K, Kempston joystick, tape rec-
order, three tenders of INPUT and £200-
worth of games. Onglnal price over £350. 
SELL for £150 Jonathan Murphy. Lome 
House Lodge, Douglas Street, Castletown. 
Isle of Man 

CRASH collection tor sale' issues 1 to 30. ail 
m very good condition, includes Xmas issues, 
posters. Offers to; Pete Agnew. 16 Tumberry 
Grove, Cudworth. Bamsley, South Yorkshire 
S?2 8ER 

Spec +2. joystick, £150's worth software. 
£125, Opus Discovery disk drive, 5 desks £70. 
MuitHace 128 £25 Or the lot £170 Write to 
Nick Hunell. 30 All Saints Walk, Maitrshan, 
East Dereham, Norfolk NH20 3RF 

Bargains, !wm Wafadnve +64K WAFA an in 
box only £50 ono. Alao origwial Elite (with 
Lenslok) £12 - Surfchamp (Sinclair User 
Classic) £6. Also over 200 Mutiface pokes 
only CI Ring Scott on (0233) 62S501. 

For Sate ZX Spectrum 48K with Sega 
Emperor keyboard, fitted Multitace One and 
Wafadnve, over 100 software and utilrties, 
tape recorder, Kempston interface and 
Qwckshot Tuto joystick, £170 ono. Phone 
0947 841077 after 6pm 

Spectrum game* for sale Full pnce games 
e.g Zynaps. Starstnke M, Enduro Racer. 
Emp»e Strikes Back, for C3 00 Budget games 
BOp. Send SAE for full list. Clive B i l l on . 12 
Mere Close, Newport, Shropshire. Telephone 
0952 813401 

Over C1000 worth ol topnotch computer gear 
for £400. Includes +3, MUtrface 3, tape deck, 
interlace, two joysticks, 250 games, over 40 
on disk, leads, mags, books, everything you 
need, Phoned 639 8490alter4.30pm. 

Poverty forces me to set) (oadsa - rad trendy, 
Np-hop games ir»c. Batman, Ikari Warriors, 
Tracksmt Manager etc Send an SAE lo South 
Lodge, Insch, Aberdeenshire AB5 6RJ or tel 
(0464) 20687 after 6pm 

Spectrum games, American comics, British 
comics. TV and Film merchandise and army 
stuff Ask for the list or lists you're itereeted 
in. Please send SAE to: Lee Shard, 15 Randall 
St., Matdstorie, Kent ME14 2TB 

THE CRASH READER CLASSIFIEDS 
Send to THE CRASH READER CLASSIFIEDS. POBomIO. Ludlow, Shropshire SY8 IDS 

„ Postcode 

Tick Classified heading: 
•Wanted • For Sale •Swapllne • Pen Pals Q User Groups • Farumes 
• Events Diary • Miscellaneous 
Method of payment • Cheque • Postal Order 

Write your advertisement here, one word per box, and include name, address and phone 
number rf you want them printed 35 WORDS FOR ONLY £2.50! 

The CRASH Classifieds are your low-coat opportunity to reach thousand* ol other readers 
with a smaii ad, whetner you warn to buy. sen. swap or advise. Just fill m the form below 
and enclose with your £2.50 payment, cheque or postal order made payable to 
NEWSFIELD LTD. Photocopies of the form are acceptable 

CLASSIFIED HEADINGS 
The CRASH Classifieds section is not open to trade or commercial advertisers, but 
Fanzines may use rt.The headings are self-explanatory: WANTED, FOR SALE. SWAPUNE, 
USER GROUPS. PEN PALS, FANZINES and EVENTS DIARY (lor club/uBer group news, 
meetings or planned events). However, be careful about CRASH publishing dates with the 
laat! 

a The maximum is 35 words 
a 'The service is not open to tracte'commeraai advertisers 
a Small ads win be pnnted in the flrsl available issue 
a The editor reserves the right to refuse ads which do not comply with normal decent 

practice, or which could be interpreted as encouragmg software piracy 
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Premier NEW fanzine. 30 reviews, 10 pages 
adventure tips, competitions ale. CI.00. For 
Sale- EMe, Thanatos, Lord ol the Rings and 
others, Spectrum 48K, slight repairs needed 
Contact: R. Salman, TheRfeWig Son. Sylen, 
Uanelll. Dyfed SA14 8JA-

Spectrum 128 • 2. excellent nick, two joys-
ticks £250- worth games, aenal 8055 printer, 
roll included, magazines, programming 
books, pokes + hints, contact Scott on 
Staines 55869 Irom 3.30pm onwards. C200all 
BARGAIN' 

Sinclair 128K-2 lor sale. hardly used, 
Cheetah |Oysl>ck plus 20* games worth 
altogether £280, will sell £200 ono Contact 
Paul at 20 Gynor Race. Ynyshir, Rhondda. 
kkd Glamorgan, South Wales. Very quick sale 
Please buy! 

Atari 520STFM built-in 1 meg dak dnve. 
mouse, loystick disk box, 20 blank ck&ks 
£500 original software. P 0 software, excel-
lent condition wRh a* manuals and six months 
guarantee. Only £350. Tel: 10608) 2605 

Commodore 84K computer & 1541 disk 
drive. Disk dnve fine, but computer needs 
repair £100. Tel: Mark 0626 55244. 

Spectrum games, all original, tor sale, includ-
ing Kamon. Cytiemoid, Flying Shark, Nefcukis 
and many mora new and old titles Save 
poinds by sanding SAE to Mark, 14 
Tewirvgton Place, St. Austell, Comwal lor list. 
Wrtle now! 

Hangman and 'Os' and 'X»' completely 
original games, computer option on both 
games included. Send P.O. lor £2.00 and 
SAE to: 
Alan Evan*, 4 Condovar Dnve, Shrewsbury 
SY2 6JD Tape by return, 48K Spectrum 
only. 

Spectrim 1284 2, Kempston Interlace. 
Cheetah joystick, software worth we« over 
C650 At worth over £800. sen tor £300 Phone 
(07B7) 247847 after 5pm. loadsa mags rt 
wanted FREE* 

CRASH back issue Nos 1 -54 complete and in 
excellent condition including one binder £50. 
Tony 01 840 6673 after 7 pm 

Buy my Spectrum 128 lor £170 and get £600 
software, Multitaoe, joysticks, printer end 
more Also CI 00 lor my Sega System and 6 

ace games Both lor £250- Contact: G. Stan-
bridge on 0427 752803 after 4pm 

We now have over 50 unreieased items of 
80% + standard software, all types. Still only 
C1 (inducting pos1 & packings Send SAE lor 
tree list and order torn to Ajphasoft UK. 5 Wat-
son Close, Bury St Edmunds. Suffolk. 

Spectrum 128 wtfh ALL accessories, books 
and games worth over £300 including 
Gauntlet. Driller, Stargkder and Elite, all boxed. 
Total value £549. senior Cl 20. Contact Dnver. 
9 Montrose Street. Dansom Lane, Hull Phone 
<0482)28066 

USER GROUPS 
Utilities, programming help, graphics, info, 
homegrown software for the more serious 
Spectrum user and much mor«» Monthly on 
Dwcote'+d, Opus. Microdnve, cassette £2. 
Your first issue of OUTLET! Ron Cavers. 605 
Loughborough Road, BirstaA, Leicester 

GENUINE spectrum User Group, £5.00 per 
year, gives you TOP ORIGINAL SPECTRUM 
GAME FREE with membership, plus monthly 
newsletter, software AND hardware dis-
counts. Please send Cheque/PO to: J. 
Graham, 'Longtons', Campeey Road. Soulh-
ary, Norfolk PE38 0NG 

FANZINES 
T.A.G. ISSUE 2 out nowl Exclusive Shaw 
brothers interview (CE Rius) (Gunf ighter Fame| 
30-i- A4 pages, reviews, P.B.M., tips f more! 
Issue 1 still available 48 pages etc.. 50p + 
stamp each to - Daniel, 44 Thornton Road, 
Morecambe, Lanes. 

Complete beginners to machine code need 
thts beginners course. Cos! C3.50 Advanced 
WC Monthly £1.50 for Issue 1 Send SAE lor 
details of the above courses to: M/C (CRASH!. 
Mr. N Lewis. 52 Kyle Crescent. Whitchurch, 
Carditt 

Prizm News Sheets - packed with news, 
reviews, pokes etc. THE Spectrum magazine 
only 20p- Order now!' Send 40p (inc.P+P) to 

Giles Freeman. Prizm, 9 Beacon Hril, Makton. 
Esse* CM9 5HR 

BLAST ts an all new colour fanzine with the 
latest news, reviews, screanshols, tips, com-
petitions and a free prize draw Send SAE 
• 50p Cheque,'PO to C. Fleming. 5 Chittem 
Dnve, Hopton, Mlrtieid, Yorks WF14 8PZ 

The Screen Loader and Coder, loads and 
codat vimi pk turadMlont as ttwydo In orig-
inal games Just send CI 50 chcjiTO payable 
to Steven Sandhu. 142 Brook Street, Erith, 
Kant DAS 1JA 

THE SGM « a fantastic guide that helps you 
design your own games, it's easy when you 
know how. Just send £1.00 chQ/PO payable 
to Steven Sandhu, 142 Brook Street. Enth, 
Kent OAS 1JA 

MISCELLANEOUS 
Are you nteresled In magazine design and 
production? WE NEED people lor a top class 
project. If you would like to know more, please 
wnte to: Philip Downey, Fairbanks, School 
Lane, Great Lerghs, Chelmsford. Esse*. 

"THIEF" - brand new Spectrum graphic/ 
text adventure. Includes 20 semMntelUgent 
characters, 20 excellent pictures, large 
user-friendly vocabulary. Specially com-
pacted code. Send £2.99 to Corrupt Code, 
1 McOonagh Avenue, Mervue, Galwsy, Ire-
land. 

EARN MONEY wh*e you sleep. Become nth 
overnight with this magnificent scheme. Just 
send a SAE to Richard Johnston, 3 Baftytian-
non Heights. Portanown BT63 5PS for FREE 
information 

Genua 100% machine code arcade game for 
48/128K Spectrums 40 levels, password, 
muaic and much more. Only £2.25 or for more 
details send SSAE to Ryan Shaw. 39 Pond 
Close, Overton, Basingstoke, Hants RG25 
3L2, 

Motor Racing and Aussie Rules. 2 great 
PBM games, 30 teams in Megapnx, 16 in 
Aussi* Rules Cost 50p per turn. £2 start-up. 
For details send SAE to M P. Sims. 76 Mount 

Road. Canterbury, Kent CT1 1YF. 

Grand Master Chess PBM Optional skill 
levels, fast processing, no tvne Units, Startup 
only £1.25. turns only BOp For full details send 
a SAE to: DA Ooiler. 6 Cowley Crescent, 
East Rant on, Tyne and Wear DH5 9QY 

"Grand Prtx Riders" A fully menu dnven 
strategy game leetunng: Fast response, 
fifteen arcurts. graphical race highlights 
Injuries, weather, user fnarxty, save/load 
game, not random +more" C2.99 - V. VWy. 11 
Willow Grove, Bare, Morecambe, Lanes. 

Do you, or can you. write top quality software 
lor the Spectrum? K so. and you want to earn 
lop money trom your skills, contact K. Ken-
nard, 53 Ramaias Close, London SW2 5DG. 

Computer-based Horse Racing PBM game 
with betting, owning horses. Grand National 
and at features of reel racing. Cash and trophy 
prizes, special rates for under 18's. M.J. Gi>-
bard. 15 Broadwater Avenue, Thame, Ox on 
OX9 20M. 

PBM: SPACE BANDITS Become a Merce-
nary. Bounty Hunter. Rule a planet, form an 
alliance, dodge the space police. Cash prizes, 
cheap prices' SAE to:D+L Games The 
Laurels, Welsh Newton Common, Monmouth, 
Gwent NPS 3RT 

PBM "THE RACE". The most hilarious aver1 

Featuring God. mfinateoptions, character self 
construction, money! £5 for 200+ days. No 
turn charge1 Send SAE to Kremmoid Games 
2 Olo Blundells. Tiverton. Devon EX16 4LD for 
details' 

GAME BUSTERS Send £2 - A4 size SSAE 
lor booklet of over 100 poke6. mape. cheats, 
solution, or C3 50 - 200 + . Free Robocop 
game for first J-replles Cheques/PO's to. J. 
Button.6CyprusRoad.CambndgeCBt 3QA 

EARN EXTRA MONEY Spare time commis-
sion mailing work from home. Send SAE to: 
The Manager. DaptCH 32, Sealon Ave. 
Portsmouth POO 6LG 

PBM Football Managers wanted, lour divi-
sions. 2 cups, trophies, tactics, transfers, 
Internationals Less than 50p per game The 
Dugout, 52 Klrkhill Terr. Broxburn, West Lot-
hian, Scotland EHS2 6JG or Phone 0506 
B52316 NOW 

R M 

CHARTS 
FAVOURITE GAME 
FAVOURITE MUSIC 48K/128K 
FAVOURITE VIDEO 

Each month we compile three charts: top computer games, top com-
puter music and top video films. So, why not take part in the most 
accurate way of finding out what everybody's playing - not just hype-
filled sales charts! So get those entries in as soon as possible. Any 
ridiculously old games will not be dealt with favourably. 

SCORES 

GAME 1 

GAME 2 

GAME 3 

Next to each chart-topping game we also print a score to aim for This 
score is calculated (very mathematically) with the aid of Phil King's 
computer. The person nearest to the target score of the month will get 
their name and score printed in the corresponding issue of CRASH. Now, 
it's impossible to cheat! (We hope . . . ) 

THE INFO 

Filled in the voting bit? Well, now all you have to do is fill in 
all the required information below, cut-out - or photocopy -
your didactic (LMLWD) votes and send them to: The Form, 
CRASH Towers, P0 Box 10, LUDLOW, Shropshire 
SY81DB 

NAME 
AGE 
ADDRESS 

POSTCODE 
My most favourite section in CRASH is 
My least favourite section in CRASH is 

PRIZES Every person who sends in The Form, stands a chance of winning some fabulous prizes. The first three people out 
of the sack will win a £40 voucher for use in The CRASH Hypermarket. The next ten runners-up get a superb CRASH Mug and 
Hat. Don't forget, every person who sends us a form gets put in the prize draw. 
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EC 

The PC Enftme U net an expensive 
console it's a cheap ireade 
mat hint" 

The dames Machine 

Forget Nintendo and Sega, they 
arc not e\en a spit m tne ocean 
i r, ternu of power and gameplay 
Even the Amiga would be very hard 
pushed when you come up against 
TUB MOST POWERFUL 
CONSOLE IN THE WOULD" 

Computer and 
Video Games 

"No flicker, detailed and smooth. 
Oh gorgeous!!!" 

Computer and 
Video Games 

"Games on the PC Engine are, quite 
umply. the best you've ever seen. 
It's the most impressive piece of 
video game hardware Eve ever 
seen" 

Geoff Minter, 
The Nature of the Beast 

"The PC Engine is no fantasy" 
Computer and 
Video Games 

TN AN IDEAL 
WORLD THE GAMES 
CONSOLE WOULD 
OFFER YOU 
• Unsurpassed software 

excellence 
• Arcade-perfect graphics 
• Multi-channel stereophonic 

sound. 

HUlDMRt — Look Ml lor the I.I. 
niifaMt ,m IW n Ijww wfa * • pruMt 

n k m I.CD w m l lo. .bom a CD I * p b j r r CI|MM> 
d Ufcheural w a n d iracii aid tm ink»m «iU 
p m o n f f i a k u n l ot M o r a * c o p a b i N i l n . l a u c > K J l> 

•mii l M * b n < i n p of >W r a n * M l M * M 4 n k 
| l » » «lk M U f i a i Hainan dritrt f t d l H w . 

SOFTWARE - Al MB £».I5. R-T>* I, Spaa 
Hum. CkM + Oa. VIctan Road, futxit Ime, 
IV Ujradin tan, Vijilaiiu. Cafap SI". I-T>p, I 
ttnadcrtxif. TVv l*lo rrftevm > unill sckctwa of 
Ik ft Lnpnrv ntneht Mft«in «bnr>. Sod SAE 
to aiorr drtaih 

Instant game load and 
access (no waiting for disks 
or tapes) 
Multi-player interaction 
The fastest running speed 
of any games machine in 

• State-of-the-art micro circuitry existence. 
• The most compact design in the world. 
• Unparalleled expandability — designed with the future in mind 

WELCOME TO THE IDEAL WORLD! 
P I M W a w I b r t o i h o v f o f i 
N C A B T r c E N G I N E - f o r « m i l l 

f i | u t | i | K d S c w t / L u r o c o a n t c t o n i l I 
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Producer Elite 
Squashed hedgehogs t r . a s 

cass 
£12.99 disk 

Author Gargoyle Games^ 

Juggernauts are often seen 
zooming uncontrollably 
down the motorway (and 

through Ludlow's cobbled 
lanes), jack-knifing and causing 
pile-ups. So perhaps it's not too 
surprising that people with a 
taste for danger (M i ke Sm ith etc) 
like to race them. 

However, instead of racing 
round Silverstone, you're 

A normal drive down the M1 
travelling across Europe. 
Starting in London and heading 
first for either Paris or Brussels, 
depending on which route is 
taken at junctions. Obviously the 
Channel Tunnel has already 
been built - you drive straight 
from England to the Continent. 
Further racing takes you to other 
European capitals. 

At the side of the undulating 

We'd rather eat Slu 

After a biological holocaust, 
food is in short supply. So 
mad scientist Or A Noid 

invents Slu - the ultimate junk 
lood. addictive and very bad for 
you. But, unlike in real life, Dr A 
Noid is not rewarded by a chain 
of fast food restaurants, instead 
he is to be assassinated by y ou I 

Driving your All Terrain Vehicle 
around three towns, you can 
drive into buildings and explore 
them on foot, collecting useful 
ob|ects and avoiding mutants. 
Collected food parcels can be 
swapped at gas stations for 
weapons, ammunition and fuel. 

An entry pass must also be 
found to enter the Arena, a 
circuit high above the ground. 
Here, the idea is to ram other 
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O l I 

kl j I W C I'm a great fan of 
lYI 1 l \ t racing games, but I 
don't think I'll be coming back 
to Supertrux. We've seen it all 
before, and much better. The 
hills work nicely as a graphic 
effect, but they make the 
gameplay incredibly 
frustrating. You can't see the 
down-side of a hill when 
coming up it, so inevitably 
there are always a couple of 
trucks waiting to hit you on the 
other side! The edges of the 
track are different from the 
usual in that you can't go over 
them; the slightest contact 
sends you skidding all over the 
place - not a particularly 
pleasing feature. All in all, 
Supertrux Is a frustrating, poor 
version of a prehistoric idea. 
Give it a miss (a big one). 

4 6 % 

track are huge advertising 
hoardings. Contact with these or 
other trucks brings you to a 
grinding halt, eating into a very 

strict time limit. If more than a 
couple of small mistakes are 
made, you won't reach the end 
of the stage. 

The fast-scrolling track is 
impressive, although all sections 
of the race look alike. But what 
really disappoints is the lack of 
gameplay variety - all there is to 
do is avoid the other trucks. The 
only original feature are the 
junctions. Otherwise, Supertrux 
is exceptionally ordinary. 

PHIL 5 9 % 

THE ESSENTIALS 
Joysticks: Cursor, Kempston, 
Sinclair 
Graphics: fast-scrolling 3-D 
track 
Sound: simple engine noises 
Options: definable keys 
General rating: a run-of-the-
mill race game 

Presentation 6 5 % 

Graphics 6 7 % 
Sound 3 6 % 
Payability 60% 
Addictive qualities 52% 

OVERALL 52% 

cars over the edge while 
avoiding a similar fate. Surviving 
takes you to the next town. At the 
end of the third Arena, you may 
finally take on Dr A Noid himself. 

Sounds interesting? Well, it is 
my unfortunate duty to inform 
you that Motor Massacre is an 
awful game. The main problem 
is the infuriating multiload -

• A colour scheme to drive 
anyone round the bend 

D U N T h G b a s i c concept is interesting, so it's a shame it's 
i rllLbeen so poorly implemented. Sound is weak, and the 
graphics are a mess. Wobbly sprites stagger around garishly 
coloured screens: red and white - yuk!. This untidiness carries 
through to the gameplay. Searching buildings is uneventful, 
while driving sections are only marginally more interesting. The 
sole challenge appears in the Arena section - but with only one 
life you're almost certain to die. Any further interest in the game 
is killed stone dead by the appalling multiload system. 

28% 

when your sole life is lost, a Gremlin have produced some 
whole section must be reloaded, good games in their time; sadly 
Graphics are simplistic and this is isn't one of them, 
blocky, while the hero walks as if MARK 3 1 % 
battling against a hurricane! 

THE ESSENTIALS 
Joysticks: Cursor, Kempston, Sinclair 
Graphics: the car looks like it's going backwards and the colour 
schemes are appalling 
Sound: Quick grandma, fetch my hearing aid! 

Options: definable keys 
p General rating: a good idea let 

• , m , j y down by awful programming 

Presentation 
Graphics 
Sound 
Payability 

3 6 % 
2 9 % 
2 5 % 
3 4 % 

Addictive qualities 27% 

OVERALL 29% 



BEAT THE BOOZE 
• Progress is easier on the top level of the play area. 
• Shoot the gangsters before they have a chance to shoot back. 
• In the car, don't fire unless 

it's safe to pop your head P i - f i i l i t • 
out of the window! 

I must admit I'm a fan of old 
gangster movies and I often 
watch The Untouchables 
(dont mention that! - f 
Danielle) on TV. So I relished 
the chance to bump off a few , ^ ^ ^ ^ K j H 
mobsters myself. And I'm 
glad to say I'm not disap- V',;|T H H ^ m S 
pointed; Chicago 30's is a ) ! V « 5 j 7 « ? j l 
very playable shoot-'em-up. % > J f ^ l t f t ' j I 
Okay, so the action is very I Jpt jjf C j { l i U f l f E g f l 
similar to that in RoboCop, wJr v - ' ' • * L 
but at least you don't have to 
worry about limited ammo. t i q j m i * . ^ f ' 1 

And a great atmosphere is i x ^ S i f c f 3 
created by the detailed m r s ^ p * ^ p ipV^ j f 
backdrops - they're monoc-
hromatic, but then so are the 
old films! I especially like the 
clever cinema screen effect. ^ ^ 
Chicago 30's combines 

certainly dont n!eed to be 
drunk to enjoy it! 
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Blowing away crime in the windy city 

Producer US Gold 
V,o,,n cases 

Auttior Toposoft 

The 1930s were tough the 
world over, but Chicago 
had it roughest. While the 

rich ate off gold plates, most 
people stood in line at the soup 
kitchens. Enough to drive you to 
dnnk you say? Well maybe, but 
it was Prohibition then and 
alcohol was banned. Being on 
the border with Canada, 
smuggling whisky into Chicago 
was easy. 

Prohibition was a dumb idea, 
but the smugglers' brutality was 
legendary - no wonder t he cops 
kept out of their way. That was, 
until I announced I'd raid a 
warehouse packed with alcohol. 
The press even printed my route 
-through the port, city outskirts, 
city centre then the warehouse 

itself. It was just me, my machine 
gun and a few sticks of dynamite 
against hundreds of hoodlums. 

Starting off in the port, there 
were two levels to walk along. 
But gun-toting gangsters were 
popping out from behind crates 
all over the place. If I wanted to 
stay alive I had to keep moving. 
Unfortunately the Thompson 

M l d f F u n n y a c c e n t s - violin cases and dames at the ready -
l l l v IX the gangsters are in town in Chicago 30's. I f s another 
of those 'shooty shooty' games where the idea is mass 
slaughter of everything on screen. Great attention has been 
given to the detail in the graphics and all the sprites are animated 
well, but unfortunately the screens are mainly monochrome with 
a colourful border. There Is some pretty good sound in there 
though, with a pleasing tune at the start and a few in-game 
effects to jolly things along. The main let-down is the lack of 
variety in the gameplay: just walking along, shooting all the 
gangsters. However, the game does pick up a bit when you get 
in the car, and despite a few flaws, it's an action-packed shoot-
'em-up. 

8 2 % 

great too, with enough detail that 
the lack of colour hardly matters. 
Chicago 30's is a lot l ike some of 
the shoot-'em-up scenes in that 
RoboCop movie, and while it 
lacks the variety of that game, 
it's faster, harder and generally 
well worth the price of 
admission. 

STUART 8 2 % 

THE ESSENTIALS 

machine gun has a big recoil, 
firing meant I had to stand still. 
It's a big gun too, so even when 
I got in my sleek Chevrolet firing 
meant I had to stick my head out 
- risking getting it blown off. 

Nowadays of course, it's just 
entertainment for people. The 
goody gets shot and people 
leave the cinema - if everyone 
leaves the movie's over. Myself, 
I like the gangster movies. The 
actors look real good, especially 
the baddies, even if they move a 
little stiffly. The backgrounds are 

Joysticks: Cursor. Kempston, 
Sinclair 
Graphics: detailed and atmos-
pheric 
Sound: fair title tune, in-game 
shooting effects 
General rating: Chicago in the 
30s was not a nice place to live, 
but it makes a great game set-
ting 

Presentation 84% 
Graphics 83% 
Sound 60% 
Payability 83% 
Addictive qualities 81% 

OVERALL 82% 



classic Classic games for... the bin 

Producer CP Software 
Out of pocket £9.95 cass 

N lot only are all the games 
here based on some very 
I ancient entertainment, but 

their actual programming is, by 
Spectrum terms, virtually 
prehistoric - ie pre-CRASH. The 
four games are draughts, 
backgammon, chess and 
bridge. The first of these has 
recently been well-implemented 
in Rack-It's Draughts Genius. By 
comparison this version, 
originating in 1982. is 
unsurprisingly simple in its 
presentation with neither two-
player, reset or take-back-move 
options. Not being a great 
draughts player myself, I was 

o Z U , Z , C P S o f t w a r e 

£ 1 4 % * J 9 ' 9 6 « « 114.95 disk 
M h o r Chris Whittlngton 

• A real roasting for 
chess nuts! 

Clock Chess '89 may be 
unlikely to trouble Gary 
Kasparov, but it claims to 

be "probably the world's 
strongest 8-bit chess program' 
and also to reach 'those parts 
that other other chess programs 
cannot'. While such lager ad 
slogans might cast doubt on its 
seriousness, an endorsement by 
UK chess champion Mike 
Basman, together with a 
detailed manual suggest it isn't, 
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unable to ascertain how well the 
computer was playing (there is 
no two-player mode). On easy 
level I had few problems, 
whereas on Level 91 gave up -

each computer move takes 
around 25 minutes! 

The compilation's version of 
chess, Superchess 3.5, is more 
modem, being written in 1985, 
but still lacks the more refined 
options of recent games. 
Nevertheless, it plays a fair game 
and you can limit its thinking time 
to anything from 5 to 9999 
seconds, although I wouldn't 
fancy waiting fortwo-and-three-
quarter hours for the computer 
to make a move! 

CP's Backgammon is also 
showing its age (1983) with 
simplistic, character block 
graphics and dull presentation. 
It doesn't even manage to 
adhere to the rules: it allows 

• r HUH 
I O K j M J M 

O O O C 
F U i f l R i 

QBPB j a r j / T M 

more than five counters on a 
single point - an illegal move in 
the board game. Moreover the 
real skill behind backgammon is 
in knowing when to double the 
stake, and this is not catered for. 
Lacking a two-player mode, it 
soon gets tedious. 

Quite clearly the most 
entertaining game here is Bridge 
Player III. Again, only one player 
can take on the computer, but 
even though it's almost three-
years-old. it plays a mean game 
and is adequately presented for 
a card game. Both bidding and 
playing sections are well-
implemented. The only problem 
is that if you can't play bridge 
you're in trouble: no instructions 
are given on how to play - the 
inlay recommends you to get a 
book from the library! 

In conclusion, four extremely 
old games for a tenner doesn't 
seem a very good deal, 
especially when only one of the 
games (bridge) is competently 
represented. If I were you, I'd 
buy a pack of cards, a draughts/ 
chess board and a 
backgammon set - much better 
value for money. 

PHIL KING 

OVERALL 34% 
in fact, a joke. 

Originally a PCW disk-based 
program, the Spectrum game 
comes in two versions, 48K 
cassette and +3 disk. Both are 
inferior to the original PCW 
version, according to the 
makers. The 48K game has 
additional limitations: a smaller 
opening library and no 3-D 
display option, in-game text has 
been cut forcing heavier reliance 
on the manual, a special 
problem-solving facility is 
deleted, no save/load option 
and the "Take back move' has 
been limited to ten moves. While 
we reviewed the disk version, 
the 48K game still looks pretty 
formidable. 

Clock Chess is promoted as 
the most powerful such program 
around. It claims to have a library 
of opening moves of 32,000 
bytes; understand all the rules of 
chess (including 
underpromotion, draw by 
repetition); intelligently search 
potential moves, and to have 
beaten all its potential 
competitors during its 
development. Interestingly, 
during play it will display what 
moves it's considering, and 
even predict what your move will 
be if you want. 

At the start of the game you 
can select Easy play, have the 
computer Match your thinking 
time, rigidly limit the computer to 

a set number of minutes/ 
seconds per turn, play against 
the clock or have it Supervise 
two human players. There are 
also special options to play 
'blindfolded' with one or both 
sides invisible and select how 
'desirable' a draw is for the 
computer. Once in the game you 
can make the program play your 
next move; display previous 
moves; take back moves, and 
have the game self-play. 

The Easy game is refreshingly 
fast and I even came close to 
victory, until defeated by the 
repetition rule. Harder levels 
require more thinking time and 
are much more challenging. We 
tried the game against Colossus 
4 Chess - which it is claimed to 
be superior to. We set both 
programs 30 seconds thinking 

• looking for a mate 

time, but the latter program 
usually took longer and, perhaps 
because of this, narrowly won. 
For the beginner the more 
serious drawback is the lack of 
any joystick control, other than 
cursor and, even sillier, no 
letters/numbers on the board's 
edges to make obvious the 
chess notation. 

In conclusion this is a 
respectable addition to the 
ranks of the chess programs and 
is worth serious consideration 
from all enthusiasts. Other 
gamesplayers should give it a 
look, but mediocre presentation 
is unlikely to attract too many 
new converts. 

STUART WYNNE 

OVERALL 62% 
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FREE! TENSTAR PACK WORTH OVER £229! 

FREE! - AMEGAS by Players 

<=5 . O 

FREE! - ART OF CHESS - by SPA 

FREE - BARBARIAN, ULT WARRIOR by Palace 

CTfP - BUGGY BOY - by Elite 

FREE1- IKAftl WARRIORS by El He 

FREE! - INSANITY FIGHT • by Microoeal 

FREE! - MERCENARY CQMP by Novagen 

FREE! - TERROR PODS • by Psygnosis 

C V t w V ' i 1 

r 

FREE!- THUNDERCATS by EMe 

FREE! • WIZBALi fty Ocean 

O C o m m o d o r e 

>VAT 

£399 
INCLUDES 
FREE UK 
DELIVERY £346 

The Amiga 500 is one o! a new breed ol technologically 
advanced computers, which are now emerging as the new 
sianaard tor home computing, based around the new Motorola 
68000 chip The A500 has 512K RAM and a i Mbyte double 
sided disk drive built-in it can be connected directly to a wide 
range ol monitors, or lo a domestic TV sat through a TV 
modulator Designed with the user in mind, the A500 features a 
user friendly WIMP environment and comes supplied with a free 
mouse And, when you buy your Amiga from Silica Shop, the 
UK's Nol Amiga specialists, you will experience an after sales 
service that is second to none, including a technical support 
helpline and free newsletters and price lists Return the coupon 
below lor our current information pack, which will give details ol 
the Silica service and the very latest Silica Amiga offers. £&OE 

WHY SILICA SHOP? 
Be'ore you decide to Duy your new CvMiodo'a Amiga computer 

MXSg«i you connaei var< caratuily >MHERE yCK, ouy l There *r« 
MAN/ camponm wtio car otier you * compile/ a low peripnerala una 
«* lop Min telling tuiai Tn*<e art FEWER companies who tin oiler a 
wde ringa ol produCtl lor you* compuim us, Mill aa open advica gns 
h«K0 arnen you ll ThW* IS ONLv ONE Company WHO can P'OTUla 
tnc targes! range or Amiga 'plated producm i <h* UK a lull \,mr Amiga 
specialist Mtrinical Iwlplin* arc n-defKn « « support including 
I'M r-ewsleiurt and &tocrii,re» delivered I0 yowi door toi n long 44 you 
requira alter you purcnne your comuuier Thai one company it Silica 
Shop nawr own attaMsliM in tna home computer Ma lor Ian yesn 
1M car now claim vo ma#l Oo' cuiiomert requ rwnantl wiin ar accuracy 
and undarwinding wruch n second to none Hn »i» IUSI asm* ot me 
m.<tga AT can one* you 

THE FULL STOCK RANGE: The largesl range ol Amiga 
reared peripherals. acr.essor.es bonis and software in the UK 

AFTER SALES SUPPORT: The staff at Silica Shop are 
dedicated to help you to get me best Irom your Amiga 

FREE NEWSLETTERS: Mailed direct 10 your home as 
soon as we print them featuring offers and latest releases 

FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY: On all hardware orders 
shipped to Sil.r.a Shop customers withm the UK mainland 

PRICE MATCH PROMISE: We will normally match our 
competitors otters on a same product same price basis 

FREE TECHNICAL HELPLINE Full lime warn ot Amiga 
technical experts 10 help you with your technical queries 

But don't gust lade our word (or it Complete and return the 
coupon below tor our atest Amiga literature and begin 10 
enperience ihe Silica Shop specialist Amiga service 

PHOTON PAINT PACK 
A500 Computer 
TV Modulator 
Photon Paint 
TenStar Pack 

TOTAL RRP: 
LESS DISCOUNT: 

PACK PRICE Ss 

£399.99 
£24.99 
£69.95 

£229.50 
£724.43 
£325.43 
£399 

1084S MONITOR PACK 
A500 Computer 
1084S Colour Monitor 
Photon Paint 
TenStar Pack 

TOTAL RRP: 
LESS DISCOUNT: 

PACK PRICE NC A 

£399.99 
£299.99 

£69.95 
£229.50 
£999.43 
£350.43 
£649 

FREE FROM SILICA 
When you buy the Amiga 500 fron S I'ca Shop. yo„ mil not only 
get < high power, value lor money computer «ti will also give 
yo.. some spectacular tree gilts. First ot ai we are now nciud.ng 
a TV modulator with every AS00 stand slew keyboard so you 
can p ug your Amiga straight into youi TV at home (the 
modulator i not rvc'uded * in ma A5DO-A1O04S pack as it is not 
required lor use with monitorsi Secondly, we have added a tree 
copy of Photon Paint an advanced graphics pacaage wiin an 
RPP of £69 95 Last land by "0 means «asl'i so mat you can be 
ut- and running straight away we are gn.ng away '.he sensavonal 
TENSTAR GAMES PACK witn every A500 purcn̂ sad at Silica 
Shop This pack features len top Am-ga vi>es which nave a 
combined RRP ol nearly £?30* Return trie coupon tor details 

FREE TENSTAR PACK 
When you Ouy your Amiga 500 
trom Silica Shop wr want 10 
mike sura you gtt the beet 
deal potsible Thai is why *e 
ore g.v.r-9 away the TEN-STAR 
GAMES PACK Itorl 11 nearly 
E?30 absolutely FREE with 
avary A500 purchased from ut 
The T**Sia/ Garret Pac« inc-
ludes tan mis tor the ASOCi 
aacn individually packaged m 
its own cavig w<m .nsmjciiona 

Amegas 
Art Of Chess 
Barbarian. Ult Warrior 
Buggy 8oy 
Ikan Warriors 
insanity Fight 
Mercenary Comp 
Terrorpods 
Thundercals 
Wlzball 

TOTAL RRP: £229.50 

£14 9S 
£24.95 
£19.95 
£2495 
£24.95 
£24.95 
£19.95 
£24.95 
£24.95 
£24.95 

£229 50 
IKC VAT 

DO YOU OWN AN AMIGA? 
II you vimV own *r Amiga Hunpuler am] would uka to M tsgntarad on QUI mailing lial as an | 
Amiga user Ml ui o-ow Wa will M plaasad lo tend you coptet of our price tibia and nvwaMSrt 
FREE OF CHARGE at irwy Dacome awAiiabla Complne lha coupofl and retu'fl ll to our S«kup 
brarch and Begin wpanenc.ng a ic»cia"V. An- teryice -r ai n second to none 

i ^ r T s 
I PLE 

Ta: Silica Shop Ltd, .CRASH 0489. 1-4 Tha Maws. Hatkartay Real Sidcup, Kaat 0A14 40X 

PLEASE SEND 

SILICA SHOP: 
Mr/Mrs/Ms: 

Address 

Initials Surname 

S I D C U P C & M e t i l O r d e r ) 0 1 - 3 0 9 1 1 1 1 
1-4 The Mews. Hather/ey Road Sidcup Kent, DA14 4DX 

OPEN: MON-SA T flam - 5 3Qpm LATC NIQHT: FRIDAY flam 7pm 

L O N D O N 0 1 - 5 8 0 4 0 0 0 
52 Tottenham Court Road. London. WtP OB A 

OPEN: MON SAT 9 30am 6 OOprLATE NIQHT: .VOfVC 

L O N D O N O 1 - 6 2 0 1 2 3 4 e x t 3 9 1 4 
Setlridges (lal floorl, Oxford Street. London. WtA 1AB 

^ OPEN W1N SAT 9am H OOt>m LATE NIGHT THURSDAY 9am Hpm 

I I 

ME FREE LITERATURE ON THE AMIBA | 

I 

I 
I 

Poslcode 
Do you already own a computer 
If so, which one do you own? J 
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Ate my hamster 
Nick scoffed our RaXatouille! 

THE ESSENTIALS 
Joysticks: Sinclair 
Graphics: some well-drawn static pictures 
Sound: some decent music 
Options: manage up to four stars, chosen from a total of over 40 
General rating: a simple, but highly amusing music management 
game 

Producer Code Masters 
Record royalties £9.99 cass, 

£12.99 disk 
Author Colin Jones 

B; ad vibes man, how was I 
, supposed to know it was a 
'hamster? My manager 

gave me this nice chunky 
sandwich for lunch, and life as a 
rock star is hungry work. Okay, 
so it did taste a bit furry, but I just 
thought the bread had gone 
mouldy! The next thing I know, 
the story's plastered all over the 
front pages of the tabloids. 

Oh well, there's no such thing 
as bad publicity - that's what my 
manager reckons. And he 
should know, he's made me 
almost as rich as himself by 
knowing when to go on tour or 
release the new single. He 
makes the decisions round here, 
even arranging neat publicity 
stunts, although the ones in 
which I die are pretty naff! 

Going on tour is my favourite 

M A RKEver wanted to manage your own pop group? Well 
I V I M n IXafter playing Rock Star Ate My Hamster any such 
tendencies will probably be completely squashed. Sorry, Code 
Masters, only kidding - this is great. What other game gives you 
the chance to manage groups with names such as The Non-Stop 
Alien Space Group and Rusty Baubles?! We are talking major 
weirdness here. But it was the newspaper headlines that really 
cracked me up. So rush down to your local computer store and 
buy Rock Star Ate My Hamster, if only for the silly title. 

thing: when I was a nobody, I 
played in pubs and clubs. Now 
I'm a superstar, I play in concert 
halls and huge stadiums and sell 
thousands of chart-topping 
records, promoted by ultra-
expensive videos, featuring 
mud-wrestling girls with whips 
etc. 

Life as a rock star is fun. But 
even though he's made me rich, 
I don't think my manager does 
an awful lot - he just makes 
simple, multiple choice 
decisions. And although he's a 
good laugh at times. I don't 
think he's really worth the 
dough. 

PHIL 9 8 % 

82% 

Presentation 77% 
Graphics 75% 
Sound 76% 
Payability 74% 
Addictive qualities 64% 

OVERALL 70% 

35 H A M 

space shuttle. I must protect it 
from floating asteroids - these 
can't hurt me. but contact with 
shards of kryptonite temporarily 
disables my superpowers. 

Once the satellite is reached, I 
must deactivate its security 
system. Then it's outside again 
to biff more asteroids before 

• Clark Kent 
changes his clothes 

It's enough to make even a 
grown superhero cry; first 
Christopher Reeves buzzes 

off to be a 'serious actor', then 
the horrendous Superboy 
appears, and worst of all I've got 
a demeaning job with Tynesoft. 

My Tynesoft adventure starts 
at STAR laboratories, where 
Professor Corwin informs me 
that unusual seismic 
disturbances have been 
recorded across the Earth, 
threatening the whole planet. He 
must go to the STAR Lab 
Satellite to gather further data, 
so he asks me to escort his 

80 CRASH ApriM 989 

tlymg to the Lexcorp satellite, the 
apparent cause of the disaster. 
Fighting off defence robots, I 
must destroy a geo-disrupter in 
the satellite's core to save the 
Earth yet again, 

Superman is one of my 
favourite comic heroes, but 
Tynesoft have really messed this 
licence up. Superman himself 
looks like a matchstick figure as 
he walks along the horizontally-
scrolling sections. Gameplay is 
further ruined by an annoying 
multiload system. The best 
feature is a handy cheat mode, 
so you don't have to play the 
game! 

MARK 3 8 % 

THE ESSENTIALS 
Joysticks: Kempston, Sinclair 
Graphics: a 'matchstick' 
Superman 
Sound: good title tune 
General rating: there's nothing 
at all super about it 

Presentation 40% 
Graphics 38% 
Sound 67% 
Payability 37% 
Addictive qualities 32% 

OVERALL 35% 



• The pill-popper's back! 

Producer Grandslam 
Fruit and pills £8.95 cass 

£12.95 disk 
Author Steve Marsden 

JUNl/C Pac-Land is one of 
IVl I I x L t h e most gorgeously 
endearing games I've seen in 
ages! The sound is excellent; a 
catchy (annoyingty so!) tune 
plays throughout. As happens 
so often, it gets a bit garbled 
when the spot FX try and play 
at the same time, but this is a 
minor point The graphics are 
great - the monochrome is a 
bit of a disappointment, but 
the well-animated characters 
and equally attractive 
backgrounds more than make 
up for it Playabllity, though, Is 
PacLand's real strength. 
Varied levels and entertaining 
presentation all add to a jolly 
good basic game. 

84% 

technique which severely limits 
the payability. Then there's the 
weird credit system - you can 
select up to a hundred credits 
but they don't give you extra 
lives! For the character alone it's 
fun to play for a while, but with no 
colour, no scrolling, and no 
Fairyland sequence this is a bit 
of an insult. 

MARK 6 3 % 

THE ESSENTIALS 
Joysticks: Kempston, Sinclair 
Graphics: monochromatic but 
characterful 
Sound: catchy 128K in-game 
tune 
Options: one or two players 
General rating: Pac fans will 
love it, but others probably won't 

Presentation 79% 
Graphics 73% 
Sound 80% 
Payability 78% 

After being inflated into full 
3-D for Pac-Mania (82%, 
'— - 59), everyone's 

favourite pitl-popper has now 
grown legs and arms! After using 
these to finally escape his 
famous haunted mazes he 
returns back home to the island 
of Pac-Land. Pac's never been 
one for the quiet life though, and 
when he happens on a lost fairy 
he resolves to take it home to 
Fairyland. 

But no sooner than Pac sets 
off on his trip, the ghosts Blinky, 
Pinky, Inky and Clyde are on his 
trail. Having never been pill-
poppers they haven't suffered 
Pac's limb-growing side effects, 
but that doesn't stop them 
driving cars and piloting planes. 
Once again Pac is on the run, this 
time across a flick-screen 
landscape - jumping fire 
hydrants and tree trunks, but not 
the ghosts who float upwards to 
gobble him up. 

Pac's trip to Fairyland will take 
him through four sections, 
including a town, forests, desert 
and a mountain pass with 
moving platforms. As one would 

OVERALL 73% 

4 Don't fall down that gap! 

expect of Pac-Land there's 
plenty of food to gobble for extra 
points and quite a few power 
pills - so you can eat up the 
ghosts for a change. But all this 
exertion is tiring, and if your 
energy runs out you lose a life. 

The rotund Pac has 
undoubtably won a special 
place in most gamesplayers 

hearts and has starred in some 
excellent coin-ops, Pac-Land 
being one of them. It's a pity, 
then, that the conversion is so 
poor. After some pretty neat 
scrolling of an isometric 
landscape in Pac-Mania, 
Grandslam now have the gall to 
offer a bland, totally colourless 
game with a flick-screen 



reaching the end of a stage, play 
switches to a side-view hand-to-
hand combat section, with yet 
more soldiers for the violent hero 
to punch. Unfortunately this sec-
tion is both repetitive and irritat-
ing as near-perfect timing is 
needed to dispatch countless 
foes. Even so. SAS Combat 
Simulator is a challenging shoot-
'em-up with plenty of content. 

But there are some places 
even the SAS would fear to 
tread. The murky depths of the 
Atlantic are home for many a 
deadly shark, and also the set-
ting for Titanic (<6%) from Kixx. 
To reach the famous shipwreck, 
your diver must negotiate a net-
work of underwater caves 
infested with a variety of vicious 
sea creatures. Annoyingly, run-
ning out of oxygen sends the 
diver right back to the start, 
although I can't understand how 
he'd survive anyway - the water 

AL mixed bunch of new 
^ ^ budget games arrived 

f | from Silverbird this 
month, of which the 

# I most original is Paste-
%an Pat (&%). In this devious 
picture puzzle game, Pat Splatt 
has to use his paste brush to 
assemble a large wall poster 
from the squares which Nasty 
Norville has jumbled up (they 
resemble an SU poster!). It 
sounds easy enough, but on the 
most difficult levels you're likely 
to get a headache sorting doz-
ens of small squares, while inac-
curate brushwork by the hero 
causes frustration. Add to this 
the extra problems caused by a 
time limit and the objects thrown 
by Norville's henchmen (they 
knock Pat off his ladder!) and 
you have one challenging game. 
But if you're a wallpapering fan, 
this is your game. 

Also splashing down from Sil-
verbird is Turbo Boat Simulator 
(52%), a nautical (but not very 
nice) shoot-'em-up. Lost in 
enemy territory, your boat pat-
rols horizontally-scrolling water-
ways, searching for map parts 
dropped by allied planes (why 
can't the pillocks drop a whole 
map?!). Play simply involves 
avoiding and shooting enemy 
submarines and missiles until 
you find all the map pieces to 
send you to the next level. Grotty 
monochromatic graphics don't 
give much incentive to play on in 
a game about as exciting as 
squashed hedgehog racing. Its 
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best feature is definitely the 
128K title tune. 

Skateboard Joust (30%) is 
another disappointing Silverbird 
effort, featuring very primitive 
graphics and minimal sound. 
Gameplay is reminiscent of the 
ancient jousting game, Ostron. 
But here you have a hovering 
skateboard and must destroy 
opponents by jumping up to let 
your board fly into them! The 
trendy sport of skateboarding 
has been over-used of late, and 
this off-beat implementation 
provides little excitement. Even 
Nick rad lad" Roberts quickly 
lost interest (but not his cool). 

Just as dull is Ptayers' unorig-
inal beat-'em-up, Street Gang 
(24ft). Strolling through eight 
New York streets, you are 
attacked by all manner of punks 
and thugs, some of them wield-
ing machine guns. The bad news 
is that despite the presence of 
many foes, progress is surpris-
ingly easy. This is especially so 
when you discover that by con-
tinuously jumping to the right, 
completion of all eight levels is a 
mere formality. This amazing 
feature helps to make Street 
Gang about as eventful as a 
monks' wife-swapping party. 

ho dares wins' 
' is Code 
Masters' fav-
ourite motto. 
After all, they've 

dared to sell some pretty dire 
software at times, yet made a 

fortune in the process. True to 
their adventurous spirit, they've 
come up with SAS Combat 
Simulator (tt%) (neat title, lads!). 
The good news is that this is one 
of their better releases. Most of 
the action is depicted by some 
decent overhead-view graphics, 
with your little soldier shooting 
and grenading swarming 
enemies. Starting on foot, he can 
find an armoured jeep and a tank 
to drive while he blasts or runs 
over enemy soldiers, and blows 
even trains to smithereens. After 

pressure at such depths would 
be enough to squash him flat! 
Nevertheless, survive he does to 
witness primitive graphics and 
gameplay inferior to Dureil's 
ancient Scuba Dive. Cartog-
raphers will no doubt enjoy 
exploring and mapping the large 
cave system, but I found the 
whole exercise rather dull. 

Set in the equally dangerous 
world of the Roman Empire, 
Kixx's Colosseum 00%) is all 
about chariot racing. But this 
isn 't exactly a sport to take up for 



Rodents have often made it to the top in showbiz (Mickey 
Mouse, Roland Rat, Esther Rantzen etc), but Peter Pack 
Ratis far too busy collecting things to bother about fame. 
He just loves to hoard items of minimalistic art: namely old 
bottles and cans from his local junkyard. However, nasty 
Riff Rat is out to get Peter - perhaps he's also a closet 
junk-collector! And Riff is not alone: Peter's long list of 
enemies includes dogs, cats, spiders, owls, bats, snakes, 
and even an alligator - is this guy popular or what?! 

While avoiding these baddies, Peter must collect a set 
number of treasures within the time limit, and take them 
back to his nest. The cute furry rodent is an agile little fel-
low, climbing ladders, jumping across gaps and sliding 
down chutes and pipes. They say there's nothing quite so 
vicious as a rat backed into a comer, and in tight situa-
tions Peter can throw collected stones at his assailants. 
This stuns them for a while (I'm not surprised; have you 
ever seen a rat throwing stones?!), and also allows Peter 
to be carried by dazed bats and birds, until they decide to 
drop him! When Pete has collected all the 'treasure' from 
the junkyard, he can look for more in the sewer and up a 
tree. 

If you think you've seen something like this in your local 
arcade, you're right: Peter Pack Rat is an old Tengen coin-
op. It has been converted to the Spectrum by ace prog-
rammers, Software Creations (Bubble Bobble, Bionic 
Commando, LED Storm), and it shows. The various ani-
mals are nicely animated, while sound is even better; 
good effects plus a brilliant' whistling' 128K in-game tune. 
Although Peter Pack Rat is a simple 'platform and lad-
ders' game, it's amazingly addictive. For a mere two quid, 
you can't miss it. 

Silverbird £1.99 85% 

w 

burgers chase the oval hero 
around many mazes, while he 
tries to eat all the other food. 
Special abilities may be 
obtained, including burger-eat-
ing, by collecting various 
objects. What really disappoints 
is the pedestrian pace at which 
the action takes place. But 
amusing, animated screens 
every three levels provide an 
incentive to keep playing. The 
neat presentation is improved 
further on 128K machines by the 
inclusion of a neat in-game tune. 

However, even decent pres-

health reasons. The drivers are 
equipped with weapons, and the 
winner is the sole survivor at the 
end of the race! As Benurio, 
wrongly-accused of treason 
(you were on holiday at the time), 
you must prove your innocence 
by winning a chariot race (this is 
almost as strange as British jus-
tice!). Racing round the oval 
track, obstacles must be 
avoided, while you hack away at 
other drivers with your axe. If a 
driver is killed, you take his 
weapon even if it Is less powerful 
than your present one. The 
action is fast and furious, albeit 
very repetitive. Although the 

sprites are simple, the track is 
fast-scrolling, and the perspec-
tive for the bends is ingenious: 
the viewpoint follows the chariot 
round. Despite a very simple 
concept. Colosseum is surpris-
ingly addictive. 

But it's back to the future for 
The Hit Squad (70*) from Code 
Masters, in post-apocalypse 
2125, evil Emilio Bocker rules 
the city of Los Angeles with an 
iron grip. Something must be 
done, so you decide to search 
the city for Bocker's hidden lair. 
But who are you? Well, when the 
game starts you can choose to 
be one of four different 

streetfighters, such as stealthy 
Stak and 'sexy Xena'l Exploring 
twelve parts of the city simply 
involves jumping around plat-
forms, shooting nasties while 
searching for teleport and 
weapon disks. But the action is 
well-portrayed by large, colour-
ful graphics, while the digitised 
title picture of the four fighters is 
particularly impressive. 

Another playable Code 
Masters release is Fast Food 
(69%). Despite the strange 
moniker, this is actually a 
souped-up version of Pac-Mani 
The hero, however, resembles 
that old egghead. Dizzy. Ham-

entation would do little to 
improve Cult's dire Soccer Star 
(23%). This football management 
game is about as unrealistic as 
you can get. Firstly, there are 
only eight teams per division. 
But worse still, you are only 
allowed to buy and sell players 
at the beginning of the season: 
so if yourteam is rubbish, you're 
stuck with it! Match presentation 
is equally poor, consisting 
mainly of a ball wobbling along a 
line - this is meant to represent 
'the balance of the match'! The 
goalmouth action is slightly bet-
ter but is hardly exerting. With 
such limited options and poor 
presentation. Soccer Star is a 
sure candidate for relegation. 
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&J GREAT STRATEG Y GAMES 
From E & j Software &J 

• TREBLE CHAMPIONS • 
A Ckaaak NEW Football Scratefy Gann Can faoWcIV Laa|uc. The F A C*i 4 T>w t*«fu« Cup -
4O.rt.OMQ/J0T.jmn I Dr. KlNwUit>«TMn,i DetarflofOVEA ISOOPIaren - Rnulu* L*l<uei 
AU. Dwiww lelfije Cup with («. JwS Rmfc + o»«r 2 Lefl -FA Cup mdudat Non LMJua 
Tram/*. Market bur ANT PLATER ANT DIVISION Levali Sort ANT Duntion + FULL PLAT 

OFF COMPETITION - 2 In-Much Subl - CaKhot * Fnnnl Trainrit PLUS MUCH MORE 

EUROPEAN CHAMPIONS 
Ganuin* European Nationi Cup Simulation - Full Rawtwri Draw ol 12 Teinn - Future Lilt. Reiulit* 

Lei(tic Tablet ALL fl Graupt Squid ol 12 PUrin + Otlrer Pia/*«i A<*lable - Ouilî rnf Muchet (Amn*» 
Fr.andl.nl 4 The F«nit FULL MATCH ACTION with GoaH Frw K<kv Peraltm, Booklet. 

Comm. I In-Mnch Subt - Turn A St,I. ol Play PLUS MUCH MOM 

WORLD CHAMPIONS 
A Compile World Cup Cin<p<ip on I Skill Lmli Vtlta Fnandliai Squad d IS Pbpars -

QuaMyrnOoup • Tour MatcNei A The Fmalt 5UPE KB TEXT MATCH SIMULATION with Booking Goalv 
Cerncn, Fr*e Kick* Parultiai tn/urm. Irfury Tim*. 3 In. Mite* Su6« €«r» low. Penalty 

Shpot-Out, et< PLUS MUCH MORE 

CRICKET MASTER 
Arr buntnnd.ni Srmultlwn o(Orrrbj) IntrrnatMynal County CrKk.t on ] Skill I tnk - VwyinY" 
W*«h*r. Wiclwt £ Outfield Condition! Stittt Batting A Bowlinf Tictia - int. Med A Sp.n Bowft -
T«m< Sd«tian - 4 T^m of Between - Wktct Field Layout W«l*t, Byet No &»u Run Ouu. MrtMth. 

Dropped C*<lvn Scorefeurd. Bmn| 4 Sowtmi AfWyvi I FULL MATCH OVERVIEW 
Ihgw^ BALL 6Y BALL ACTION »id Coornemiry Pi US MUCH MOAE 

TEST MASTER 
A Crick*! Matter p-<e S-mulat.n, • Full 5 Day T«t Hatch - Include* Mott ol the Feature! ol 

CrvcVet Matter wnlr FULL MATCH OVERV*W t CmrMUr) D*ctar«rara Folto~-On. 
Nrfhtwatthrnan. U|ht Meter. RaiiV&id Lijht Stop* flap Varywj No oI Owl per Diy 
- New Ban SMGHID PLUS MUCH MORE - THE ULTIMATE CHALLENGE 

lor IP Cricket Enthuvatu 

SaAwveAvuUbilrtr Spectrum 44'1 JSK Comrodor* P4. 1 2iK AmnradCPC 
Tap D « Tipe &ec Tip* &k 

t-eWeChlr^wn. *»S lj»5 N'A N'A N.A N.A 
European Champont IPS 12 95 NA IMM 8*5 I2»S 
WorWCtwnpwnt 7 W ' 15 10 45 7*S IKS 
CntkatMawr 7M I IW I n 1045 7 « | I K 
TauMuw a»S I I « NCA NiA 12*1 

FANTASTIC 
DISCOUNTS 

BuylflmatdetKxt tj 00 
Bu)r S|amet deduct ES DO 
Bur 4 proet deduct £7 00 
(wrSjaiwde t̂xtCHOO 

All prices include pottage It packing & full instructions. Ail games in stock now for 
immediate despatch by first class post. 

(Add SOp per Game outside UK or £1.50 per Game for Air Mat) outside Europe Payment in 
Pounds Sterling Only). 

Please state which machine and tpecify tape or disc. Cheques or Postal Orders payable 
to E A J SOFTWARE. 

Send to E * J SOFTWARE. Room 3. 37 Westmoor Road. ENFIELD. Middx. EN3 7LE 

n f \ \ 
Could you manage this 

Rock Star ? 

^ CodcMasters Sotlwatt Company Ud PO 8o« 6 LEAWINCTON SPA CV33 0SM ^ 

DIA 

% V — " ' \ W f i 
Design and sjmulate pitched battles in the ancient-world froypfOQO BC\f<3j ttge fall ol the 
western Ro'man empire in c475 AD Also included are a nurmeVof preset scenarios and 
Historical Notes covering Battle Notes. Warfare in th^ncient(wSrra!kiad^rmy Notes. For 1 
or 2 players * 
Spectrum 48K & 128K - £14.95. Amstrad tape - CI4.95. $PC Compatibles (requires CGA) - C24.95. 
A v a i l a b l e Irom W H Smi th J o h n M e n z i e s , Vuqin S lo res and all good computer s h o p s , or mai l order 
from C C S L id . 14 1 a n g l o n Way, I o n d o n S E 3 7TL Tt-I 01 985 7232 ^ 
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PhiI King for England manager! 
Producer Tough Games/CRL 
New balls £8.95 cass 
Authors David Leitch and K 

Brice 

eleven players plus a substitute 
must be selected from the 
squad. These can play in any 
one of eight strategic 
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| Selecting players for the next match 
O B h w o « i s m e , Leicester City 

are stuck in the Second 
Division. When will they 

return to their former glory? 
(Whenever was that?' - Lloyd). 
The top of the First Division is 
surely where they belong. Oh 
well, all l ean do is dream - or is 
mi Hi 

On© of the best things about 
football management games is 
that they allow supporters of 
lowly clubs to see if they could 
do afiy better at managing their 
favourite team. Professional 
Soccer isthe latest in a long line 
of Similar games, allowing you to 
lead a team from the third 

success in the FA Cup. 
Selected from a list of League 

sides, your team starts with 16 
players of varying skill. Each has 
attributes tor defence, midfield 
and attacking abilities. 
Defenders and attackers also 
nave a preference for playing 
either in the middle of the pitch 
|or wide. Before each match , I 

formations. Some of these are 
geared for defensive play (such 
as 5-3-2) while others suit an 
attacking style (3-2-5). 

When you're satisfied with the 
team, it 's time to staft the match. , 
While nothing much is 
happening In the game, the 
screen simply displays the two 
team line-ups, the time elapsed 
and the score. Messages appear 
from time to time. Informing y©u 

i i A Q 1 / I ' m not normally one for football management 
l Y i M l i Ixgames, but Professional Soccer has kept me glued 
to screen for ages. The menus are so easy to use, allowing fast 
access to an impressive range of options. Match presentation is 
also fine with some good (for the genre) graphics - an 
improvement on Tracksuit Manager which I quickly lost interest 
in due to its extremely dull match portrayal. Realism is 
heightened by the fact that every player has his own information 
file, giving all relevant details. So if you're a disgruntled Walsall 
fan, or just a typical armchair critic, Professional Soccer gives 
you the chance to find out what a hard job managing a football 
team really is. So get off Bobby Robson's back! 

that a player has been booked 
etc. But once one of the teams 
mounts an attack, the screen 
switches to an overhead view of 
the goalmouth to show the 
relevant action. And if you're 

M 

O b ) t > 

_. d LI In. kalf.tim* 

MARK 7 3 % 

are followed by the resultant 
league table. After every few 
league matches your team also 
gets to play in the FA Cup, where 
they could meet one the really 
big teams like Liverpool (or even 
Leicester!). 

Between matches, players 
may be bought and sold in order 
to strengthen your squad. A list 
of forthcoming fixtures can also 
be viewed. Financial control is 
thankfully limited to buying and 
selling players - there's nothing 
more bonng than balancing 
books. _ 

The wide range of options 
offered is enough to give 
adequate control of the club 
without slowing the game to a 
grinding halt. Fluent play is also 
aided by the neat menu-driven 
selection system which is a 
pleasure to use. 

Following the recent Football 
Manager II (79%, Issue 54) and 
Tracksuit Manager (70%, Issue 
56), yet another football 
management game is a bit much 
(even for me). But Professional 
Soccer offers an impressive 
range of team options, and is 
competently programmed with 
some decent graphics to boot, 

getting thrashed ten nil or one ol The fine presentation and easy -
your players is injured you can to-use menu system help to 
always send on the substitute. preserve the undoubted lasting 

When the final whistle Is appeal of this absorbing 
blown, the rest of the division s management simulation, 
results appear bne by one, and PHIL 7 8 % 

THE ESSENTIALS 
Joysticks; Cursor. Kempston, Sinclair 
Graphics: not quite up to Match Day II standards, but better than 
those in Football Manager II 

Sound: simple beeps 
Options: definable keys, 
graphics on/off 
General rating: a fine football 
management game with plenty 
of lasting appeal 

Presentation 70% 
Graphics 41% 
douna 
Play ability 

tU /O 
71% 

Addictive qualities 81% 

OVERALL 76% 
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'Ere we go again.. 

Producer Gremlin 
Goals scored £7.99 cass 

£12.99 disk 
Authors Gaz (code), Jon 

(graphics), B«nn 
(sound) 

they've caught it. But they're no 
Peter Shiltons - they can't even 
jump up or dive. 

Match graphics are 
surprisingly colourful, although 
as a result, the scrolling of the 
pitch is jerky. But generally, 
presentation is good, especially 
on the title screen where a wide 
range of options can be selected 
while listening to a lively 128K 
tune. 

The bad news is that despite 
its fine appearance, Gary 
Lineker's Hotshot loses out in 
the payability stakes. The pitch 

i E re we go, ere w* go, 
e r . . . I can't Jfiner 
the rest of thdwics!, 

Lineker has scored*-a nic$ 
looking bird she is t oofHowever, 
Gary gets most of ihte kicks on 
the football pitch Jjjifearing an 
England jersey arKJoccasjogaJly 
hitting the back gphe net (if 
someone pushgfc him (p!). 

But on with thft gamoy — ^ 
Gary L/neker'aHbfshptallows 
you to control any of 16 national 
sides. Howe1 

World Cup 
league of f 
players m: 
'friendly' 
allow gai 
team intan 

Matcl 
directly 
scrollini 
mostfi 
neari 

thî isn't the 
I teams are in a 

Hivisiens. Two 
llso play a 

lie otjjer options 
lime and computer 
encito be altered, 

•are shown from 
Berhead, the huge pitch 
Bo follow the ball As in 
• sinia, you control the 
i l yjrto the ball. If none 

layers are on-screen, an 
wsthe direction of the 

Once in 
•ion, dribbling is 

[atic. 

ball behind, 
types of kick 
overhead) can be 
by moving the 

as fire is pressed (shot 
determined by how 

B n g l e fire button is held 
Idovyfi). Pressing fire when not in 

I p o ^ s s i c ^ T a K e s t h e p l a y e r fljg 
a ̂ rting tackle. But if the timing 
isntqulte right, you can easily 

Foul an opposing player, 
[resulting in a free kick (even 
inside the penalty area!). 
Persistent fouling results in a 
player being sent off. 

Throw-ins, comers and goal 
kicks are handled identically to 
normal kicks. Goal keepers are 
totally automatic, tracking the 

| ball and kicking it upfield when 
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4 Taking a corner while the fans cheer 

M A D I f ' c a n t that I have been overly impressed with 
•VIH R P\Gremlin products of late, but this does go a small way 
to redressing the balance. Graphically the game Is good with a 
bird's-eye view of the tittle players thundering around the pitch, 
fouling each other Nke crazy. This is one thing which did annoy 
me a bit: you only get a lousy free kick after being fouled- Vinnie 
Jones would have a field day! Still, despite a few flaws, Gary 
Lineker's Hotshot is worthy of consideration. 

0 6 % 

is far too large, making passing 
very difficult - the only way of 
knowing the positions of off-
screen players is by watching a 
tiny' radar' screen! But probably 
the biggest flaw is the way the 
game time continues even when 
the ball is dead. This means that 
the side in the lead can just 
waste oodles of time - this may 
be realistic, but it's still irritating. 

Another problem is that the 
computer teams aren't very 
intelligent, and are therefore 
easy to beat. However, as in 
most sports simulations, the two 
player mode gives the greatest 
enjoyment. Gary Lineker's 
Hotshot is fun for a while, 
although ultimately second 
division stuff. 

PHIL 6 2 % 

THE ESSENTIALS 
Joysticks: Cursor. Kempston, 
Sinclair 
Graphics: surprisingly colourful, 
although the scrolling's jerky 
Sound: catchy 128K title tune, 
decent effects 
Options: one or two players. 
Choose from sixteen teams 
General rating: a technically 
sound, but simplistic soccer 
Simulation 

Presentation 71% 
Graphics 72% 
Sound 75% 
Payability 66% 
Addictive qualities 62% 

OVERALL 64% 

A The reds are just about to score 
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What does he know about football?! 
Producer Audiogenic 
Latest score £9.95 cass 

£14.95 disk 
Author Graham BJighe, Terry 

Wiley, Andrew Calver 

( Ei 
J 

mlyn shoots straight 
from the hip!' proclaims 
the blurb on the inlay. 

But we at CRASH promise to 
ignore details of Mr Hughes's 
private life and just look at the 

• O T T I S H SMIRKER: Well 
Greasie, who d'yi think'll win 1 
today's match? 
GRINNING GIT I dunno. It's a 
tunny old game, but probably 
the team without the Scottish 
goalie! 
SCOTCH ON THE ROCKS: M 
That's not very niceo'yi, some of 
the best goolies are from north 
of the border. 
GREY-HAIRED GRINNER: Not 
the ones under your kilt! 
THE WEE MAN: Why. I'll brain yi. 
yl stupid Sassenach! 
PHIL: Oy, you two, get out of my 
comment! 

Phew! What a cheek, they've 
already got their own TV show to 
talk rubbish on. So, not wasting 

any more time. Emlyn Hughes 
International Soccer combines 
football management with 
arcade action. A multitude of 
options may be selected, using 
a simple pull-down menu 
system. The most important of 
these allows you to pick the 
players and substitutes for your 
team out of a limited squad 
(players cannot be bought and 
sold). Each individual player has 
a fitness level and three skill 
levels for running speed, 
defensive skills, and attacking 
skills - these can ail be altered by 
the player. Any of eight 
international sides can be 
player/computer controlled in 
League or Cup matches, or a 
season comprising both types, 
Friendlies can also be arranged 
to test various team 
combinations. 

THE ESSENTIALS 
Joysticks: Cursor. Kempston. Sinclair 
Graphics: well-animated players, choose your own I 
Sound: simple ref's whistle effects 
Options: too many to mention 
General rating: a brave attempt to combine football management 
and arcade skills, which doesn't quite come off. 

.-4 
•i 

I O 
1 1 
1 2 
1 4 

HILLEP 
MI TH 

W O B I H S O N 
BPOWM 
* i O C R S O N 
P f l t M E P 

JACKSON 
C P C E N 

TINE-
W l L S O N 
Pi if* I N 
t-L ... h 

*PTEP 
H N F 3 

A Choosing from the pull-down 

One or two human players can 
take on a computer-controlled 
side in a match, while pitch/ 
player colours and match length 
are definable. The 3-D view of 
the pitch is similartothat used in 
Match Day II, scrolling 
horizontally to follow the ball. A 
single player is controlled at one 
time, indicated by a pointer i 
above his head. 

As well as dribbling and I 
spitting (only joking!}, players 
can kick and head the ball, and 
even perform sliding tackles, 
although careless use of these 
can lead to free-kicks and 
penalties. Kicking the ball is j 
achievedby pressing and 
releasing the fire button - tfje 
longer itTs held down, the harder 
the shot will be. Height and 

m 

d bv) COMPUTER 
SPd Dcf A l t 
u o a i U t w p e r 

• • 
• • • M t o o e 

• • * 
• • • o o e • • • 

• • • 
• • • • • • 

• • • 
-

o e e 
o o » 
1 

o o e 
o o s o o e 

r i t Mat G l s 
9 9 1 0 
9 6 t 0 
©3 1 0 
8 6 1 0 
8 0 1 0 
6 8 i 0 
8 8 1 0 

t 0 
8 3 I o 
6 9 1 I 
6 7 1 1 
9 9 O 0 
9 9 0 0 
9 9 O O 
9 9 0 O 
9 9 0 0 

A Now which one's Emlyn? 

direction of the kick are 
controlled by moving the stir > 
when fire is pressed. 

Despite its many pre-mati' 
options, Emlyn Hughes 
International SocceffiOTsthe 1 
emphasis onarcade^Mte flit Iher 
than strategy. Selection of 
different players doesn' 
to have much effect in the i 
itself. Still, actually playir 
matches is fun (especially 
two players), although pi 
quite up to the high stanc 
by Match Day II. One anr 
flaw is that the game 
tendency to abort in 
mode, though this is gr« 
you're losing! (Flippin' 

PHIL 7 4 % 

?l 

he ifflat 
98 

nd ;tha-
o be! 

Presentation 70% 
Graphics 72% 
Sound 30% 
Payability 72% 
Addictive qualities 68% 

OVERALL 70% 

M I K E i W 
IV I i rXUl ike Emlyn 
(his wife perhaps?!), 
person is quite likely 
pleased with Intemat om 
Soccer. Though my first] 
impressions of the gam 
tNrtftwaSQ&jerygood (._ _ 
the least!), persever e 
makes It seem a tilt better. 
After two or three hour r " 
becomes quite boarabl 

| H H t o l 
a game, and person y 11 
think It's worth it! Playabll 
alright, as it see' 
from annoying,bygn.lj^t1 
addictiveness largely 
depends on how 
about football, and (at the risk 
of incurring the wrath of Phil!) 
I don't like it! (Are you totally 
deranged?! - Phil), it is one of 
the better Spectrum soccer 
games though, and I enjoyed 
playing it (even though Ptiii 
kept resetting when I was 
winning). 

66% 
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space connotations Pumie Z ^ ^ 9 a m e oute 
outto the sixth p l a n e i o f Z ^ t a k e s the P'ayer! 

Safi im •«» a ,m°spheric phenomena .?. 
; ~ planet of the J. 7 tne P'ayer 
spectacular atmospheric nh£ S y S t e m t o wit"ess the 
Sa^m's skies purple S L f W w n a which turns 
once a year, the in^tants S I T ' ^ w h i c h happens , 
Pete In the Galactic S y m S ^ T , d 8 9 a t h e r ^ ^ 
from Earth who has to s Z v p J ° U a representative 

Tronic-Slide? Brain n^,9fUeHin9 Ring 
wonder who will boycott th s veaX^ a n d Ti^-Jump 9(,[ 
o represent your » you wish 

H as your computer ever driven you to utter an expletive? 
(Of course it bloody hasn't! - Nick). Well, one of the less 
offensive ones has been turned into a game. Aaargh is a 
city-stomping, building-smashing, monster-thumping all 
action game in which you play a monster, searching for 
five stolen eggs. Throe are scattered over twelve different 
cities, so being the kind-hearted soul that you are, you 
smash up the buildings in search of the prize. However, 
you aren't the only one after the eggs. Various other 
refugees from Japanese 'B' movies (Edwina Currie?!) are 
also after them, so you have to biff the baddies as well. 
Aaargh will be available on the Melbourne House label in 
May. retailing at £9.99 on cassette only. 



i r» i m m n 

t \ fter the crunch, bang, wallop fun of Skatebal and the 
promised aggro in the soon-to-be-released Iron L o ^ e e 
the feature on page 45). French software house. Ubi Soft 
will shortly be allowing Putty's Saga to escape onto you 
computer Puffy (who looks suspiciously l.ke Pac-Man 
and his sweetheart Puffyn are lost on an alieniwortd. Ydur 
task .s simple: just guide the danng duo around the tortu-l 
ous m ^ on iach level to escape before the 

Izens eat them for lunch. Puffy* Saga w^see the light of 
I day in April for £8.99 cassette, and £14.99 +3 dist I 

1 

choice! He must particioate in « . ' a t t e r ~ W r o n 9 
ning Man. Here h n S r i f ^ ^ L 9 ^ 8 8 ^ ' Run 
and hunted d o w ^ r S ^ r r ^ ^ C r i m i n a l s 

t h i r t y d a y s ^ p r o n ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ o survive 
ngged and the odds brutal - the h i t ^ " t h e 9 a m e s a r e 

days . . . hmmm. the best score so far is eight 

I f you 're one of those people who actually start of the front 
! of the magazine you'll no doubt have seen the ad for The 
Tower Of Light and its incredible offer, exclusive to | 
CRASH. If you buy the game with the ad you get a superb 
Competition Pro 5000 Clear joystick, worth £15.95, 
absolutely free. Since the game itself is only £12.95 on 
tape, and £14.95 on +3 disk, this a pretty amazing offer 
and marks the debut of a completely new software house: 
Caris Software. 

The Tower Of Light is Caris" first release under their own 
name - they previously programmed A Simple Case Of I 
Espionage (72%, Issue 60) ages ago for Skyslip - and is a 
fantasy role playing game. The plot concerns the eternal 
struggle between good and evil. A particularly evil charac-
ter has tried to overthrow his master. The Dark One. He I 
fails miserably, and in fleeing for his life, comes across a 
green and peaceful land which he decides to terrorize. He 
gives himself the title of The Dark Lord, and sets about 
summoning hordes of evil followers to this land, changing 
it into a barren hell hole. 

Now enter not one. but four heroes: a wizard, elf, dwarf 
and a human. Their task is to find the Tower Of Light, 
retrieve the King's Crown and find another monarch. How-
ever. all they know about the tower is that it's magical and 
no evil creature can enter it. Its exact whereabouts are 
unknown, and plenty of evil creatures stand between the 
stalwart band and success. The Tower Of Light should 

i very soon now. 

I S 

to be the sweefheart^jfthe^iero £ fittjUSt 

|thump-'em-up from US Goto Mr w ^ f ' a mu«i-<evel 
(bit peeved at losing B S S & X S S & , s than a 
Ithe singles bars fa?aiSSSSi®? ' n s t e a d o f searching 
law into his own E X S g E ^ S E S * 1 0 t a k e , h * 
assured, there will be plenW o T h ^ S 6 X p e r t A n d r e s t 

fancy footwork on when 9 U / S t 0 p r a c t i s e his 
[priced ^ 9 9 cassette m g T ^ l l ? r 6 ' e a s e d i n April, 

I 



THE ARCADE COMPILATION OF THE YEAR 
Featuring: 
RASTAN 
CRASH - RasUn is slick and compelling" 
YOUR SINCLAIR - "So another spanker from Imagine You'll be a fool if 
you miss it '" 

SLAPFIGHT 
COMPUTER 4 VIDEO GAMES - "Simple, Smooth. Very addictive — [ 1 1 — 
A winner Z Z A P - A superb arcade conversion and a 
great shoot em up. This is one for the J ^ ^ _ _ _ _ _ j 
ZAPPERS collection." 

RENEGADE ARKANOID 
C O M M O D O R E U S E R - A s conversions go REVENGE OF DOM . • 
this still takes some beating - literally and AMTIX - "Excellent - can't 

fault it A future number one " 
YOUR SINCLAIR Immensely impressive 
and chronically addictive. A Classic." 
BUBBLE BOBBLE 
AMSTRAD ACTION - "It's a cracker. 
Definitely a game I should keep coming 
back to " 
GAMES MACHINE - Packed to the brim 
with entertainment." 
LEGEND OF RAGE 
CRASH - "One I won't put down until I get 
through to the next level 

YOUR SINCLAIR The graphics are so slick 
you really feel you re part of an action movie 
rather than just playing a game." 

ARKANOID 
ZZAP 64 - "I thoroughly recommend 
Aifcanoid - for the simple reason that it's 
simply gorgeous playing with it " 
COMPUTER GAMES WEEK - The lake 
home message is simple You want a great 
arcade game*" 
FLYING SHARK 
COMPUTER WITH THE AMSTRAD 
C P C - "This is an excellent game " 
ACE - Incredibly frustrating 
playable and addictive 

vAssitn n."*, cASStm Hiss tAssrm t e n 
OIV« I HIS Dl',« fia ws». c i w 

.. Lho namu 
af Lho some 

l i f g l 

Ocean Software Limited • 6 Central Street Manchester M2 5NS 



8 SPECTACULAR 
GAMES IN 

1 SPECIAL PACK 

GRYZOR 
If you're looking for a high speed actron-packed game that's good to look at and exciting 

to play - grab Cryior now'" - Your Sinclair 

BARBARIAN 
"Its reputation for being the most bloodthirsty computer game ever, means (hat 

its phenomenal success will undoubtedly continue." - Sinclair User 

COAABAT SCHOOL 
"Combat School is brilliant - definitely the best arcade conversion 

around " - Z*ap 64 

_ x ^ ^ TARGET RENEGADE 
• "If you re after some exciting beat'em up action this 

is a good excuse to part with all your hard-earned 
cash " - Crash 

PREDATOR 
Predator is a superb tie-in and really hits 

the mark. - ZZAPI SiHler 
PLATOON 
Platoon is absolutely superb - a milestone 

m film tie-ins, and a yardstick by which all 
others shall be |udged." -Zapp 64 

I CRAZY CARS 
"Oaty Cars is a three 
dimensional real-time 
simulation. This must be the 

ultimate car game " - Sinclair User 

KARNOV 
"Stunningly colourful screens ... the most 
accurate conversion of an arcade hit in 
years " - Your Sinclair 

THE GREATEST SPORTS COMPILATION EVER 
Score a goal race on two wheels, compete m the Bob Sled. Ski |ump Slalom and downhill, Match strokes with Nick 
Faldo. make the winning break against Steve Davies but play a straight bat against Ian Botham enter the arena in 

Track & Field as you compete in 100 mettes dash. Long lump. Javelin, 110 metres huidles. Hammer Throw and HIR*-. 
tump and it that doesn t finish you oft then throw |ump shots againsl the basketball aces and go for a touchdown 
in the NFL Superbowl - then you can sit down m the cockpit 
of a Formula t racing car as you compete to take the chequered 
flag1 Check out GSM 2 - the ultimate in sports compilations 
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